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from the public any tiling of which they should
lx; apprised. We do not quarrel with the exclusion of correspondents from the lines, or
the reticence observed in relation to die plans
or movements of campaigns.
Tlie President
and his Cabinet, and the Generals know best
how to concert and.'mature plans and settle
policies. We do not meddle with State
secrets. But when a tiling is done—when tlie
shock of battle lias taken place—we insist upon knowing from the bulletin of tlie General
or the Proclamation of the War
Department,
whether tlie result is a defeat or a victory.
To keep back such information, if it lie of disaster. argues ignorance of defeat on the field
a victory in the
bulletin, shows want of
faith in tlie strength,
courage and endurance
of tlie people.
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GAninAi.ni.— It is diilicult for us to see
what Garibaldi is doing. Tlie
reports of his
proceedings are as contradictory as those of

Hates of Advertising!
Transient Advertisements, 551.00 per square,
or less; exceeding three, and not
more than one week, £1.25 per square; 75 cents per
week after. One square every other day one week,
§1.00; 60 cents per week after.
Exhibitions, tec., under head of Amusements,
Cfe.00 per square per week.
Special Notices, £1.60 per square for first week,
for three insertions

£1.00 per week after.
Business Notices, in reading columns, 12 cents
per line for one insertion. No charge less than fifty
cents.

Legal Notice* at usual rates.
Advertisements inserted in the Maine State
Prehh (which has a large circulation in every part of
the State) for 3H cents per square in addition to the
above rates for c*ach insertion.
Transient advertisements must be paid for in advance.

OF* AH communications intended for the paper
should be directed to the "Editors qf the Press,” and
those of a business character to the Publishers.

CTF-The Portland Daily and Maine State
Press Office, iu Fox Block, No. 82$ Exchange
Street, is open at all hours during the day and evening, from 7 o’clock in the morning to 9 iu the
evening.
CF* Jon Printing of every description executed
with dispatch; and all business pertaining to the office or paper promptly transacted on application as
abovo.

Soldiers Cared For.
Out of one thousand soldiers, one hundred
and four are sick ; this is the constant proportion, a« reported by the Sanitary Commission.
The autumn always increases the number, by
reason of the hot days and cool nights, causing
diarrhoeas and dysenteries, of every shade and
degree. One yard and a-half of stout, woolen
flannel, fourteen inches broad, worn, from August to November, tightly and constantly
around the alaiomen. in sueh a way that lt'wlll
be double in front, with bits of tape strongly
sewed on one end, and about one yard from
the other, according to the size of the person,
for convenience of tying, would do more toward preventing bowel-complaints among our
brave and self-denying soldiers, than all known
human means besides. This simple device
arrested the onset of cholera, in three days, in
one of the largest divisions of the Prussian
army, when the terrible scourge last visited
Europe. Let every family, who has a member
in the army, forward sueli an article on the instant of reading this; if you can do no better,
send an old worn petticoat, for, by reason of
its softness and pliability, it is better than anytiling else. Let every mother who reads this,
and who may have, no son or other relative
bravely battling for the perpetuity of our glorious Union, send one alxlominal bandage, to
be given to some worthy soldier who has no
mother, no sister, no wife, to exercise these
kindly cares for him. And let the generous
rich, of whom there are so many among us, lie
assured that it is impo-sihle to spend an equal
amount of money as efficiently in any other
way. One man who lias been in the army
twelve months is worth nmc two raw recruits;
lienee one dollar’s worth of good woolen flannel for one of them, or even an old petticoat,
by keeping such soldier healthy in the Held,
will be worth more than the flfty dollars lsiunty paid for the two recruits, under the present
exigencies of the ease.
Winter is coming; let the sisters and mothers of the soldiers
begin to knit two or three
pairs of thick woolen socks, to Is- forwarded
to each son and brother by the first of October; lot the toes and heels be double-knitted,
or sheathed with the blue cloth of some wornout coat or pantaloons, cautioning the soldier
to keep the toe-nails closely trimmed, so as to
prevent the cutting of the socks.
Begin at on re and put up in quart tin cans,
to tie forwarded at internet*, (for if sent in
large quantities at a time, they will he wasted
or too lavishly used,)
pickled cucumbers cabbage. Onions are represented by physiologists
to lie among the most wholesome and nutritious of all the vegetable products, besides
their immediately invigorating and enlivening
effects. If a gallon of onions.could lie sent to
each soldier, mice a month, in addition to a
quart of pickled cucumbers or cabbage, scurvy,
already beginning to manifest itself, would be
unknown. And if it could be felt how grateful a quart tin can of preserved berries, tomatoes, or fruits, would be to a soldier who does
not see sueli tilings, preserved or fresh, sometimes for months together, their sisters, and
mothers, and cousins, and wives would spare
no little pains to prepare a good supply for
months to come, mid would begin to send them
ou the instant—[Mall’s Journal of Health.

j

the movements of
Beauregard or Jackson. It
is strongly suspected that Victor Emanuel and
he arc entirely in harmony with each
other,
notwithstanding the apparent differences between them. It is intimated that tin; King and
possibly the Emperor Napoleon are pretending
to oppose Garibaldi's
proceedings, but that
they will let him go on until his movement has
assumed such proportions, and tlie popular
clamor through Italy for a movement on Koine
will lie so loud, that they may say that it is not
proper lor them to stand up against the united
cry and desire of Italy. Then, according; to
this hypothesis, w ill come the settlement or the
Homan question. We do not yet see satisfactory evidence that tills theory is correct,
though such a course would not lx* unlike that
which Napoleon has heretofore taken.
About ail we know is, that Garibaldi is in
Sicily, witli some hundreds of gallant young
volunteers, ami that a circular has been issued
by his friends and with his approval, declaring
that the debt of gratitude which Italy owes to
France, is not enough to tie her hands. It
says that tlie jieople of Italy have the right to
take the initiative, as they did in 18<i0. It
affirms, that though the kingdom of Italy has
existed two years, the Dope still reigns,
foreign
troo|is hold Koine, brigandage Is prevalent.and
affairs are otherwise ill an unsatisfactory condition. The |x‘ople, it proclaims, under Garibaldi,will liberate Koine from the Pope and proclaim it tlie capital of Italy.
The whole tenor of Garibaldi’s words is hostile to .Vqxileon. Tlie Italians in Paris
say
that Garibaldi means to provoke a collision
with the French at Home and lx; cut down
by
them, and leave his name ami memory as a
legacy offury to baffle Napoleonic designs.
He seeuis to lie moving quite slowly, either lx'cause he lias not as many men as lie
expects,
or because lie wishes
the excitement on tlie
main laud to reach a greater intensity before
lie crosses tlie Straits of Messina. His
purpose
is at present shrouded in mystery, lint his
course can hardly fail to have'an
important influence on European politics.—I Providence
.lonrmil.

BOOKS & STATIONERY.
S. II. COI.EKWOItTIIY,

Laconic Sword

!

Presentation.—The

New Albany (Indiana) Ledger states that a
rather laconic sHoard presentation took
place
] at Camp Noble a few days since. A memlier
; of the
a
Sixty-sixth Kegiment purchased sword
; forCaptain Gerard, and
Captain J. H. Fawcett
l was
1
deputed to present it. This the Captain
did, as follows: “Here, John, is a swi ird."—
j Captain Gerard took it and replied: “Thank
j you; I'll see you again about it after 1 have
tried it.” The presentation and reply were
both to the point.

WILLIA m

BOOKS, STATIONERY, PICTURES,
Picture Frames, Paper llaiurines Fancy Goods, 4c., 4r.(
TO No. 92 EXCHANGE STREET,
Next door above the British and American
Express
Office, where In* w ill accommodate all who may l>o in
want of good* in his line, at very low prices.

and

Book-Binding
Done

Picture-Framing,

neatly as

usual.

GENUINE HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES,
For sale at the above store

M.
< ase*

eodOm

EXCHANGE ST.

gfj

BLANK BOOK AND STATIONERY,

j
|

j
j

Of every
the various

variety, quality and price, embracing all
styles of gold paper* manufactured, toa full stock of Satins, mediums and comgether
mon papers—the largest stock to Ik* found in this
market, at lowest market price*. School Books of
every kind in use at wholesale prices.

53 Exchange Street.

BLANK

ACCOUNT

BOOKS!

A

and Church Collector* Looks.

Sell Cheap.

Portland, June 23.1862.
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Ambrotype

not

DOthey

rant

N\

or

satisfaction. at pricer vhich defy competition.
H.—Large Ambrotype* only Fifteen Cents.

gouruu, which has

a

an

LEWIS,
Square, li’rl l'rebb*

July

14th. 1862.
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THE

Gov. Letcher Wants Sai.t.—Gov. Letchhas called a session of the Virginia
Legislature to provide for the purchase of salt.

er

the facts from the

Indeed it w ere better to let them know the truth, even though

people.

unwelcome, than to permit them
to be tortured by all sorts of rumors and surmises. They can bear it. Upon this subject
the New Bedford Mercury lias the following.
Edward Everett once remarked.while speaking of what Yankees had accomplished as
Western pioneers, “Nothing so quickens the
as

the genius

of desolation.”

It is

perhaps another mode -of expressing the old
saying. “Necessity is the mother of invention.”
When men come into desperate straits, the
energies are roused, and what under ordinary
circumstances would be regarded as miracles,
are quickly performed.
Great efforts require
great occasions. Mail's extremity is often his
own I test opportunity, when he himself, as well
as all the
world, is surprised at the power

which leans forth to meet and overcome obstacles, and carve a safe passage through difficulties and dangers.
Misfortunes are sometimes our iiest friends,
teaching us great truths, correcting false estimates of ourselves and others,
making us selfreliant instead of boastftd, leading us to resolve rather titan vapor. We belevc that defeat strengthens ns as a people. At no time in
the history of this rebellion was there a more
tlery zeal, a more Intense purpose, a more united resolve in the hearts of loyal men, than just
after the battle of Bull Bun. It requires no
depth of philosophy to understand the value
of temporary reverses—to appreciate “the
sweet uses of adversity.” They are like tonics, stimulative auii restorative.
We hope tlie men iu power understand all
this—that they have foitli, not only in the ability of the people to bear up under reverses,
but in the salutary influence, the strengthening effect produced upon them by a full knowledge of such reverses and a clear perception
of the difficulties to be encountered, The
people are not craven—they ask for no prophecy of smooth things—they cry out instinctively. “Let us know the worst.” And the
government wastes its most precious and reliable strength if it keeps track this
knowledge
anil attempt to mistily the masses. If defeat
comes, let its know it—rail it a defeat—and
give us tile length and breadth.
Instead of
discouraging eulistmrnts it would quicken
them. It would depress for a moment; but
it would Vs? like the
crouching of a tiger for a
spring, to lie followed by an exhibition of courage aud resolve.
e do not know that there is
any disposition
on the part of the administration to
keep back
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COFFINS

Congrm Street,
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various kinds

all the
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ROBES FURNISHED TO

JOHN

TO

No. 3 UNION

C. II. B. al*o manufacture*s/rorr-cases, desks, axd drawer-work.
Of every de*cription, including Taylor** SelfSupporting Drawer, the lie*t Kind ever made.
IT All order* for Repairing Furniture, Yarui*hmg. Upholstering, Chair Seating, t.lazing, Ac.,
promptly attended to.
ju!31tf

4'upitaliMs.
solicited till the l*t of Sephereby
of nineteen hundred dollar*

Cumberland, for a term of year*, w ith
iutcrcst pavablc *emi-amitia)lv.
N. L. HUMPHREY. Treasurer.
Cumberland Center, August 12. 1862.
town

S T A I E

O F

n A I A E.

From 15 to 20 Per Cent. Less
Than they have ever been sold iu this place.
call at
No. Ill FEDERAL STREET,
A few doors

east

of U. S.

Please

Hotel, and examine,

DANIEL CLARKE.
Portland, Aug. 1.

ddw

HIGHLAND BOARDING-SCHOOL
FOR BOYS,
IN IIETIIEL, MAINE.
rill IF. SECOND YEAR of this School will comJL mence on Tuesday, Sept. 2d, 18»!2.
The advantages tor'instruction in this school are
excellent. The number of scholars will be limited,
and every possible attention be given for their iraprov einent.
For references and further information, send for
circular to
X. T. TRUE, M A..
Proprietor and Principal.
Bethel. July 25th
dfc w4w6

No. S

ARMY

AND

NAVY

TAILORING ESTABLISHMENT,
BY-

A. D.

REEVES,

98

...

EXCHANGE

Tailor,

STREET,

Portland, Aug. 6, 1SG2.
Old I'miuc**
4 m RENEWED by

iV

dly

Itc-Oill,
MORRISON & CO.

Me.

HE sub-criber would very respect fall an|1
Inoniire t.« hi- nuint
d*. and the
IJlpuhlic generally, that during the temporary

in

Drug

a

ha**

TJRf'>inpulo»iy -u-pension of hi* biisii.e*,* ho
famished this well-known house anew, and is
better than ever prepared to wait
uj*»n hi* cus-

tomer*. and
by strict attention to their wants
to merit a continnance of the patronage which he has
hitherto received.
E. t.. MAYO.
Passadutnkeag, June 23.1862.
d&ivtf

and

of
to
accommodate it* former patrons, as well as
hi* old friends and the public
generally.
Having had an experience of sixteen years,
he flunk* be can now “keep a hotel."
This house is one of the best in the
city, and very
pleasantly located on Congress, corner of Green
street.
Portland. Ang. 23, 18*3.
d3w&w3m

^Merchant Tailor,
137. MIDDLE ST..
Has

PORTLAND.

AMASA T. C. DODGE,
HAVIN’!* assumed the proprietorship
this house, promise* to spare no pains

prepared

himself by •elections from the New
Good# recently imported in New k ork and
Bostou, to n»4*et the requiicmeiit# of hi* customer*
ami the public as to

Style* of

AND

DIBIGO EATING HOUSE,
No. 7 MILK STREET,
JOHN

SUMMER SEASONS !

...

PORTLAND, ME.

ROBINSON, Proprietor.

In his new stock nr** comprised Farcy Cloths for
Spring Overcoat* and Business Suit*, Rich Black and

Clapp’s

ARTIFICIAL

Bind, Cu&irfss Slrtti,

1> O K SKINS!
Of a great variety of patterns
VESTINGS of all
the varieties that tl»« market affords—Silk, Satin, Linen. and Cotton—many rare and unique style#.
Also
au

-ALSO,-

373 Congress Street,
muj(4dtf

JOIIX W. FEKH1XK &

I. D. MERRILL A CO„

PLUM B E R

WHOLESALE

notiers,

it n*m

aotrts,

surer rinteil

MERRILL.

JOHN BOND.

MG

8. D. MERRILL.

“The Governor* of the several States are hereby
requested birth with to designate rendezvous for the
drafted militia of said States, ami to appoint commandants therefor, and to notify the Secretary of
War of the location of such rendezvous, and the
names of the commandants :”
// »s ordered, That the places designated in General Order No. 32 of this Department, viz: Cortland.
Augusta and Itangor, will be the rendezvous of the
drafted militia of this State, ami volunteers in lieu of
draft; and the following gentlemen lta\e been appointed commandants thereof, compensation to be
determined bv the War Department.
John Lynch for the rendezvous at Portland, winch
will be known as “Camp Abraham Lincoln.“
George W. Ricker for the rendezvous at Augusta,
which will be known as “t amp E. D. Keves.”
Gideon Mayo for the rendezvous at Itangor, which
will be known as “Camp John rope.”
lly order of the Coiiimauder-in-Chicf.
juun l. hodsdox,
a22d3t
Adjutant General.
Adjutant General's

Office, I
Augusta, August 23, lHta. j

GENERAL ORDER No. 37.

required

under the directions of
ill he made in accordance
with the provisions of the act of Cong res* of July
17, 1862, entitled “an act to amend the act calling
forth the militia to execute the laws of the Union,
suppress insurrections and ivjm I invasions,
February 28th. 1795, and the act amendatory
i and for other purpose#,” w hich provide# that the enrollment of tin- militia shall in all eases include all
the able bodied citizens between the ages of eighteen
and forty-live, and General Order No. 2b is amended

General Order No. 2x

w

approved
thereof,

accordingly.
II. —Field officers of volunteer regiment# raised in
of drafted men for nine months' service, will
place
be elected by the captains ami subalterns of the respective companies composing tin- sauie.
III. —All men enlisting after this date, whether for
three years’ service or for nine months’, in the place
of drafted

men,

will he credited

to

tin-

towns

in which

they reside, and not elsew'here.
l’or order of the Commander-In-Chief,
JOHN L. UODsDON, Adjutant General.

August 26.

d3t

TAPliolesale
COMMISSION

CO,

Thomas*

(Opposite

ARTISTS’ MATERIALS, Ac.

CONSTANTLY

ON

Grocers,

head of

Widgery ’g Wharf,}

PELEU

jr23dt f

Common

Me.

BARKER,

HAND,

tirninuv

92.«n> Uood room rent. 20cents per wivk#
All letters of inquiry may he addressed to the

SIG X 1 * A I X T K R,
Down Willow
PORTLAND,

dersigtied.

(i. M.

mm.

igftgmmmm

■

ME.

June 23.

FIRST

d3ra

JOHN n. BROWN A SONS,

Sugar IR-efinery,

'i

A

CLASS

Sewing-Maeliinesi.

ROSEWOOD

Catalogue,

No. 60 K&i'hitngc Street*
June 23. lSrt2.

is

stock iu this

department
complete,
u*ed in the art.
Ol'Rprising every article
MORRISON k CO.,

DEALERS IN

Comuierriut Street*

a*. Market

IMPORTER

Square.

FANCY
Manufacturers.

Also, Dealer in Watches, Jewelry and Silver Ware.
Portlaud, June 23, 1SG2.
tf

GOODS,

YANKEE

ELIPTIC.

Portland. Mr.

SI LV Kit SMITH.

GERMAN,

Pockot and Table Cutlery,

Portland. Me.
je28l r

Manufacturing Jeweler,

AND

-AND-

SLOAT

Every Machine fully Warranted.
.V

OO

favorable

MiddleSHtroet,
FOKTI.AND. Mu.

as

to insure pn*|*ertv on
those of auj teliable com-

policies upon which six premium* have been
reuewed annually free of premium to the

are

policy

holder.

Tho*e desiring insurance will do well to call and
ascertain the terms ticfore iusuring elsewhere.

102 MiMIr Street.

OMcr

CHARLES

HOLDEN, trttideni.

Edward Siiaw, iVrrr/«rjf.
June 23.

eod3m

Ml

l

All

Marine liiwiiranre (omp.un.
OFFICE UN HER THE SAhADAlIOTK HOUSE.
FRONT STREET.
F11IIE PrwMpnt and IHn-ftor* of the Hath Mutual
X Marine luMiranc*' i otupauy givvaotiev that their
l apital Stock amounts to

$1200,000

;

And that thev are prepared to make insurance on the
mutual principle. a/nitiM marine risks, not exceeding

$10,000 in any One Ri«k.
l»IKk< TOK*:

John Patten,
Oliver Moms.
M F. l.annett,
,1 II Me 1Allan.
Jas, W. Patten,

Wiu. Hrumnioud, O. E. K. Patten,
Sam’! I. Robinson. E. k. Harding,
Arthur Sew*U,
J. P Morse.
Lewis Hlaekmer.
I>avid 1 atten,
8. A. Houghton,
J. C. Jameson.
E. k. HARDINt.. President,
E. t
HV1>E. Secretary.
dtim
3,1Sd2.

FIRE

INSURANCE.

W. BANFIELD.

I*. J. Forristall
June 23.

can

OOlcr 11 Middle,

MMKIiOU.

of Kxchuuge St.,
POKTLAXIL VK„
cor.

Agent ofthc following First Clars Insurance Co’*:
National Insurance Company,

Republic
Of Now York.

Cash

Capital and Surplus,

AoOO.OOO.

Fire Insnrnnce Fompanr.
Casli t'apital and Surplus. *312,000.

--

Relict Fire Insurance fompanr.
< ash ( apita! and Surplus, *230.000.
Of New York.

F.i|iiitablc Fir>> and Marine Ins.
Of Providence.

Punrvt'T SxctntiTY. which etight always to Oc tho
first cottsitirrtaHi’n in etheling insuxaiiec, is here olfertsl to the public, at The toirrat rttfra of premium
adopted by t-'uttti uW reaptmailHo eouipuM.s
Office iu -Boyd's Building," opposite Post office.
June 23.

STATIONERY, TOYS, Ac.,
2^ and 80 Federal and
ADDISON

julldtf

NOTIONS,

CLOCKS, WATCHES AND JEWELRY,

STOKE It »V CCTLE K, l.cneral Agent*.
08

as

Of Boston.

AND DEALER IX

ENGLISH, FRENCH

wm. II. II. HATCH,
141 Middle Street.

terms

com-

(Successor to P. J. Forristall and Mill* k Forristall,

HEAD OF MERRILL'S WHARF.

A

pany
AH

WAKIIEA
A' t 'tipintcnl*.

Pliolugi'npliif

FOR FAMILIES

Grain,

flYIIIS Cnmpsny cmifinue

tf

SHUTTLE.

Je23dtf

Flour and

FOR T I. A N l>

Mutual Fire Insurance Company.

Hath, July

A. W. BANFIELD,

ALUEIIT WEBB A (Om

INSURANCE.
_

LDINGS,

hand.

R. J. D. LARRABEE & CO.,

YORK STREET, PORTLAND, ME.

AND

MOI

Constantly on

June24dtfw3t
EMPIRE

our

large assortment of Oval, Gilt. Walnut. Ebony and

un-

STEVENS. Secretary.
Westbrook Seminary, Aug. 11.
3wd&2tw

Street*

J* very extensive, being of the beat manufacture,
atich ai« Winsor & Newton’* Oil ami Water Color*,
hrushea, Di awing Pajier-. Pencil*, Crayon*. Oils Mill
Varnishes, Mathematical Instruments. Ac.
Our stock embraces all article* in this line, and i*
the largest am! best selected in the State, and we offer the best inducements to dealers anil photogra|>er*,
both as to quality of ginals and a* to price*.

Will !*e cheerfully fUn.tshed with
which contains a complete list.

Order. .^0Z
Jtatodtf

PARTIES WISHING TO PURCHASE
Oil

'*

WILLI An CAPEN,

Half Win

'Tuition.
English Branches,.$4

to

Ubiula«

HAT 11

A very choice collection of Fine Engraving* and
Lithograph*, which wo shall be happy to show to any
who may call.

6 00
Higher
Higher English. Latin. Greek and French,.
Music, with the use of Instrument,. 10 W)
Drawing, 1'uiutiug and Writing, extra.
Board |*er week, including all but wood aud lights,

THOrt. LYNCH.

lo

JITST RKI KIVKI),

Itlock,

Served

IkutMM at Ki-diiovd Kate,
tijwn every Sunday from 8 to 1, and frnm 2 to &

|«mI.

Pier and Oval Frames, w ith French Mirrors: Gilt,
Ebony and Imitation Rosewood Frames, both oval
and Square, tor Engraving* and Photographs, at low
prices and warranted *ati*factory.

TEKM of this Institution will comA uience WEDNESDAY, AL'UUST 27th, anil continue twelve weeks.
Ho Attn ok 1 nptrpctioh .—Rev. S. II. McColle*ter. AM. Priuci|>al; C. S. Fobes, A. H., Associate
l’rincipal; Miss K. L. .Ionian, Assistant and Teacher
of Mu.-ic; Mrs S. F. Mc( ollester, Assistant; Miss
II. M. Lyon, Teacher of Ornamental Branches.

MERCHANTS,

Portland,

Corn,

Engravings,

ORNAMENTAL
GILT
FRAMES,
For Oil Faiutiug* and Looking Glasses.

milE FALL

CiltAMTK srolIKS, ...COMMEKCIAL STKEET,

LYNCH.

Picture Frames,

IX

l*ORTLAND. ME.

iirv’i' if muvE'

and-

JOHN

dtf

Our Assortment of Artists' Materials

JOHN LYNCH &
Adjutant General's Office,
I
Auocsta, Aug. 20, 1N8. i
GENERAL ORDER. No. 34.
In pursuance of tin* request of the Secretary of
War, cantained in General Order No. 99 of that Department, Sect. 2d of which is a> follows, viz:

DEALERS

Commercial Street,

ju!29d&wly

Frogs

l

o'clock.

Manufacturers of

FLUID, KEROSENE OIL, &c.,

3f /truss

APPLE LEMONADE.
STKA WHERRY LEMON A DE.

Meal,

R. J. D. LAKKABEIi A < <>„

C©„

DRICS, MB STIFFS, CLASS I ARB,

Closets, Vrinaln, Force ami Suction Pumps,

Served to order.
PINE

Manufacturers, Importer*. and Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

Paints, Oils, Varnishes,

8,

SOUP, TUESDAY AND FRIDAY.

FINDINGS,

PORTLAND, MK.
J.O.Ttrur.
JtftS—ted & w

Portland.

au*4dly

QUARTERS,

BREED.

of (lie Season
ail hours.

invited.

%*Coat and vc*t makers wanted.
Portland, June 23. 1*52.

Oussettings,

ALSO, KID AND GOAT STOCK,
50 Union, four doors from Middle Street,
C. H.

(‘specially

TURTLE

at

BROOK TKOI T and all kind, of GAME

—

Elastic

MANUFACTURERS of BOOTS A SHOES,

SPECIMEX LIMPS M.l 1' PE SEEX AT

qualities of

To all of which attention is

TUKEY,

IMPORTERS Or

AND

Sheet Gutta Fercha for Splints,
ANI) CRUTCHES,
FOR
SALE.

assortment of the nicer

GENTLEMEN S FURNISHING GOODS,

Lastings, Serges,

LIMBS,

Served up

For Dross and Frock Coats, embracing the nicer
qualities of French and German, as well a* the ehraper substantial fabrics.
Elegant Black and Colored,
Plain and Fancy

3tad& woe

—

Every Deliency

FANCY BROADCLOTHS

Orr. OLD CITY HALL,-TOUTLAND, ME.

PALM E Il’S

I. I>.

I. —The enrollment

a

usually kept

FASHIONABLE CLOTHING FOR THE STRING

IN TIJS T,

3m

Cocks, of all Linds constantly on hand.
EJP~.AU kind* of fixtures lor liot and cold water
set uu in the laid manner.
All order* in city or country personally attended to

HEAD

IN A SUPERIOR STYLE.

CENTRAL HOUSE,
K. G. Mnjro,
Proprietor.
PASSADUMKEAG, MAINE.

hoj»es

lard oil.

VI. C. BECKF.TT,

il&wdui?

BREED &

A NEW COFFIN WAREHOUSE.

As lie doc** not intend to vary from his former
prices before lie came to this city, lie will sell them

Loug IVh’I,

SC HO EOS' f MECHANICAL

f\

Apothecary,

ivun

__Aug.

stantly

Stores,

Nearest

rWHORSF.S AND carriages to i.et _a j
Jullfl—3m

CITV HOTEL.

JOSEPH HALE.

HKBKTOFOHK.

L. II. TITCOMB,

JVater

hand and manufactured at short notice

BLOCK,

YEATON,

Larp-t. moat crntral llimac in the cite.
to Railroad* and Steamboats.

CV State Agent for DAVIS A KIDD S MAGKETO-ELETTKIC MACHINES.
eodAwtoctl

—

im. c. it. osoood,

No. 27 Union Street, Portland, Me.

cheapest

ou

and Cabin

August2, 1HC2,

al3cod2wd ft wit

Use,

fllHE subscriber has opened a Warehouse for COFJL I-INS and CASKETS. A large assortment con-

And all other articles
Point establishment.

-AOKNT KA»R-

or

Street, Portland.

—AM> HEALERS IX

DYE-STUFFS,

ki:kom:m: oil,

PROPRIETOR

now

CHANOK OF SEASON l

Tarticnlar attention paid to procuring Erright*,
and purchase* Cargo** aud Clbarters for vessel*.

WIIARF,

Portland. July 22. 18«2.

ORDER.

And will make to order anything of this kind that
to
may be ordered, at short notice, from the
tlie vlky HUT. lfy giving mv strict and undivided
attention to the manufacturing, lining and
trimming
of the above, I can furnish them chca|>er than
any
Olio else.
d. 1*8.
JAMES P. SLEEPER

Ill Fodenil

AND

O. M. SHAW,

v

VARNISHES, PAINTS, OILS,

Merchant*,

Portland,

Flour, Produce and Provision Business,
AS

CASKETS,

in

manufactur-

Where he will continue the

BLAKE'S,

No. :in UNION S T U F. F. '1'.
And will be sold cheaper than at any other place in
the city.

PROPOSALS
tember.
of
the

U N I> ERTAKER,
No. Ill Exchange Street, Portland,

or

:

1,KOKE,{s* CHANDLERS,

Ship

I

-A l.Wl-

Corner Commercial St. mid

BROWN,
BKMOTKD

HAS

CASKETS,
To be found iu this city, of every description, finished and trimmed

to

IAMES P. SLEEPER,

that truth be

faculties

jCKrSU
dly

o m

HOUSE,

BANGOR, ME.,

—AND—

are
for a lean

F U R NISHING

‘silu’

■'AgV&v

EXCHANGE STREET.

H

BES T

APOTHECARIES' GLASS WARE. FOREIGX
LEECHES, SURGICAL IXSTRUMEXTS,
TRUSSES, SUPPORTERS, BRACES,
ELASTIC STOCKIXGs, fr.

II A EE.

MO CL TOX"S

COFFINS

To

rendering silence nessesa-

But we think after a battle has taken
place, there can be nothing gained by keeping

Tailor,

Portland, Aup. 6. 1*2.

&

ConiiniMNion

—

The people are willing that the Government
should keep from the public any thing deemed
ry.

A. D. REEVES,
98

urwai—iu r.uecu

to be of a character

r

INGUSH FRENCH AND AIKICIN PERU MERY.

STREET,

hand, and for «a!o, at whotr«alc

YEATOX

ARTICULAR attention -riven to CUTTING and
MAKING ROYS’ GARMENT** by

TRASK Si

ARK AT-

of Africa called

(Hock,

Champlin.

Ja’a P.

BANGOR

Fine Chemicals, Pure Drugs,
GENUINE MEDICINES,

CUE AM TAUTAH.
SALEH ATI’S,
SWEET HE UBS, t(c.,
Tacked in every variety of package* to «uit dealers.
tJE" Coffee and Spices ground for the trade at
short notice.
All good* warranted a* represented.
J. GRANT.
auj4—3meod&w

Boys, Boys, Boys.

Photograph,

fail to cal! at No. 27 Market Square, w here
take PERK ECT LIKENESSES, and war-

Me*

COFFEE,
SPICES,

ME.

Q. Twitchell. jul31<U>in

John

Trrma Mode rote by the Week or
Doy.
Bath, June 23, 1862.
dtf

PORTLAND, ME.

-WANT THE-

Best

Z f?~ A bean has been discovered in the west

astonishing effect iu quieting tin- pangs of hunger, (medicinal)', not in bulk.) It i« an astringent and bitter tonic when chewed dry. but
sweet immediately on taking a mouthful of
water. It is also a preventative of colic.

13 & 15 UNION

FLOUR AND PROVISIONS,
85 Commercial 81., opp. Thomas

YOU

Saoadaiiock is one of the fin«?*t, most spacious and b»*st appoint, d Hotels in the .State, located
within thaee minutes walk of the
Depot, Steamboat
Lauding. Post office, (ns tom House. Ac., being directly in the business centre of the City.

Spice Mills,

rINSTANTLY
market price**, in the crude atate
Merchants, ed,
every description of

PORTLAND,

citii*s.
larpc
file

GRANT’S

on

Street.

%*Terma 81 |H*r day. Stable connected
with house.
Batli, June 23. 1862.
dtf
1

BATH. MAIXE.

Portland* Me*

Coffee and

AXI> PKALKI18 IX-

Exchange

Y,

AND FANCY GOODS.

jc3n—3m

Commission

386. W'a sin soto it 8t., Bath.

II A

THE ( it
Bath is one of the healthiest
localities on the coast of Maiue—delightftil)v situated on tin* Keumbee, twelve mil*»
J_ fro® the sea. and affords one of the mat
inviting retreat* from tl»e dust aud turmoil of our

X II.—All work byittg promptly tmtl pyrwttnlly attended to, is wxrrauted to give thoronrli satis.
taction.
jcffltf

ORNAMENTAL

“elicited.

HOTEL,

M. PLUMMER,

C.

SAOADAIIOCK BOI SE,
Allred Carr,
Proprietor,

Watch-Maker,

Cyv

TWITC1IELL A CHAMPLIN,

BAILEY k NOTES,

27 Market

coast

< trdem

11^

JUNCTION OF FUFF ASb MIDDLE STS.,

Street.

111 Middle

PAINTER,
fF

By

aug!2*d3w

H.

ADAMS, Proprietor.

BATH

C« W• ATWELL, Market Square, Portland,
General Agent for the State of Maine.

L. J. CROSS,

manner.

No. 31 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.

STATIONERY.
letter, note. Cap and Record paper*, Envelope*—
white and buff, t.old Pens, Steel Pen*, &«•., &c. Every article at lowest rate*. Wk Huy Vi.tR Cast* and

AND

Street, Portland,

THIS Is the largest Hotel in the State, possessing all the modern Improvements, aud
first class in every appointmeut.

-PEA LRU IX-

HA XSO KT,
SIGN

We make to order
every kind of Itlank Book used
by Hank*. Insurance and Railroad Companies, Hotels, Steamboats, Factories and Couutiug Houses.

I XT’

GAS FITTING,

Work* 8 Union St., and 233 & 235 Fore St.,
jnltdtf
l'OKTLAKD, ME.

Journal*. Ledgers, Invoice, Sale*, Memorandum,
Cash, Record, Docket*, Letters, Masonic

and Plaled Ware,

DENTIST,

No. 117 Middle
Aug. 15.
ly

ME.

OR DAY.

dtf

>

PORTLAND,

oh Congr***, corner of
Preble Streets*

I’ll AS. U.
Je23—3m

OH. 11. KI.KBAI.L,

r

Retail.

Done in the beat

Gallery,

General Assortment of

j""

Cocks, Valves. Pipes and Connections, Wholeor

a

23, lfW2.

Jane

AND EVERY DESCRIPTION OF MACHINERY,
Steam

aud every convenience for the com*"rl »*»<* accommodation of the
travelling public.
11m? sleeping rooms are
large aud well ventilated;
the suits of rooms are well
arranged, and completely
furnished for families and large
travelling parties,
aud the house will continue to be
kept as a drat claaa
Hotel in every respect.

KILLER I

138 and 140 Middle Street. Portland.

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers,

YOYKS,

56 and 58

PORTLAND, ME.

STEAM AND

EXCHANGE 8TKEET, 1‘OUTLAND.

56 AX I) 56

and

viaocyiivn

sale

Manufactured and for Sale by

BAIMIY

Work

M A XU FA ("rUIl Ell OK

Portland June 23. 1*12.

Jl'u»*i.ts,

J

LEWIS RICE. Proprietor.
Boston. January, 1862.
dTmia

ent want*.
Those commencing housekeeping can obtain a complete outfit at thi*establishment, without the tumble
and loss of time usually attending a selection of this
kind; and the subscriber is confident that, combining
as lie doe* the various branches of
house-furnishing
business, lie cau offer goods at prices that will uot
fail of proving satisfactory on examination.

Corner of Pearl and Federal Sin*.

HALL. L DAVIS,

--

1

TERMS MODERATE, FOR BOARD BY WEEK

HOUSE-KEEPING GOODS.

Soap Stone,

Monumental
Grindstones.

J'23tf

the

largest and best arranged Hotel in
ISthe New
England States; is centrally loca-

t'd, and easy of arc*
from all the robt«*s of
(■ travel. It contaiua the modem improve-

Is an acMve poison—it kills instantly.
It is easily prepared and used.
There is no danger of its being mistaken.
It stops locomotion—they cannot get away.
Kacli sheet will kill a quart o! Flies.

WHE attention of purchaser* is invited to the large
JL and desirable stock of House-keeping G<mh1* now
in store, as above, comprising as it doe*
nearly every
article usually needed in the Furniture and
Crockery
Departments. Being one of the largest stock* in the
State, purchasers can find almost anv variety of rich,
medium and low-priced goods, suited to their differ-

receive orders for

Chimney Pieces,

3farblc

with

And

MOODY.

THOMPSON,
to

FLY

China, Crockery & Glass Ware,

‘Work.

Free Stone,

Marble,

AMERICAN HOUSE,
BotTOir, Mass.,

AND —

and Dealer in

Britisaii Ware, Table

PRANKLIN C

prepared

JONATHAN BUSS, Proprietor.
Portland, Aug. lit. 1*02.
utf

Situated

FURNITURE,

eodtf

R.

tive senraata and moderate charge* are
the inducements he holds out to those whose
business or pleasure call theta to the “Foreat
City.”

PREBLE HOUSE,

PLAIN

PORTLAND, 31k.

informs the

heha* leased the almve House,
I>n”,.
|*■ J* i’6*****1 Street, Portland, and invites
i* m M tue travelling community to rail and see if
lie knows >ahow to
keep a hotel." Clean,
airy rooms, good beds, a well-provided table. atten-

-DEALER IN-

Importer

HOUSE.”

undersigniHl respectfully
that

Parlor, Chamber

No. 6 Galt Block Commercial Street,

Is

Tllh

fi

SA.1IIIRL AOLAM, Jr.,

FLOUR, CORN AND PRODUCE,

J.

LIUIITNI \ u

POOR.

THOP. H.

June 23.

PAPERS

ROOM

C. J. BRYDGB8, Managing Director.
aftdtf
Montreal, August 1. 18»52.

CTT* Order* by mail or express promptly executed.
augSeodftinlamw

AND WHOLKPALK DEALERS IN

Marble

summer.

STREET,

One Door East of Canal Jiunlc.

merchants,

ANDRKW T. DOLK.

greatest care from the best Foreign and American Houses, and embraces every artifor
cle needed
public offices. Counting Houses and
private uses, and at lowest prices.

MIDDLE

—

of every

er.

A Patriotic Girl.—The Muneie (Ind.)
Press says: “At a meeting in this
county,
held tor the purpose of getting volunteers, a
young lady went to her betrothed, took him
by the hand and led him up to the stand where
the recruiting officers were taking the names
of those who desired to enlist in the service of
their country, and then without seeming the
least abashed, in the presence of the large assemblage, kissed iiim, and then laid liis baud
on the roll for him to sign his name.”

Goods, &e.,

MOODY,

Commission

AND

ENGRAVER,
NO. 84J

dispensary

K*tnbli«hrd in 1823.

Is selected with the

KIllIAKDSOX,

DESIGNER

GENERAL

I

T>- West.—A friend who has just returned
from an extended tour in the west informs us
that we can have but a faint conception of the
earnestness w ith which the peopleof tile great
northwest are applying themselves to the work
of recruiting. There is little money subscribed
and little outside show, for
money and binds
are scarce in that section; but t lie ..
are
forward
with
coining
astonishing alacrity.
have
a
distinct
in
view
:
They
object
they are
going down to open the Mississippi, and they
are putting forth a
strength which is gigantic,
and with a resolute concentration of purpose
which is irresistablc.—[Bo-ton Daily Advertis-

J. F.

share of public patronage, trusting
that by furnishing the purest chemicals and best stock
of drugs the market affords, and a careful attention
in the
department, to merit the confidence
of the public.

DOLE *

FROM

ders

HAVK

jc24tf

“KLJI

November 1st, 1802, to Mav 1st. 1803. the
rates of freight on all descriptions of lumber
ami tint 1>«• r will In- adv ancetl 25 per cent.
No lire wood will In- conveyed between October 1st,
18*K. and May 1st, 1*3.
An advance in the rates of tiro wood will take place
next summer, but in consequence of changes in the
arrangement lor conducting the wood business, which
an- about to Ik- made, the Company will not be able
to take tire wood from certain place* on the line, so
that should any parties make contracts for lire worn!
to be carrn-d on the railway during the next season,
they must understand that t hey will do so at their own
risk, ami that the Company will not feel themselves
bound to carry it.
Due notice ivill Ik? given of the rates of freight, and
from what stations tire wood can be carrier! next

Description of

EVERY

POOR,

a

HOTELS.

Notice to Wood and Lumber .tlercliituls.

CLOSETS,

Exchange .Street, Portland, Me.

taken -tore,
75 Middle Street,
(box Block,) ami resjiectfully invite public attention to their large and well selected stock of

PAPER-HANGING

STATIONERY

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.

and Silver dated ( 'ocl*.
Wafer Fixture for Dwelling House**, Hotels, Public Building*, Ships,&c.,
arranged and aet up in the best manner, and all orin town or country faithfully executed. All
kinds of Jobbing pnmmth attended to.
Constantly on hand, Le ad Pipes and Sheet Lead,
and Beer Pumps of all kinds.
ju!y29dly

Drug Store !

C1IAP. K. CROP MAN.

Premium Blank Books on hand and made to order,
variety of stylo and finish. From our long
experience, we arc enabled to offer to the trade and
our customers better Ixirf/nins in quality and
prices,
than can be found in any other establishment in the
State. Our stock of

A.
WILLIAM
PEARCE,
p i, u m n k it,

Warm, Cold and Shower Hath*, \Va*h Row!*, lira**

nr Il»ir Mxtirhwee renovated, l-'urnitiire! repaired and varniaited. t hairs re-caned in an improved maoncr. Second-hand Furniture bought,
sold or exchanged.
jul«)dt>tn

—AND—

WAREHOUSE !

MISCELLANEOUS.

No. 124

E,

l.oimu«-K. Bedxlcads
STIIIXU-HEDS, MA T'l'ltESSES, I‘E W-CUEIIluS'S, fr„ fr.
118 Exchange Street, Portland.

Drags, Chemicals, Fancy
And solicit

N0. 02.

BUSINESS CARDS.

FORCE PUMPS AND WATER

FURNI T IT It

&

1802.

-MAKER OK-

AND-

A ROS.IIA *

renewed and vials refilled.

PARKER,

Manufacturer of

SEAVEY.

24, 18«>2,

r.

UPHOLSTERER

1STew

by

Physicians and Families supplied with Medicines and

books.
June

MORNING, SEPTEMBER 3,

BUSINESS CARDS.

Has removed his stock of

ZW" Miss Charlotte Cushman, at last dates,
was in iamdon, in
good health ami spirits.

Site had j list arrived from Home. Miss Cushman is reported as
intensely patriotic and anxious for the success of the Union cause.

WEDNESDAY

dAwtf

106 Congress Streets,
Dostoll.

be found at the above
w

ly

place.

Book, Card

&

Fancy Printing,

NEATLY EXECUTED

AT THE OFFICE OF THE PRESS.

■

■

——-

.--

Wednesday Morning* Sept. 3, 1S02*

compelled reluctantly to listen to attacks upon
the city and the citizens of Portlaiiihaml to hear
patriotism

tlie
U B IMT B M •

KfOHlM

V N

FOR

v

TION8.

ABNER COBURN,
OF SKOWIIEGAN.
For Representatives to Congress,
First District. JOHN N. GOOD W IN,of8.Berwick.
Second bistrict.SIDNEY I’EIJII AM, of Paris.
Third District. JAMES G. It LA INK. of Augusta.
Fourth District.M)UX H. RICE, of Foxcroft.
Fifth District FREDERIC A. 1'IKK, of Calais.
Old Second District—racancy,
TIHJS. A. 1>. FESSENDEN, of Auburn.
For

Senators,
Androscog'n.CHARLES F. JORDAN, of Poland.
ISA AC HACKER, of Fort Fairfield.
Aronstook(kmkrAnMi..SAMI'EL E. SPRING, Portland.
JOHN H. PHILltKH K, Stondisli,
DANIEL ELLloT. ltninswick,
LEVI CRAM. Itridpton.
Franklin-WI ELI A M II. J< WISELY N. of Phillips.
Hancock.A AK< >N EM ERM >N. of Orlarnl.
JOHN M1LLIKEN, of-.
Nt »AII WOODS, of Gardiner,
Kennebec.
PELEG F. PIKE, of Favette.
DENNIs L. M 11.1.1 KKN,of Waterville.
GEORGE A. STARK, of Tlioinaston.
Knox.NATHAN A. FARM ELI., of Rockland.
Lincoln.ISAAC REED, of Waldoboro,
Paris,
Oxford.RUFUS S STEVENS, of Fr\
GEO. It. It ARROWS, of
eburg.
Penobscot. ...JOSEPH 1.. SMI 111. of oldtown,
JollN A. PKTEK8. of Bangor,
CHARLES ItF.AI.E. of Hudson.
Piscataquis..THOMAS B. SEABURY. of Parknian.
Sagadahoc.. JoSIAH MERKOW, of Bowdoinhaiu.
•Somerset.ASA \S MOORE, of
DAVID D. STEWART, of St. Albans.
Waldo.It. M. ROBERTS, of Stockton,
JAMES P. WHITE, of Belfast.
Washington .JOHN PLUMMER, of Addison.
WILLIAM DUKKN, of Calais.
York.JOHN WENTWollTH, of Kittery,
GIDEON TUCKER, of Saco,
LUTHER SANBORN, of Parson afield.
•..

.,..

——

For County Commissioner*,

Androscog'n. ROBERT MARTIN,

of Danville.
BROWN, of Hndgdon,
Arotntook_THOMAS
LUFKIN, of EatonGr’t.
NATHAN
Cumberland..KEUBEN HIGGINS, V. Elizabeth
Franklin
.OLIVER l’ETTKNGlLL. of Wilton.
Hancock.BARNEY S. HILL, for full term.
RUFUS H. SlLsBY. for vacancy.
Kennebec.EZEKIEL HI BBARD,Knox.NATH L ALFORD, of Hope.
Lincoln.BKNAIAH S. < ATE. of Dresden.
Oxford.ELIAS M. CARTER, of Bethel.
Penobscot... .C. BATCH ELDER, of-.
Piscataquis..\i. A. SNOW, of Atkinson.
Stxqadahoc.. SUMNER ADAMS, of Richmond.
Somerset.BKNJ F LEADItKTTKK, ofWaldo.EEL"BEN W. FILES, of Troy.
Washington. DANIEL R. IlOltA RT, of Dciiuysvillc.
York.DIMON ROBERTS, of Lvnian,
ALFRED HULL, of Sbupleigh.
J.
S.

Boston Journal,
following
nected acouut of the hattle.-s last week:
furnishes the

patriotism

speech upassembled, not to engender strife and to indulge in criminations,
but to quicken the pulsations of tin* common
heart of the people. In the City Hall, a few
evenings since, a gentleman, not a resilient,
but w ho belongs in a neighboring town, took
occasion, in a meeting called to till, not the
those

on

to foist their offensive

who

quota of his

own

town, but the quota of this

to make an

attack not

ly

furnished

nearly

nock consisted of one corps only. They were
up to attract Gen. Pope’s attention and accomplished that object. The main body of the
rebels moved from two points on the railroad
—Orange Court House and Culpepper Court
House toward the northwest, along the eastern base of the Blue
Ridge, passing through
Sperryville, Little Washington, Flint Hill—
crossing the north fork of the Rappahannock
twenty miles above Sigel. One corps advanced
by New Baltimore, others still further up, concentrating at White Plains, sweeping round by
rapid, stealthy marches, in a curve which
brought them wholly in rear of Gen. Pope. It
was a successful,
hold, advantageous movement. Studying the map, and noticing the features of the movement, 1 can hut admire its
conception and execution, but history will
probably show that the grand plan of the relicts was frustrated by their precipitate attack
upon our baggage trains, before tile main body
of the rebels wt 10 in position I'or their grand
advance upon Washington, which w;us probably their plan.
sent

50<l inon for the Naval ser-

in consequence of the over-proportion of recruits w hich she had raised for former regiments, her quota of the last 9,600 w as only
241. Not so with the town to which the gentleman belongs who took occasion to cast
stones at the city.
The quota of that town, of
the 7,000 was hut 50, while of the 9,000 it is
90.

It scents to us,
have a Held for their

gentlemen thus situated
legitimate cultivation, to

which

they hail better attend, before attempting to give lessons to their neighbors; anil until they do attend to home matters better,modesty, if not good sense, should prompt them to
hold their tongues. Portland’s wealthy men
were upbraided for their neglect of duty by

diicmii'i

REBEL OPERATIONS.

We are prepared now to see the rebel operations. The corps which advanced through
New Baltimore crossed Broad Run, turned to
their right and moved east—one portion proceeding to Catlett's station and another passing
through Greenville, reached the railroad at

who pays not a cent in his own town to
stimulate enlistments, beyond his proportion
of tile increased taxation, w hile the men w hom

1*011 ER. of Bath.
POWERS, ofSomerset.ABNER
Waldo.J. D. TUCKER, of Belfast.
.U.
W.
FARRAR, of Cherry Arid.
Washington
York.........GEORGE GOODWIN, ot Wells.

Sagailakt*..

ALBION

1*.

For County Attorneys,
Cumberland..MOSES M. BUTLER. Portland.
Franklin-SAMUEL BELCHER, of Farmington.
Knor.L. W. HoWKS, of Rockland.
Waldo.E. K. BOYLE, of Unity.
For Clerks of Courts,
Hancock.PARKER W. PERRY, of Ellsworth.
Kennebec.WM. M. STRATTON, of Augusta.
Lincoln.GEORGE B. SAWYER, of Wiscaaset.
Piscataquis.. RUSSELL KITRIDgE, of Milo.
Somerset.illRAM KN(>WLTt>N, of-

County Treasurer*,
Aadrosrng’u.J&AAC C. CURTIS, of 1/wiston.
Aroostook... .SAM’L BRADBURY, of N. Limerick.
iCumberland..TIIOMAS II. MEAD. Bridgton.
Franklin
.LEON ARD KEITH, «»t' Farmington.
For

...

Hancock.WILLIAM 11 lll.sBFRY.of-.
Kennebec.DANIEL PIKE, of Augnsta.
Knor.ALDEN SPRAGUE, of Rockland.
Lincoln.EDMUND B. BOWMAN, of Wiscasset.
Oxford.WILLIAM A. PIDGIN, of Paris.
Yisoataauis.Al. DEARBORN, of Foxeroft.
Sagadtutoc.. .CHARLES « ORB, of Bath.
Somerset.ALBERT LEAVITT, ol
Waldo.S. A. IIOWES, of Belfast.
Washington. IGN AT1US SARGENT, of Machias.
York.JOHN H ALL, of North Berwick.
For

Registers

of

Deeds,
Androscog'n. WM F. GARCKLoN, of Lewiston.
Aroostook_LOUIS CORMIER, Northern District,
J. g. A. BARTON. Southern District.
Cumberland..THoMAS HANCOCK. Grav.
Franklin....S. P. MORRILL, of Farmington.
Hancock.JAMES W. DAVIS, ot -.
Kennrtn'C.J. A. RICHARDS, of Augusta.
Knor.GEO. W. WHITE. «»f Rockland.
Lincoln.CALVIN R. HARADEN, ofOxford.ALDEN CHASE, of Paris.
Pemdtscot.JOHN RANDALL. Jr., of ■■■■■—.
Piscataquis.. DAVID SHEPHERD, of Sehec.
Sagadahoc.. JANE II. SHAW, of Bath.
Somerset.HAMPEL HOPKINS, of Skowkegan.
Waldo.MARSHALL DAVIS, of Brooks.
Washington .J. C. ADAMS, of Cherrvtield.
York...’..SAMUEL C. ADAMS, of Alfred.
Judge of Prohate,
Orford.ENOCH W. WOODBURY, of Sweden.
For

For

Register

of

Probate,
Lincoln.JOSEPH J. KENNEDY, of-

WARD

T1IE

CAKIM’.S.

Republicans of Port lain!, and all other citi-

zens

who sustain the State and National Adare requested to meet in their several

ministrations,
wards

on

Thursday Evening, Sept. 4,
at 7$ o'clock, for the purjmse of selecting seven delegates from each ward, to meet in Convention to

nominate four candidates for Representatives to the
State legislature, to be supported at the electiou on
Mondav next.
Ward 1 will meet at the Engine House.
2
Ward Room, Congress street
"
3
Ward Room. Ms rtle
4
Old City Hall.
**
•*
"
5
Ward Room. South
**
*'
6
Ward Room, Spring
**
**
7
Ward Room. Brackett
Per order Republican City Committee.
Portland, Sept.2, 1*2.
sept8
**

Westbrook—Caucus*
The Republicans and all others in Westbrook, in favor of sustaining the Goveruineiit are uotilied to meet
in caucus at the Town House, on Thursday the fourth
day of September at 4 o'clock P. 31., lor the purpose
of nominating a candidate for Representative to the
Legislature, and the transaction of any other business that may come before them.
Per order Town Committee.

Westbrook, Aug. 29,1*2.
Stale or tlsiiiii'.
Executive Department, I
Augusta, Au^uht 20, 1H»2. |
ion of flu* Executive Council
set*
adjourned
will Ik* held at the Council Chamber, in Auj'ii*la. on Tue>day the twenty-third day of September
next.
Attopt.
JOSEPH B. HALL.

AN

au#21dtd

Secretary

The Kleution

of State.

Monday Next*
We have said hut little in relation to the
nual

election to

on

off

an-

Monday next,

for
two reasons : lirst, we have had matters of
come

on

transcendent importance to engross our
attention,—matters relating to the salvation of
our country and its free institutions, and the
proper agencies to Is* set at w ork to accomplish its deliverance from rebellion and bloodmom

shed ; and

second, because we have not deemed
it necessary to spend time in that direction.
The election can terminate only in one way*
Abnkr Coburn will be elected Governor

by
Jameson,

overwhelming majority. Gen.
hope, may take the lion’s share of the
votes withheld from Mr. Coburn, and for the
honor of our goodly State wo hope that the
vote for Mr. Itradbury may be small, not so
much from uuy personal opposition to tile candidate, as because of the interpretation that

an

we

will lie put upon his vote. It will he regarded
ns indicating the
strength, if not of the dis-

loyal element

of the State, at least of that clewith no cordiality for
the prosecution of the war, tin*
suppression of
the rebellion, and the overthrow of treason.
Every rebel sympathizer in Maine w ill vote for
ment

which will work

Itradbury, and this, fact is enough to taint
bring a just suspicion upon the whole Mile
that will he given to him.
The Republican nominees for Congress will
all lie triumphantly elected; so with the Sena-

Mr.
and

tors.

Not a democrat will he returned to the
Senate except in those cases, as in
IVnobscot,
Lincoln and Washington, w here
loyal Demohave separated from the Dana
faction,
and formed nil alliance with the
loyal men.
Entertaining such views, we do not deem it

crats

necessary to say more. The election will pass
off quietly, and Maine will stand forth

pledged

to stand by the Government until the
vestige of rebellion is crushed out, and the
old flag floats again in proud and defiant triumph over every foot of American soil.

anew

last

lowed is so well known that it needs no repetition. Our luggage and supply trains, one
alter another, were precipitated down embankments in the darkness ot the night, some of
(Jen. Pope’s papers seized, prisoners captured,
with tile long catalogue of disasters which
followed. It was a complete surprise to (Jen.
Pope and to the country. We called it a relsel raid, but we have since discovered that it
was the beginning of a grand movement to
annihilate
Pope and capture Washington
The force of the rebels which moved upon the
railroad consisted mainly of cavalry and flying

lie slanders have put their hands in tiieir
private pockets and raised upw ards of $7,000 to
be distributed among those who have enlisted
under the last call.

We suppose each

city and
adopt its own
means by which to fill its
quota. They may
raise their money by taxation or by volunteers
subscription, and it is a matter in relation
town has a

perfect right

to

tills her quota more readily than some other
with larger bounties, it seems to U9 the
fact should redound to her clory, and not to
her shame. If patriotism docs for her what
so

quantity

of hospital stores, the large1 number of
nurses,
and the other appliances promptly sent forward
lor the relief of the sick and w ounded. The
list of names of those who
yesterday morning
were

sent forward to look after the wounded
dying, affords a proud testimonial of

and tlie

the readiness with which the Portland heart
responds; the efficiency with which her hand
acts.

.Not only lias Portland Im*cii assaulted under
the circumstances to w hich we have adverted,
but ill another case a lew1 days
since, w e heard
a man in a
neighboring town make a thrust at
h r-, because of the smallness of her
money
bounties. He could dot make a ten minutes’
speech to encourage his own citizens to enlist,

without making

the

evening

a

TUB NEW JERSET BKIOAIIE.
rebels
at the Junction.
with lour regiments advanced

The
kept position
Gen. Taylor
from Alexandria on Thursday last. Gen Taylor's command consisted of the 1st. 2d. 3d and
4th rcginu nts of New Jersey voluutecrs, f.-ern
Major (Jen. Slocum’s division. They left the
ear- at Bull liun bridge, whicli the rebels bad
destroyed, took a road which runs nearly parallel w ilh the railroad on its north side to Manassas.
Nearing the Junction they drove in
some rebel pickets, but were immediately
opened upon by the rebel artillery behind the
old fortifications. GPn. Taylor had no artillery and retreated. The rebel cavalry made a
movement to cut him off, but he reached the
bridge with the main body, having guttered
severe loss.
pope’s tactics.
Meanwhile (Jen. Pope had discovered the
rebel General’s intention. lie immediately
commenced a rapid inarch upon Manassas.
As early as the 2(«t li instant, he had ordered a
division of his army to Manassas, (we are not
informed which.) hut it failed him. He broke
up his cam]) at Warrenton Juuetion on the
2"tli. and moved in three columns. McDowell, Si gel and Keno marched by the Warrenton
turnpike in the direction of Gainsville, which
is at the crossing of the Manx—as Gap Kailroad, six miles northwest of the Junction.
Heiutzelman marched by the w ay of Greenwich, while IVjpe hitnscif, with Hooker and
Porter, came along the railroad. It was a
splendid movement, and if it could have been
completely executed would have given us
Ewell's division, which was at Bristow. McDowell, moving upon ffalnesville, was ordered
to keep in check any lbrce which might be
The
coining through Thoroughfare Gap,
force at Greenwich was designed to aid Me

occasion of mere festivity,
not allowed to pass until the

on an

was

city came in for
patriotism, from

a

gross attack lor its lack of

men

who, surely,

have done

very little to prove their own. We have very
strong and we think just—suspicions of any
mail who will labor to array the different classes of our people against each other.
We regard him as very little better than a rebel,who
laliors to fan the prejudices existing between
the poor and the rich, and to inflame the
passions of the luborer against bis
employer. We
don't care w ho does it,—whether it lie the man
who rides in his

carriage

with ids liveried servants; Ule man w ho is tilled with envy because
witli his gross habits he cannot take and Hold
social position with those whom he

attempts
drag down, or the one who, to carry a political point, would defame better men than lie
ever dreamed of
being.—in either case there is
to

an

infernal and

and

patriotism

malignant spirit
is

much

at

the

bottom,

stranger to such a
heart as is manliness or honor. And it is such
creatures who are ready to thrust themselves
forward

as

a

every unsuitable occasion, mid to
heap their abuse upon those who are laboring,
with body, mind and purse, to
accomplish
works of patriotism which
are found
ou

they

carping

Singui.au

lie noticed she made

she made no answer, and

only

at.

[For the Daily Pretw.]
Temperance Meeting nt Camp Mason.
Pursuant to previous notice a
meeting was
bold at Camp Mason, on Sunday afternoon,
(Aug. 1) umlrr the auspices ot that veteran
temperance association, the Portland Washingtonian Society, 11. F. Thorndike,
Esq., Presi-

i/un fii.

BEGINNING OF TIIE CONFLICT.

Pope came upon the advance of Ewell, r.
the Kettle Hun crowing, which is a mile south
west of Hristow station, on the afternoon <
tde 27th. Hooker engaged them, and after
short skirmish routed them completely, kiilin
and wounding, as he informs us in his de
patch, dt) ), capturing |iheir camp. Ewell tic
to Manassas, and gained Jackson, who rctrea
ed across tin* battle Meld of last year—tin* ha
tle-flcld of the IStli, via Hhtckburu’s and Mitel
ell’s fords. 1 have a vivid recollection of tl
locality, for then* it was 1 first experienced tl
sensation one feels when tin* bullets begin
whistle over and around him; there 1 first heat
the shriek and explosion of a shell from the e:
cmy. Jackson could not fall hack by way
Gainesville, for Ilciut/.clinau and McDowt
blocked the way. lie had no alternative hi
to push straight into the nortinvest, towat
( VntreviUe.
lie moved rapidly, followed h

dent, acting as master of ceremonies.
By tin- kindness of Col. Ames, who, by the
way is a thorough temperance man, much facility was afforded for carrying out the programme of the Washingtonians, such as erecting a stage, furnishing seats, Ac. The meeting w as called to order by the President, who,
in brief, and pertinent remarks, announced the
object of tile meeting, and invited the attendance of the soldiers; lie also read the
pledge,
and solicited signatures to the same.
Prayer was ottered by Bro.ti. II. Wilson, after which tile following gentlemen were severally introduced to the audience, ami spoke
with characteristic zeal arid ability,
urging u;>on the Regiment the
pure practice of total abstinence Irom intoxicating liquors, as a saleguard from debasement, disease and death
while far from the endearments of home, battling for freedom and right, viz: Messrs. Andrews. Beale, Rich, .Stevens, Walton, l>ay, and
l.ainb, of Portland, and ( apt. Andrew s, Lieut.
Fogler, and Corporal Craves, of the goth Reg-

Pope.

Jackson,

arriving

at

Gcntivville,

turm

square to the we.-t, moved down the hill. pa*
the home w here McDowell and Tyler had tin*
headquarters onthe 2<Hh of July last yeai
crossed Cub Hun at tin* bridge, where I sa
wagons and horses disappear in the strea
during the panic after the Hull Run battl*
pushed on |to jStone bri Ige, of which I al>
liavc 9 vivid recollection, crossed Hull Hi
again, inarched over the spot where the strip
iment.
gle was fiercest, near the Lewis House, ai
The attendance was large, the order ubpushed on t iwards Gainesville, in all haste »
served most gratifying, and the result,
join Longstreet. Pope was three hours liehSi
general
Jackson. Hcintzclman pushed on from Greei
satisfaction, and the addition of several linn- i w
ich, and joined Hope at Mauassas, leavin
dri b signatures to the
McDowel
am! Sigel still advancing along tli
Washingtonian pledge.
\\ idle laurels of victory shall crown tin1 i turnpike tow r i L'entrevillc. Let us not fo
get that Jackson was nbo upon the turnpik
brows ol these brave men, may the
stamp of advancing from (Vuircvillo toward Gainsvill
true maahood ever be seen in their
deport- Of course there w as a meeting of the forces.-*
ment, and may they ere long return with full
Sigel was in advance, and came in collude
ranks, rejoicing in the blessed consummation ! witli JackMUi about two miles west of the ol
battle ground, and two miles southwest
of rebellion crushed out from the land.
Sudley Springs. Longstreet was not no:
B.
enough to render assistauce to Jackson. 11
position was anything but pleasant. He had
[From our Itcguiar Correspondent.]
foe iu front and in rear. It was late iu the a
Hltcr from the Slate < upit.rl.
ternoou when the battle began.
Sigel a
Atui sta, Aug. 21, 1802.
vaneed rapidly, and drove Jackson and Ewe
Kiutoks 1*i;i;ss:—The following appointback at all points where lie attacked them.-*
ments have been made Miieu my last letter.
They fell hack in the direction of Sudb
Dr. lamella A. IVunet of New Portland,
Spring-. Jackson eomd not fall buck aloi f
A-st. Surgeon, 20th H giment. Dr. William
the turnpike, for that would throw him in froi
j
Duck of Harmony, Asst. Surgeon, 0th Kegt.:
of Hooker. Porter, and Heiutzelinan.
Dr. J. (^. A. Hawes of llallow* II. A»t. SurJackson’s position was a little west of fluid battle-ground, while Sigel and McDowell
geon, HUli ltegt.; Dr. 1*. I'. Ingalls of Casco,
17th Uegt.; Dr. G. G. Holt ol Waterford,Asst.
were on the
spot from which Kirby Smith lei
Skiiimimjlu.
the cars with his brigade on the afternoon <(’
Surgeon, loth Kegt.

!

j

m

to an

BOSTON—Ar 1st Inst, brigs Virginia, Card, from

Fort re.-* Monroe; llunnah, Sherman, Georgetown
IX'; Delmont Cocke, Veaaic, Philadelphia; North

dispatches

or

We have had

morning,

no

to the

ieh

TO ARltlYK.

City of Washing'n.Liverpool.New Y'ork. Aug
North American.. Liverpool.Qurlx-r.Aug
Asia.Liverpool.New York..Aug
Boru*sia.Southampton. New York.. Aug
Etna.Liverpool.... New Y ork. Aug

Au*trala*ian.Liverpool.New York..Aug
Aug
Norwegian.Liverpool.Queb*-c
Edinburg.Liverpool.New York .Sept
Arabia.Liverpool.Boston..#*♦ pt
...

Scotia.JJverjMHiI.New York. .Sept

Mr. Hanson is

a

zealous patriot, and will render himself useful

—

New York. Sept. 2.
Fredericksburg was evacuated on the 31st
by Gen. Burnside. His forces lell back to
Acquia Creek, where they are now protected
by the guiibouts ou the Potomac.
The machine shop at Fredericksburg was
blown up and all the bridges were burnt, and
all the government property not taken away
was destroyed.
The same was done at Falmouth.
The correspondent of the Herald says, since
Gen. Pope left the llappahumiock 15 seperate
battles have been fought.
The Times has the following names of
wounded soldiers who have arrived at the College Hospital: Moses Wyman, Co. E, 1st Me;
Henry Barry, 2d Me; Lt. P. Walker, Oth Me.;
lto!lefts, 1st Me. cavalry.
lion. Issue New ton lias given up his whole
house to the wounded, and w ith Ids w ife are
unremitting in care.

in almost any Held of effort in which
placed. He is a graceful and versatile

writer,

and we shall Ik;

to

pleased, occasionally,

lie is

re-

ceive brief contributions from his pen tor the
columns of the Press.

Khitobh

ooke to the

Wail—Tin- editor*

in the Green Mountain state, who have laid
down the |>eu and taken up the sword, are l)r.
Cummings, of the Plucnix; A. C. Brown,
“home editor” of Walton's Daily Journal;
John Cain, editor and publisher of the liutlnnd
Courier; G. II. Bigelow, of the Burlington
Times, and G. G. Benedict of the Free Pres*,
who have all enlisted for the war.—[Exchange.
The Sunrise State, has sent Louis (1. Cowan*
of the liiddeford Journal, A. M. ('. lleath of
the Gardiner Home Journal, W. C. Plummer
Pioneer, K. Knight of the

ofthcAr.took

Bridgkm ltuporter,
typos,

W.\slir.\(iT0X. Sept. 2.
A gent wlio returned from the battle field
this morning, reports Unit in Saturday’s light
our lell
wing w as commanded by Gen. McDowell, hut owing to the murderous eiiiilatliiig
lire of the rebels he w as compelled to lull
back.
Gen. Sigcl commanded the ceiltre and Gen.
Kearney tiie right, and the result of the engagement was that our men, fearless and determined, fell buck about a mile, leaving our
dead and wounded on the field.
Our informant savs our main forces were 5
miles from ( Vntreville on Sunday in battle array, and prepared for all emergencies, having
been strongly rciuiorced.

as

besides

a

large number

of

j>oo!.Sept

MARINE

ly

allotments of goth

teers :
Field officers,
Co. A, ('apt. Isaac S. Bangs,
P. M. Jell'ord*.
1>,
Isaac II. McDonald,
C,
*•
Isaac
W. Haskell.
D,
Atherton \\ '.Clark,
K,
T. F. Andrews,
F,
Fllis Spear,
G,
H. C. Merriam,
11,
1.
Lysandcr Hill,

K,

$200,00
$1:124.00
UOfi.no
1125.00

752,00
1171.:**
!K»0.5o

717.50
707,00
012,00
088,00

Charles Strickland,

$0502,50

j
j

The largest month's allotment made by any
regiment that has yet entered the service.
J. II. Hami.en, Allotment Com.

j

i
j

The Iloulton Times

publishes

a

long

letter from the Selectmen and leading citizens
of that town to Gov. Washburn, urging that

j the town should lie excused Irom draft and the
number required, be added to the quota of
1
the French settlements in Mudawaska. They

|

| say:—

the report of the Adjutant
j General of this state, this Northern section had
; furnished
only 4<i volunteers, while the Southern and middle portions of the Comity w ith a
population of 1(5,011) had furnished about 7<x).
And yet the Northern section is almost
wholly relieved from draft while the Southern
and middle portions are re ptired to furnish 300
additional volunteers, and also 120 men for
j the regular army, making in all over 1100

j

“According

men.”

to

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
--

A

-or-

NEW

6

6
2
10
13
17

Cash
(Eight

and

a

20

YORK.

Fund 1^8,500,000.

half Million

W. L>.

sep2—tf

Dollars.)

LITTLE, Agent,
office 31

Exchange Street.

THE OLD PORTLAND BAND,
RE-ORGANIZED.
J. COLE,

.....
Ln*r.
COLE, and the members of the Portland
Band, having ret a rat'd from the war. the Rand
lias been re-orgaui/ed and consolidated on
the old basis, and is now prepared to furnish
MUSIC FOR THE MILLION,

«MK.

Turadny, Sept. 2.
ARRIVED.
Brig Fred Eugene. Acorn, New York.
Sch Brisk. (Br) I'rinoe, Pictou N's—with coal.
Sch Cncle Sam. Crockett, New York.
.Sell N Jones. Wooster, Franklin for Boston.
Sell Virginia, Haskell, Steuben.
Steamer New Eugland. Field. St John NB.
CLEARED.
Brig Trenton. Atherton, Sydney, fit. by master
Sch Jane, (Itr) Clark, St Andrews NB. f»y N J Mil-

by J

at short notice.

Engagements may be made with
COLE. Ltiuirr, 19) Market Square,
Or C. L. CURTIS. Secretary.
Sept. 1, dlw.
J.

FAMILY GROCERY STORE.
joiiv pi Bivrox,

C

No* 183 Fore Street. Portlood*

Keeps constantly

CASEY'S U. S.
Adopted by the

of

TACTICSj

Department; also.

War

Map,

publish**! for 25 cents.
HALL L* DAY IK,
53 ExchitBgc Street
map

Aug.

29. l»a.

dtf

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
1

Dry

G-oods

Store,

10* MIDDLE ST., PORTLAND.
II.

cargo.

;

C.

LOVELL

A

SOI,

Having purchased the stock of

a

PORTS,

War

Telegram

Bath and owned in New Y ork.
Ship Senator, Cunningham, from New Y ork 22d
ult. for Liverpool, with a cargo of grain and flour,
was fallen in with on the26tn, on Georg*-.* Banks, in
Ion ♦*> 20. in a linking condition. All hand* wer**
taken off by Prussian »hip Neptune, w hich arrived
at New Y ork l*t fn*t.

Grand Bank.

assortment

New Works !

t at

FISHERMEN.
Ar at Beverly 2»>th. sch* Balance. Lowe, Grand
Bank. 750 qtls ti*li; Win H Lovett, Conners, with 750
qtls lish.
Sailed from Murbleluad loth, sell K M Russell, for

general

j
at Wholesale and Retail, llis old friends aud customers are invited to givo him a call.
[aog39-3m

DISASTERS.
Ship G B Lamar, from Glasgow for New York.was
totally wri-cked ou Liscombe Island, NS. yesterday,
(Sept 2d.) The crew were saved, file Lamar was

Brig Culvert, from Salt Cay for Philadelphia, with
cargo of salt, was totally wrecked on Silver Cay
reef, and the hull and effects have been sold at auction. Crew saved.

a

FAMILY GROCERIES

MEMORANDA.

with a cargo of icr. took lire ill Holme- Hole harbor
on Kridav afternoon and wa* scuttled.
She now liui
full of yvater, but is not seriously damaged.
Advices from Bermuda ;(d ult. state the loss of brig
Enrique on Silver Cay reef, with an assorted cargo
from >cw York; crew sated and also a part of the

hand

on

prime

The C S Marshal at Philadelphia sold at auction
Hie sch Emma, at #750; sch Alert at #725; sch Chase
at 375. and sell Catalina at $350.
The l’ S Marshal at Baltimore, on Thursday, scUed
the brig F Nelson of Maine, with a cargo of coal, for
violating the laws by not paving the pilot charge*.
The captain, after being taken before the l’ S Marshal, paved all the charge* and was then permitted
to coutiuue his voyage.

hin

or

Mutual Life Insurance Company,

3
6

NEWS.

ler.
Sch Fred Reed, Wish, Fortress Monroe,
Baker.
Sch Itn«a. Sawyer. Boston.
Steamer New Euglaud. Field. Eastport.

l*olic*ieM

W hi*

RANTED to persons entering the Military
Naval Service, by

(N

POUT OP PORTLAND.

DOMESTIC

following is the jnonthregiment Maine volun-

Loudon for New York.

Glasgow.New Y’ork.. Liverpool.Aug 36
llausa.New York.. Bremen.Aug
Anglo Saxon.Quebec.Liverpool.Aug 30

her quota of Printers.

At.l.orMKNTs.—The

20
21
23
27
27
.’)»
28
3
6
13

T*» l>KI'A IIT.

Asia.Boston.Liver
Teutonia.New York.. Hamburg.Sept

Crew saved.

sea.

SPOKEN.
Aug2Bth, lat 35. Ion 72], brig C B Allen, (of Harrington) steering South.
Aug 21. lat »; 40, Ion 79 45, bark II M Holbrook, fm
Havana for Boston.
Aug 17. lat 44 59. Ion 50 25, ship John Bunyau, fm

Londonderry.

New

orable 19th of April, 1801.

Ar from Boston 12fh. Vigo, at Marseille*.
Ar from Baltimore 19th, Macaulay, at Liverptvol.
Ar from Bangor 19th, S C Smith, at
Liverpool.
Ar from Porto Kico 16tb, Cock-of-the-Walk, at

doned at

evening pajiers.

Gardiner in tills State, and for several years
Gospel Banner, now of Haverhill,
Mass., has been appointed Chaplain of the
Mass. Sixth—the “Bloody Sixth"—which encountered tiie mob in Baltimore on the mem-

(Per steamship North American, off Cape Race.)
Ar from New York 7th ult. Samuel Welch, at Allcant; 15th, Antlum (iunther, at Bremen.
Ar from do 17th. New York, at Bretncrharen.
Ar 19th. Atlanta, at Deal.
Ar from do 1stli. Dauiel Headley, at Liverpool.
•Ar from do I9tb. Atmosphere, Jeremiah Thompson, Notiantuni. Antarctic, Escort. Isaac Webb, B
Robinson, and Wm Ta|**cott, at Liverpool.
Ar from do 2bth, Ellen Morrison, aud Crimea, at
Qaeoustown.

Mails are forwarded by every steamer in tin* regular lines. The steamers "for or from Livert»«>ol call at
Queenstown, except the Canadian line, which call at

news

editor of the

NB, 2Sth nit, sch Dolphin, Kaler,

Falmouth.
Hailed for New York 10th,C W Horton, ftn Cardiff;
Brisk—111 tons eoal, to I 17th. Oswego, and Hermann, from do.
J Stevens & ( o.
Sid for do 19th, Neptune, and Eller Austin, from
Liverpool; Diva, from 4Ju<*mstowu.
The Ava;icc, from Sicily for New York, was abanSAILING OF OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.

to warrant the an-

Hodgdon of Hollis, has two sons in the 8th
Hampshire Regiment, at New Orleans:—
one in tile Sixteenth, and one in the Seventeenth Maine, and another in one of the Wisconsin
Batteries with Me Dowell, making
fire sons this patriotic Father tins sent to the
defense of our Common Country.—His sixth,
and only remaining son, a lad of eight years
of age, says he will be big cuough next year
to go as a drummer boy.
Rev. John W. Ilanson, formerly of
Z

|

ini’OftT*.

Patriotic Father.—Rev. James M.

A

—

The President. Gens. Halleekand McClellan,
in consultation to-day at the beadqwarof Gen. llalleek. Shortly afterward it
was currently said in that
vicinity that the
command of the troops in and around this
city, including the defence of the neighboring
fortifications, had been assigned to Gen. MeClellau.
After the falling back of our forces to Ceiltrcville there was naturally some anxiety felt
a> to the
safety of Gen. Banks, in coinuiaud at
Catlett’s and Bristow's station. About eight
o’clock yesterday morning lie succeeded in
bringing off bis entire command and wagon
train uninjured, his only encouuters with the
enemy being an occasional interchange of
shots.
He reached CentrevIUe about noon yesterday. The fact that the enemy did not undertake more seriously to oppose his junction
w ith Pope, shows how
terribly the rebels were
crippled in the battle of yesterday.

15 ream.

nouncement ol" the “Annihilation of the Rebel
Army.” We have no desire to underrate the

Wounded solFredericksburg rracuateil
diers—15 separate battles hace been fought
—Federal army strongly reinforced—(ten.
MeClellun to command in the vicinity of
Hen. Hanks safely joined
Washington
It_as

were
tors

That is all.

yet, evening

organization
They are as busy

N i.w York, Sept. 2.
the Philadelphia In-

mtlis old.and

warrant.

iniquitous proceedings
indignant and outraged

to

war

simply
habit ol' putting startling headings over them
whieli tiie dispatches themselves would hardly

LATEST BY EVENING PAPERS.

special dispatch
qiiircr, says:

Yarmouth.—The

at

Ar at St John
Machias.

lu York 16th ult. Mr. Sain’l L. Wliidden, of Lancaster. N. II., aged 75 years.
In Y'ork 20th ult, Mr. Jotham Tralton, aged 54 yrs,
8 month*.
In Elliot Uth ult, Mi** Alice J. Martin, aged 25 yrs
4 months.

.Europa.Boston.Liverpool.Sept
Hnmmnnia.New York Hamburg.Sept
sand !
j City of New Y'ork.New York.. Lhrerpom.Sept
of
the Courier seem to
Hibernian.Quebec.Liverpool._Sept
iSf-Our neighbors
Great Eastern.New York. .Liverpool_ Sept
think we have made an effort to la-little its
Persia.New Y'ork.. Liverpool.Sept
City of Washing*!!.New York .Liverpool.Sept
alluded to its
dispatches. Not so. We

people.

A

lie

laurels, however, the 1’uess is but two’
itsdaily circulation lias already
reached sixt -eti hundred, and rapidly increasing. Its weekly circulation is about two thouin

here as in Illinois, although not so numerous.
But the eye of the Government is upon them,

exposed

lamp

their

The members of that infernal

will lie

a

Our eastern friends must look out for

State.

/’a...

The movement on the part of Pope was
change of front, with McDowell and Sigel 01
the left, Heintzelinan iu the center, ami Hook
er ami Porter on the
right.

I

1 month
In Bath 1st inst, Jane (’., daughter of ( apt. G. C.
Go**, aged 6 vears 2 months.
In Bangor 22d ult, Mr. Alexander Stevens, aged
92 years.
In Bridgewater 3d ult, Mr. Nathaniel Hideout,aged
78 years.
In Bridgewater 7th ult, Carity K.. wife of Samuel
bidder, a-r«*I 37 vears.
In Saco ldtli ult, George, son of Joshua (’ole, aged

PH fOlJ N8—Per Br

War Meeting

ed them in correspondence with the enemy,
and in pledges to render no aid to tile government.
The evidence taken, shows most conclusively, that the organizatou is wide spread,
that many of the members have arms, and that
they have resolved to use them if necessary iu
opposing the government. It is also stated iu
testimony, that there are signs by which the
members in the opposing armies can recognize
and avoid shooting each other. Among the
men arrested, are several of
high political position. A stern example will doubtless be made
of these plotters against the peace and liberties
of their country.—[Providence Journal.

and in due time their

lighting

meeting at Yarmouth, Monday evening was a
large and enthusiastic gathering of the people.
The congregational church was crowded to
excess.
Addresses were made by Hon. J. II.
Drummond, and (1. F. Emery, Esq., of this city, at the close of which, a number of young
men signed the roll.
The Bangor Whig states that its dailycirculation is now twenty-eight hundred. This
is the largest circulation of any daily in the

The officers of the government have
tracked them to their secret dens, have detect-

idle.

unusual noise, like a
He spoke to her but

found her dead.

nois.

not

an

single hard respiration.

riT' Tlw Knights of the Golden Circle are
busy with their traitorous proceedings in Illi-

are

Death.—The

learns that the wife of Mr. Isaac Adams
of Euibden, died instantly a few days since. She
retired with her husband in apparent health

party while this rebellion exists. I neither expect nor desire the vote of any uian not fully
determiued in ihe support of the Constitution
and of the Union.

in this state

Suiuien

ami

< ’iarioti

1

base attack upon his neighbors who, in actual results were
very far ahead
of him. This,too, was from an outsider. A few

nights since,

not been discovered and the loss ol the rolies
created “some consternation and no little merriment” the next morning.

After the destruction of the trains at Catquestion which we are unable to decide.
lett's and Bristow, the force moved back to
This order of the Governor is based upon
Manassas, to cover, as it has since been ascertained, the advance of the main army through
tile law ol till* United States of July 17, ISfKJ,
Thoroughfare Gap. It is probable that that which takes precedence of State law, under
advance was not so rapid as was calculated.—
which the former enrollment was made.
Without doubt the grand plan was for the
main twdy to Ik- much nearer Washington beHon. Isaac Heed of Waldoboro* has
ll re the attack upon the railroad. Prisoners
and deserters say that Jackson lost two days’
long been suspected of political associations by
time by the sudden thunder shower which
no in-ans pleasing to loyal men, and the
heavy
came up at the beginning of the week.
He
vote of his town in favor of
Breckinridge and
intended to start along (pilclly, rapidly and by
Daua has been ascribed largely to his inllitan unexpected movement reach ( eutrevillc or
Fairfax by the uight agreed upon lor the atence.
We are gratilled to learn that Mr. Heed
tack upon the railroad. Then a grand march
has determined no longer to occupy a doubtof a day would have brought them to Washful position. He is now giving his largeiulluington. with Pope forty miles away, McClellan
ence in favor of a cordial support of the
half way up the Potomac, and a force of ten
govor twenty thousand raw
recruits only to disernment, uses his money with a liberal spirit
pose their advance on Washington! Admirato encourage the war, and his town is
covering
bly conceived, well attempted, but a failure.— itself witli honor in its
prompt response to the
He diil reach Fairfax Court House, and Viencalls of tin* President for more troops. Mrna, only t welve miles from Washington. There
was a wrong calculation ol time and contin- | Heed has, we are
gratified to see, been nomigencics. The hand of the Lord was in it. A | nated for the .State Senate on the Union ticket,
shower delayed them, and we have once more
|
by the Republican and Jameson Conventions.
a record of a narrow margin.
Wlu-n the cuemy attacked Catlett’s, their main army was ! Since bis nomination by these Conventions, lie
still beyond Thoroughfare Gap, advancing
lias issued a card to the electors of Lincoln
from White Plains.
county, in which he says: “I shall know no

places

money alone can do for some other places,
much tlie more reason lias she to tie
proud.
Hut look again. Look at the vast

Siment, belonging to the judge, clerk and one
or two lawyers.
The thief, says the (Hohc, has

elect under former enrollment, not commissioned, &c., are all liable to enrollment; whether the order includes colored men, is a mooted

artillery.

to which no mo<lt*t outsider wiil interfere. If
with comparatively small bounties,

Portland,

“The Copper Tip.”—Parents who wish to avoid
the? annoyance and expense of bin ing a new pair of
slim s • very month for their children, can do so
by
buying the Metallic Tipped Shoe*. One
with the

_MARRIED.

one

roi

..WILLIAM SMALL, of Fort Fairfield.
{Cumberland..THOMAS l’ENNELL, Ilarpawell.
Franklin_ORREN DAGGETT, of New Miami).
Kennebec..JOHN HATCH of Augusta.
Knor.S. W. LAUGHTON, of Appleton.
Lincoln.J AMES E RS KIN E. of Bristol.
Oxford.HORATIO AUSTIN, of Canton.
Penobscot.JOHN 8. CHADWICK, of Bangor.
Pisrat agiiis.. ELIAS J. HALE, of Foxeroft.
Aroostook..

SELECTED.

■

ADVANCE OF THE REBELS.

vice, but that her various quotas have been
made up with a wonderful degree of promptness.
Indeed, when the last quota was called
for, Portland had a large balance on the credit
side, for w hile her quota of 7,000 men was 285,

AND

—

The rebels who advanced to the Rappahan-

use their money to aid the causeofenlistments
Now the facts show that Portland has not on-

ORIGINAL

The Ellsworth American states that !
j America, Wallace, Kondmit; sell* Mercy Taylor,
Ftil DAY.
pair
the grain crop never looked better in that vij Nickerson, and Tantamount, Davis, Baltimore; W«*t
On the morning of Friday, Sigol and Me
Will
as
wear
as
three
tips
long
without, The Tipped i Jieuni*. Crowell, do; Union, l.ibhv. Philadelphia;
lowed began tin* attack between I lay market
K A St ••oil'. West, Albany; Herbert Manton, Crowciuity than now.
Boot* and Shoe* are sold by all .Shoe Dealers in the j
ell, and S M Tyler, Crosby, Albany; W MeCobb,
ml Sudley Church.
ITeint/.elnian moved
States.
United
II.
was
Snow,
nominated
Bra\. Koudout; Ariadne, Harding. New York; SuJQp”John
Esq.,
by
oni Manassas at
day break and came upon the
American Shoe Tip Co.. 108 Pearl Street. Boston.
san, B<-ar*e, do: Magnolia, Damage. Hluehill; Palo*,
Republicans of Seaboro, last Saturday, for
aeks<m's
on the south-west corner of
Moon, Sullivan; Lucy ft Nancy, Perkins, Bangor;
right
11. M. BEAKCE, Treasurer.
sepltBv
he old battle ground. The fight lasted all j Representative to the Legislature.
Stranger, Gerrish. Gouldsboro; Zulma, Lamson,
Yantic. Swett, llami>den; Jerusha BakJouesport;
ay, with decided success to Pope, who drove
Bit. P. 1*. QL'JMBY, would give notice that he ha ! er, Barbcrick, Portland.
Ballots.—We are prepared to furnish balu* enemy baek from the
turnpike to a poti- lots at short
returned to Portland, and can be found at his Hoorn,
Cld 1st lust, ship (.mding Star. Small, Calcutta;
notice.
Town
committee
on west of
and
Sudley Church. In this fight
brig Pilot Fi*h, Savage, Port au Prince; sdi* Anna
No. 13 International House,
Gardner, Knowles, Philadelphia; Banner, Wood,
’ope estimates our loss to have been 800.
others, should see that their towns are season- 12th, where he will attend to all Tuesday,to August
consul
wishing
Gloucester.
On Friday night we are informed that Longably and fully supplied.
Ar 2d. bark Pilot Fish, Haven, Cardiff July 22
him.
'reet and Lee arrived, and the engagement
DlGilToN Ar 39th. brig Hudson. Griffin, Banas renewed on
Henry A. .Tones, son of Capt. Wm. Y. First Examination at office.82 00 gor; sells Buccutuur, Delano,
Saturday with increased vigdo.
Each subsequent sitting at office.50
Ar3l*t. sch Democrat, Pendleton, Bangor.
r, and Pope was obliged to retreat, Gen. Hal- j .Tones of Falmouth, aged 17 years ami 5
NEW HKDFt)KD—Ar 39th ult. sch* K M Smith,
rk lias ordered Generals Sumner and Frank- ! mouths, was drowned from on board of slop
City Patients, first Examination at residence,... 2 50
CJiilds. Albany; W P Kitchie, Freethey, Calais; C H
Each subsequent visit at residence,. 1 00
u to advance from Alexandria, where
they S. Blanchard, at Liverpool on the 11th inst.
Hale. Perry, Lincotuville.
ul just landed. They moved by the way of
18, 1802.—tf
HALKM—Ar 30th. sch* Theo Frelinghuysen, SalisAugust
It
is
said
at
the
State
C3T”
that
Department
airfux Court House and CentreviHe, the idenbury, Kllswurtli; Telegraph, Mathews, Bangor; Maour foreign a (fairs have never been in so safe a
Ann, Farnsworth. Waidoboro.
cal route which was taken by Me Dowell
£^“Consuinptioii and Catarrh, ami all diseases of rySid
Sdb, sch Geo E Prescott, Pendleton, Philadelst year.
They were not iu season to take situation since the outbreak of the rebellion the Throat and Lungs, success fully treatml by Inha- phia.
irt in the Saturday’s light.
lation,
(
M.
CALAIS—Sid
as now.
Morse,
By
I).,
27th, sch Jane Fish, M©server, Providence.
aulB '82 eod
Corner Smith ami Congress Sts.
SATITKDAY.
BATH—Ar
Camp
sell* Only Son, Johnson, N York
Meeting.—The
1st,
Methodists hold a
Pone, tinding that he was not strong enough
for Gardiner; Julia Baker, Low,
Dentistry.—Dr. JOSIAII IIKALI). No. 241 ConPhiladelphia for
bold his ground against an overpowering
Camp meeting at the old camp ground at KenAugusta.
first door east of 1st Parish Church,
Sid 1st. sch Pennsylvania* Scott, Boston.
rce, was obliged to swing McDowell and
nebunk, commencing next Monday, and con- gress Street,
Portland, Me.
gel round from Haymarket to Manassas, ami
augTdly
tinuing until Saturday.
FOREIGN FORTS.
treat across Hull Hun via the railroad, and
Physician ani> Surgeon.—If. A. LAMB. M. D.,
At Cape Town, CGH, July 1, ship Eastern Queen,
iackburn's and Mitchell's forces, to gain the
The
fall
term
of Presque Isle AcadeC3T"
(of
U<»cklaiid) Holbrook, from Sunderland E, for
office, corner of Congress and Chestnut Streets,
gilts at Centrcville, where lie was joined by
Calcutta, repg; bark Contest, Allen, from Baltimoro
my, is to be taught by Geo. Curtis, Jr., Esq.,
Portland, Me.
ranklin and Sumner. He now occupied the
disg.
formerly one of the editors of the Aroostook
Particular attention paid to Surgery, including
At Anamaboo July 11, bark Ionic, Lovedmy, from
ound which McDowell occupied on the night
Boston; Warren White, Phipps, do.
Herald. Air. Curtis is an excellent teacher.
disease* of the eye and ear.
•fore the battle of Hull Hun, and the rebels
aug7—Omd
At Salt Pond July 19, bark Costarelll, Moraut.unc.
At Accra July 11, bark Kcdar, Boyer, unc.
xupy their position in part. Their main
By the way, Bro. Curtis, we shall be happy to
At Appomi July 8, barks Witch, iiultman, and D
BROKERS* HO A RD,
wly lies west of Sudley Church.
hear from you at your convenience.
Godfrey, Hall, unc.
Jackson can retreat, if he desires to, either
Sale of Stocks.—Boston, Sept. 2,1882.
At Sierra Leone July 21st, bark Tremont, Wells,
Wab Meeting at Windham Centre.—A
I the Thoroughfare Gap, or via Warrenton,
8 8 Boston and Maine Had road.115
uuc.
57 Old Calouv ami Fall River Railroad.U©
At Mellicouric July 20, brig Ann Elizabeth, Powalong the railroad. If lie should attempt grand rally will he held at Windham Centre,
2.000 Chicago Municipal Sevens.1024
ic latter,
ers, for Boston.
quite likely lie will have Burnside tomorrow afternoon at two o’clock. Address1.000 United States Coupon Sixes (1881).100*
At Malaga 5th ult, barks Velma, Nickerson, to load
lvancing from Fredericksburg to intercept es will be made
1*800.do.1«m»| for Boston; Ce'estia, Howes, do; lrausit, Doaue,
by Hon. Charles Holden.Honm.
6.000 ...do.loo]
from Troon, ar 2d, -w eking.
60,500 .do..loo|
B. Kingsbury, Jr., and Geo. F. Emery, Esq.,of
The fact that rebel scouts have been seen in
Passed St Thomas 17th ult, bark N X Havan, Hall,
United
1,600
States
7
3-10
for Turks Island to load for a Nortneru port.
Notes.104
le
Treasury
vicinity of Langley, just beyond Chain this city.
25.000 U. State* Certificates of Indebted net*.,...
At do lHth ult, ship Glob*-. Baker, une.
ridge, is indicative of his intention to move
5.000 .do.
Sid 13th ult, bark Theresa, (from New York) for
Postmasters, in some places are attemptMaracaibo.*
ong Pope’s flank, hut he will find it a hard
700.do.
22.000
At Manzanilla 1st ult, ship Juliet. Sinclair, from
tatter to accomplish that.
.do.
to
I do not share iu
screen
their
friends
from the forthcoming
20 200 United State* Demand Note*.
Havana for Queenstown, to sail 15th; brig Nantasic fear expressed, that
Pope's army is in dan- ing draft, by appointing them as Assistant 18.260 American Bold.
ket.
Sawyer, from St Thomas for New York in about
•r of
being cut otf. His position is one of Postmasters. It is a
ten davs.
10.330.do.
mean, contemptible dodge,
rent strength.
He can hold it. He can adAt Algoa Bay CGH, June 20. bark Good Hope,
and will he stopped, undoubtedly, by official
.ince.
He will not lie likely to retreat.
Gordon, for Boston 29 days; sch Jcddie, Heed, from
Calcutta, ar 19th.
If we had an army corps of twenty thousorders.
Sailed from Sicrrra Leone 19th ult, brigJ B Mansnd men at Harper's Ferry to send up to Front
field, Wallace, for Rio Nunez, to load for Europe.
Accident.—Mr. Israel Harmon of Gorham,
In this city 2d inst, by Kev. B. W. Hosworth, Rev.
.oval or up the Shenandoah, the rebel
At Surinam 14th ult. barks Mary Broughton, Herarmy
Henry M. King to Mis* Susan E. Fogg, both of this
(White Rock) about 7<> years of age, on Thursrick, for Boston 15 days; Suriname, Tucker, for do
/ould lie hemmed; but not having them, poscity.
last accidentally caught his right arm in a
day
20
days; E Dwight, Cunningham, from do, ar loth;
In this city 30th ult, by Rev. C. Fuller, Mr. Arthur
ibly we may see Jackson depart the way Ire threshing machine and it was so mutilated as Plummer,
brig Cronstadt, Homans, from Gloucester, ar 11th;
o'f the 10th Regiment, to Miss Sarah Boau,
aine.
he
make
an
to
sch
A Colby, llarrimau, for Turks Island, sailed on
Possibly
may
to require
attempt
of this citv.
amputation aliove the elltow joint. both
the 12th.
ivaile Maryland, but it will be a hazardous
In this city, by Rev. C. Fuller. Mr. Joel M. Sawyer,
Dr. Buz/ell of Gorham, performed the
operaTable Bay CGH Juue 19, bark Heroine, NickerAt
ither than a brilliant movement.
the 17th Regiment, to Mis* Sarah J. Bartlett, of
tion ami tile patient is now doing well.—[Cou- of
son, for Algoa Bay.
this city.
rier.
At’
at Para 19th ult, brig Maria, Morgan, from New
In Bath 31st ult, Mr. Samuel Ray of Auburn to
Who arc to be Enrolled, and Liable to a
Y ork.
Miss Martha J. Orr, of Harpswell.
We are informed that at a town meetS3F”
Sailed
from Uin I Inch* July 29, sch Do'phi a, TayIn Wilton. Mr. Nathan R. chase of Weld, to Mis*
Urn (If
lor, Carthageim and Jamaica.
ing at Hartford to decide the question of pay- Theodosia Seurle* of Perkins Plantation.
Under the recent order N'n. 37, of the ComSailed
from < ieufm go* An* 13th. britr Sitka.Elliot.
In Exeter24th ult. Mr. Win. A. Leiglitou to Miss
New 1 ork.
ing bounties to Volunteers, Sampson Reed Eliza W. Hollis, of Coritiua.
lander-in-Chief, all able-bodied citizens IioAt Matauras 19th ult, brie* F (j King. Fnrbnr. for
moved to raise 1111 y dollars each to pay the
New York 7 days; II II McDil very, Crockett, for
Iwceu the ages of eighteen and forty-fire
tine of those who should lie drafted. This is
Portland 2d: Orison Adams, King, for Boston 2d;
are
to
lie enrolled.
years,
There are
Denmark. Staples, for Portland.
one way the secession
have of
Sympathisers
At do Aug 21, brig Deiaorrra, Thompson, wtg for
o exemptions,
In tin* ritv 2>l inst. Mr. Francis Shepherd. aged 72
whatever, except for bodicargo.
discouraging Enlistments.
year* 5 mouth*.
ly inability. Titus it w ill Ik-seen that qimkcrs
Sid
19th, brig Prentiss llobbs, EIHs, New York.
7 ST* Funeral on Thursday afternoon at 3 o’clock, at
At Turks Island Aug 23. sch Volunteer, for New
Queer Bguiieijy.—One night last week a
No. 8 Wilmot street.
shakers, Judges of Courts, ministers of the
York
soon.
In this city 3I*t ult, Homer Frank, infant son of
Ar at <• rand Turk Aug 1, seh E Carnage. (Grenada.
Gospel, United States and State officers, dis- daring thief entered the Court room in St. W. S. and Sarah E. Locke.
Cld from do 23d, bark. N M Haven, Hall, for PortIn Brewer 27th ult, Mr. Elisha Howe, aged 8-1 years
charged militia officers, and militia officers John's X. ii. and stole and carried olf the title
land.

con-

Fredericksburg. McClellan's army was coming up the Potomac, landing at Alexandria.—
We were informed last week that alter the
rebels attempted the passage at the river where
Sigel’s cannon cut them in pieces, the main
body disappeared, taking the road toCiordonsville. Just here let us recall the statement
made about the time McClellan was withdrawing from Harrison’s Landing—that all the
troops with an immense train of artillery had
gone in the direction of Gordonsvllle to join
We see that if
Jackson as It was supposed.
the rebels intended anything serious by the
movement from Richmond they would he making child's play of war, to lice after the little
repulse on the part of Sigel at the north fork
of the Rappahannock, especially alter their
success at Cedar Mountain against Ranks.
No: they had a deep laid plan, now developing, and which shows great energy and unparalleled activity on their part.

were

unjustifiable and malignant
only upon the city authorities, hut
upon the wealthy men of the city, for their
neglect of duty In the present crisis. His w hole
speech was calculated—intended we have no
iloubt—to foster prejudices on the part of the
laboring population of the city against the
It was such a speech as none
men of wealth.
hut a demagogue will allow himself to indulge
in. It was stated that the City Government
was unwilling to do its duty, and that the
wealthy men of the place were unwilling to
city,

he 21st of July, and saved the fallen fortunes
<f the day to the Confederacy.
The light closed at dark.

POSITION OF pope's army.
At the first of the week, Sigel held the extreme right of l'ope's army above the railroad.
The united armies of Pope, McDowell, and
Burnside extended down the north folk to

virtually question-

ed, by those who have taken advantage of opportunities that should have been belli sacred
to

GOVERNOR,

of our people

1

The Buttles of Last Week.
Carleton, the reliable correspondent of the

Assaults upon Portland Patriotism.
On several occasions recently, we have been

THE DAILY PRESS.
PORTLAND,* MAIN E.
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S.

It.

(i () W K L

L,

And taken the afore recently occupied by him. would
invite ilk- attention of Mr. Iioweil’* former custom*
era, as well as their own friends and the public, to the

NEW AND SEASONABLE GOODS,
Which tbev have just added, to their former well selected stock.
IP Ni» trouble to show good*: call and see before
pure ha.* in g elsewhere.
dtf
Aug. aMh. i*a.

SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 29th. ship Welltleet, Rich.
New N ork March 20.
BALI IMoHh—Ar 29th, sch* K G hnight. Hugh.-*,
and Nautilu*. Tracy, Ft Jefferson.
Ar 30th. brig Chowan. Loeinau, Pernambuco; sch*
Jane F’ Durfre, Davis, St dago; llannoim. Maloney, I
Vinal haven.
CM 29th, ship Ccioto, Mack. Liverpool; brig Lincoln Webb, Floyd, Bath; sch* Ocean, Pierce, and
E II Adams, ilinckly, Kail River.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 29th, bark John Pay soil,
Terry, Key West
Ar .1»th, schs Fair lValer. Cox, Bangor.
< Id 29th. bark White
Wing, Wilson, laiygmira;
»ch !> L Sturges, Norris, Boston.
CId 30th, bark Frank, Stanwood, Belfast 1; brigs
-(’an have a place in theTriad, Mitchell, Fortreaa Monroe; J M Sawyer, Bry- !
ant, Boston.
6th
ALBANY’—Sid 29th, sch Tryphcnia, Nickerson, i
Boston.
NEW YORK—Ar 31st, barks F 8 Mean*, Means. ; Among those bravo and gallant men. if applied for
Plymouth. E; Jas Smith, Auderaou. New Orleans;
immediately.
Lamplighter, Morris, Port Koval SC; brig Catharine
Niekels, I vler. Norfolk.
Below 31st. ships .1 S Pearson*. Ellis, from Liver$230.00 BOUNTY A
July 30; Brazil, Frost, New Orleans; bark C W
Poultney, from do; brigs John Gt'ddes, l urks Island;
Faid to each recruit before leaving the State.
Cualichee, Havana; sch Fore*t King.
Ar 1st, ships ilorutio, Palmer, Manila April 14th:
R A Hiern. i.iverpool; barks La i iguena, Cieufuein
160 Acres of
gos: Frontier, Grand lurk.
Also ar 1st, ship Neptune, from Liverpool; barks i At the close of tho war. Now is the last chance—
Tyrian, Salt Cay; Kinina F Chase. Matauzus: llari'oine!
vet llmne, New Orleans; brigs Alfaretta, Cienfuej
N. B.—Members of the Battery are exempted from
go*: Alice. Rio Janeiro.
Also ar Is?, ship Arkwright, Liverpool; sch Auuc
picket duty.
from off t harieston.
Sophia, a
Office 27 Market Square,
Also ar ist, brig Prentiss Hobbs, Matanzas.
,Ar 2d. brig Catharine, Bom Bangor; sch I nion,
from Loudon.
SAMI KL THURSTON,
HARTFORD—Ar 20th, brig Scotland, France*,
aug27—dlw
Kocruiting officer
Turks Islumi.
PROVIDENCE— ArHoth. sch* v»m*an Taylor, Yar-

Come !

Come !

YOUR COUNTRY CALLS YOU!
T W E NT Y

MEN

Maine Battery,— Capt. McGilvery.

ADVANCE,

pool

Money, and

$75

Land,

prize

Bangor; Forest, Wilcou, Rockland.
31st. brig New Globe, Lansil, Bangor.
BRISTOL—Sid 9otli, brig l rotoq. Eddy, Havana:
sell S L Croeker, Presbrey, Philadelphia; Win A
Crocker, Endicott, do.
,
I NEWPORT—Ar 30th, sch Sarah Moore, Black,
Bangor.
Ar
sch William, Duuhaui, from Bath for New
I York.31st,
liuin.

Ar

(1

Spirit mil Kin.
Kttsn.lt, Tort Medium, from New York.
having recently returned from Europe, will

H.
•

seeancc* at .Vo. at ( 'firstnut Strrtt.
Hour* from
10 o’clock A M to 4 I*. M.
persona who desire to witness the remarkable manifestation ot printing names on the arm, can now
have au op|M»rtunity.
dlw
Portland, Aug. 20, ISO.

give

MATTERS ABOUT TOWN.

LATEST

Municipal Court—Sept. 2.
Harney (t’Douald, (or drunkenness and dist \ir-

bance, was

lined $2 and costs,

Refusing

111' TELEGRAPH,

to

pay, be was committed to jail.

& Rev. I). M. Graliam iircaelios
evening (Wednesday,) at Carlcton Ilall,
+

quarter

TO Till;

tliis
at

Portland Daily Press.

a

8 o’clock.

to

Z ff" Tlie jurors drawn by tlie Board of Aldermen Monday evening, are for tlie term of
tlie U. 8. Circuit Court, which w ill hold a ses-

FLAG OF TRI CE TO LOOK AFTER
THE WOUNDED.

city, commencing tlie 2fid inst.
U3^' Lieut. Nathan Walker, of Co. F, 5tli
Maine regiment, is busily engaged in recruiting for that regiment and is meeting with good

A

Jarkwon again attempt* to ent off
Communication with

D3P°JDr. G. H. Chadwick, having very kindly volunteered his service* to tlie army from
Maine, lias been requested by Gov. Washburn
to leave for tlie seat of war immediately, lie
will leave this morning.

Complaint* of Inefficiency of certain officer*.
A CHANGE DEMANDED.

FEDERAL FORCES HEAVILY
REINFORCED.

organized,

and that Mr. J. Cole, former leader
of it, has liecn appointed to bis old station.—
Chandler is expected hack soon, and we hope
he will add his trunqiet to the Baud.

Fairfax Court House, Sept 1.

Yesterday morning a Hag of truce was sent
in for permission to bring off the dead and
wounded of Our army who had not been leached during the day of the lighting, which was
granted to us,and from noon till sunset some
00 ambulances were sent with a number of
physicians and some citizens, and on their arrival at the Held a terrible scene presented itself. The wounded witli few exceptions, had
received no attention, our doctors all
being
in company with the troops, and the enemy
having enough to do to attend to their own.—
Tlie physicians immediately commenced their
operations, hut their means and help were
very inadequate. About one half the w ounded were brought in, their wounds partially

Z3T~ The U. S. District Court, Judge Ware
presiding, commenced a session at Bath yesterday. Tliis, we believe, is the first session
of this Court held at that place. Tlie terms of
Bath

instead of Wiscasset.

Into Camp.—Co. A, Capt. Shaw, of the
Portland Battalion, expect to go into camp toThe barracks

morrow.

in

now

process of

erection at camp Abraham Lincoln are
very
comfortable and commodious, and tlie soldiers
will find good quarters.
Departure of the 20tii.
Tlie 20th

dressed;

Maine

regiment, broke camp at 3 o'clock yesterday morning,and marched to the C. K. depot.
At twenty minutes past « o’clock they took a
special train, consisting of 21 cars, drawn by
two engines, and started for Boston, where
they will embark on board a steamer which is
to take them to their destination.
Lieut.

op

Fessenden.— Lieut.

Samuel Fessenden, whose death we briefly iinnounoed yesterday, was the youngest son of

Senator Fessenden,
battle

Sunday.

on

Lieut F.

lie

Centerville,

near

was

wounded in the

Friday

on

and died

He was buried at that

graduate

was a

ot

place.—
Bowdoin College.

Senator Fessenden still has two sons in the
army—James ami Frank.

To Voters.—The Board of Aldermen will
be in session to-morrow, and on Friday and
Saturday, at the Ward room In the new City
lor the purpose of revising the ward
As the boundaries of the Wards have

building,
lists.

been changed materially since the last election,
it Incomes every voter to see that his name is
borne u|>on tbc right list The lists
may Ik;
seen in the entry to the
Municipal Court room.

Government Transports.—The steamers
which we mentioned a day or two since, contract'd for

by

Government to be built at this
are to be transport vessels of about 1000

place,

burthen. They arc; to be built at the yard
of Messrs. Tyler & Rice, just above the Gas
Works. Mr. G. W. Lawrence, of Warren, an

tons

old

ship builder, has

and the Portland

the contract for the;

hulls,

will furnish the

Company

engines.
Portland's Quota

Troops.—Up
255

to 4 o'clock

Ntne Months

op

yesterday afternoon

had enlisted in the Portland battalion.
The quota of Portland is but 241, hut as sevemen

rebels

already been rejected for disability,
and others probably will be, it is necessary
that there should be a surplus. A chance is
still left tor patriotic young men to enlist—
One tiling is pretty certain, that is, that there
will lx- no drafting from this city.
if The Steamer New England, with a
large number of passengers, left Eastport at
1 o’clock Monday, for this port After leaving East|>ort a violent storm arose, and the
harbor

a

in Starblrd's

cove

where she remained until Tuesday morning
when she again started for this port and
arrived here about 7 o'clock in the evening.
After

discharging her freight she returned to
Eastport
UT The Police Department of this city,
determined to do good as well as to prevent
evil, have sent one man to the arena of suffering, to aid in hxdung after and ministering to
the sick and wounded soldiers. Mr. Henry
G. Mitchell, one of their number, volunteered
on Mouday
evening, and left for bis new field
of duty yesterday morning. The Police of the
city, divide with him the burden of the expenses.

A Row on Fore Sreeet.—At two o’clock

this morning,

party consisting of McCann,
Fitzgerald, Gibbs and McGlinchy, engaged in
a

playing “forty-fives” in the shop of the latter,
fell to lighting. The cry of “murder” alarmed
the police, and officers Berrick and Fickett
were promptly on the spot.
Blows fell thickly
and tin; “claret” run freely. McGlinchy had
one of his eyebrows bitten off, and the others
were badly pounded.
McCann was arrested
Work FOR

Women,—Happening
we

in at the

found that they

had promptly sent off to the army all the Hospital supplies they had made up; but they tire
now busily at work again cutting, and parties
who are disposed, can find sewing at their
rooms.

Jellies, Raspberries, Vinegar, Piekles, Ac.,
will

be

received at the rooms and
forwarded to the soldiers. All bandages should

hard, as

such

as an-

not

properly

roll-

ed have to lx- re-rolled

by the ladies. Banshould be from three to six inches wide,
and ten to twenty feet long, sewed together
dages

strongly by lapping, and

without any selvages
or seams. Old cotton is better than
new, hi#
if new is used it should be first washed to remove its stiffness.

-T' One

P. L.

Reeder, residing

near

Car-

linville, Illinois, has been arrested on the
charge of treason. When taken lie declared,
in tlie most lachrymose of tones: “1 haln’t
I
done anything, except to drill a
company to

1

resist a draft.”

t

Banoou Boys

in the

Navy.

Bangor has
furnished many of her sons for the
Nary since Ii
the war broke out, and we think we
ought to
lx: credited with those now enlisting there as
are helping to make
our
up
quota. Aiming j
the young men recently enlisted here for that
j
service are John Fuller, son of Col. Jolm
Fuller, Klx-n Btevens. son ofS. S. Stevens, Esq.,
and Charles H. Kirkpatrick.—| Bangor Times.
MrHUEiied

give a

by

Indians.—Iii another place

Hew particulars of murders by Inin Meeker county. Minnesota, which
slate that,
among others, Mr. Robinson Jones, |
ills w ile ami little girl were killed.— We are
Informed that Mr. Jones formerly resided in i
Olonburii, having emigrated to the West some j
eight years ago. He lias many friends in this
we

dians

j

vicinity.—[Bangor Times.

Stock Market.

New York, Sept 2.

Imtsteady: Chicago A
„f°,T'-dull
<.!•'! land A Toledo o4>: (,ai< na &
Jllloois Central

Hock

Island

Chicago Til

;

Scrip «3jj ; Michigan Southern
fit: New York Central 941; HudsonguarMi;
Reading (3; Michigan Southern .Eli: pacific Mail
“
;
73-10
U
S
eixea
l.r''«nry
108J;
111
7,‘
toaf do
1881 registered
sixes 1881 lOOj
lOOj;
antoed

2.

performed
brought away,

were

compelled

to

leave, suffering heavy

by

Rebels.

for the

protection

of the

GEN. HANKS JOINED GEN. POPE.
Preparation for the Wounded.
Ambulances

ruptured

Ijiniiy.

by Ihc

Washington, September 1.
Recent advices received Irum the vicinity of
the late sanguinary conflicts in Virginia with
the enemy, nqiort affairs in that locality as lieing comparatively quiet. The news from that
quarter to-day lias been, considering the intense excitement and bustle
prevalent, decidedly meagre.

Rumors and stories of the most extravagant
nature have lieen circulated
throughout the
city, a great majority of which have been
found

on

inquiry

and

reasoning

to

be

entirely

unreliable.
Parties who left Centrevillc yesterday afternoon report that the command of Gen.
Ranks,
which had been rumored was cut off, commenced

arriving
yesterday P. M.

that point about 5 o’clock
There can be but very little
doubt of the correctness of this report, as our
informant states he witnessed the arrival of
this command.
It is further stated that a
march of 2ij miles was aceoinplishcd by them
on that day in order to reach that
position.
The greatest attention is being given to the
condition of the wounded, who are conveyed
with all possible promptitude to the various
departments prepared for their reception. An
over abundance of nurses and physicians have
tendered their services, and its most assuredly
true that the brave men who have fallen in defence of llie national honor will not want for
sympathy and kind attention in their suflerat

ings.

It was stated in a former letter that a large
number of stragglers were yesterday
picked
up by the enemy’s cavalry.
The raid was
made lietween Fairfax Gotiri House and Centrevillc.
\\ illiin tin* past two days the prices of market provisions have nearly doubled, owing to
the increased demand for them and the country people being interrupted in their pursuits.
< >n Sunday
morning, between 8 and It o'clock.
Ilfleen ambulances,
being in advance of tin*
train down a bollotv, were
captured, lit all
there were 2Jt) ambulances and (SO hacks.
About 2.100 wounded have so far been removed from tin* Held.
\ esterday evening, at <1 o'clock, our
army
was withdrawn Miind the bills of Centroville
as a feint it is believed to draw on the
enemy,
but they did not advance.
This morning,our army again advanced at
least two miles towards the old battle Held.—
The large reinforcements which have arrived
there, consisting of infantry and artillery, make
the army perfectly sale.
No tiring took place after 9 o'clock
Saturday

night.
Kearney's

division remained on the field till
II o'clock. On Sunday some shells were
thrown into the enemy, but no response was
made.
This morning a slight skirmish took place in
Gen. Kearney's division.
Jn the recent battlesGen.Hatch waswounded slightly; a ball penetrating tin* rim and
body of bis felt hat, flattened on the skull.

Clerks Organized and Armed.
Two Itcliel

Schooners Captured.

GENS. KEARNEY & STEVENS KILLED.
Col. I'lcteher Webster's body embalmed.

Washington, Sept, 2.
By direction of the President, all the clerks
ami employees of the civil departments, and
all the employees in the public buildings in
Washington, will lie immediately organized
into companies, under the direction of Brig.
Gen. Wadsworth, and w ill lie armed and supplied with ammunition, for the defence of the
Capital.
The lT. If. steamer Hatteras has captured,
while trying to run the blockade at Berwick
Bay, the rebel schooner Josephine, w ith J22
bales of cotton, bound for Havana.
The U. 8. steamer Bienville captured, on
the 21st ult.. near Charleston, the schooner
Eliza, from Nassau, with 600 sacks of salt and
five cases of cards. The mate admitted that
it was their intention to run the blockade.
Parties making remittanees to the Commissioner of Internal Kevemie ordering stamps for
proprietary articles, such as patent medicines,
perfumery, Ac., should remember that no funds
can lie received
excepting specie, treasury
notes and drolls on the several United States

depositories.
Gens. Kearney and

Stevens were killed in a
engagement which took place last evening
Chautilly, about 2 miles north of
Fairfax Court House, between a portion of
Gen. Pope's army and Jackson's forces. Our
loss was heavy, but the enemy was driven
back a mile, and we re-occupied the Held of
battle until three o'clock this morning.
Gen. Stevens was killed w ith a mimiie ball,
which entered bis brain, while be w as leading
bis men into action, bearing the colors in his
hand, the color sergeant having been slain.—
His son, acting as assistant Adjutant of the
brigade commanded by bis father, was wounded.
Gen Philip Kearney w as also killed. I.ast
night bis body was taken possession of by the
enemy, but afterwards delivered into our lines
under a Hag of truce.

severe

near

Department Clerks Captured.
FEDERAL

Burying

the

Dead

and

WAHTEB.

removing

Washington.

at

Aug.

September 2.
Special dispatches from Washington state
that a long train of wounded soldiers Irom
Fairfax arrived ill that city to-day.
It is reported that three department clerks

Inquire

at

.Moi-tirajjf

Efilale,

oa

the City of l’ortl.iiil, for which from 7 to 8 per
cent in interest will be paid.
Address Post Office, Box 348.
augl6d&w4w

In

Washington, Septemlier 2.
Monday evening our troops advanced

2
miles towards the last battle-field.
The killed are being buried and the wounded removed under a Hag of truce. About 2;|IM)
have been removed Irom the various baltlellelds.
A train of cars, having on board 500 or H00
of the soldiers who were wounded in Saturday’s tight, came down this morning from
Fairfax. A guard also came down having in
charge a number of Confederate prisoners.
Mr. II. M. Pierce, President of Rutger’s Institute, in New York City, has been appointed
general Superintendent of hospital nurses in
the military district of Washington, and has
entered on the discharge of his duty. All applications from persons desirous of acting as
nurses for our wounded, should be made to
him at the Surgeon General’s olliee.

For Kale.
Three Story Brick DWELLINGHOUSE, No. 8 Gray Street, it jM in
good repair, ami contains ten tinfolicd
If not sold before the 20th of
rooms.
Sept, next, it will be sold on that day,
at 11 o'clock, A. M.. at Auction, without
Terms
reserve.
very easy. For information apply
to JOHN KANDALL, on the premises, or at the
store of KANDALL ft WOODBURY, on Commercial Street, head ( entral WhurW
June 21, IMS.
dtf

Notices

BKK 'K HOI'SEon Garden at, eleven
rooms and all other conveniences, all in

A

vacancy as ait assistant in a first class apothecary store. Address "Apothecary,” as above, with
real name nnd reference.
dtf
Aug. 1,
a

good repair.
Also HOUSE No. 11 Brackett Street,

containing seven or eight rooms all
good repair.
Inquire at 21 Exchange St., or 31 Winter St.,

1802._

TENEMENTS WANTED.

Portland, July 19, 1802.

WANTED—Convenient tenements for the
accommodation of two small families, in
respectable localities, and within ten min-

Headquarters of the Army, I
Adjutant Generals Office, Wash., Sept. 2. J
direction
of the President, Major GenerBy

Enquire at

Concentrating
Hollow, Ark.

at

Headquarters

!

Apples

Headquarters Army ofSouthwest 1
In the field, Fort Scott, Ka., Aug. 20. j
[Correspondence of the Missori Democrat.]
—The greatest activity prevails here in get-

an immediate adtowards Arkansas. Gen. Blunt commanding the forces here, has received information that all tin* troops in the department
of Kansas, and all those in Southwest Missouri, including all the recent levy of militia, will
oe concentrated at such
points as he shall designate. This portion of the army is finely
and
coutaius
four
equipped,
complete batteries
of 8 guns each. The troops have been brigaded, and tlie different commanders are ordered
to move (heir commands to a suitable
piece
cast ami south of Fort Scott, where a full
sii|>ply of foraging, grass aud a full supply of good
water
can be obtained.
healthy
Information Iuls just been received here conthe
firming
report that the rebels are concentrating in large numU-rs at Cross Hollow, Ark.,
with the intention of marching north, propoeing to take Fort Scott and then Fort Leavenworth.
I’ike had made a speech to his men,
saying he intended to tie quartered in Fort
Leavenworth before snow fell.
There is no
mistake that such is the idea held out to the
rcliel three now concentrated at Cross Hollow,
and the recent expedition under Cockerel and
Coffee to Lone Jack was for the purpose of
escorting the new levies down to Arkansas.—
Hundreds of men have followed tliem. and
they had the two pieces of the Indiana battery
which they captured at Lone Jack, hut they
were mostly without arms.
Day before yesterday Quantrcl! and Hayes’
band came upon six companies of the 2d Kansas and three
companies of thetitli Pennsylvania near Lamar.
Major Campbell and Copt.
Greene, of the 6th, attacked them with <HX)
of their men, and had a severe fight
Two
men were killed and twenty-one wounded.—
Lieut. Col. Bassett, commanding the 2d Kansas, marched upon the opposite side of the
stream out of danger.
The wounded men say
that the reliefs Imd aliout 700, and if Bassett
had helped, they would have whipp'd them.—
Col. Cloud left ids forces the day before to reAlt say that had he been
port at this place.
there, Quautrel and Hayes would have been
taken.

IH RU.H.U S,

I

Nuininer
Is

AT

For

officers, made to order, from the best material,
dispatch, and at low prices.

From California.
San Francisco. Sept. I.
Steamer Constitution arrived yesterday from
Panama. She touched at Acapulco, and took
on Isiurd (‘apt.
Hudson, late commander of
tlie Golden Gate, who left Man-anilla Aug. 17.
after remaining near the wreck 21 days. He
thinks there is little pruliahility of saving any
of the treasure, but efforts will be made during October and November, when tlie sea is
and

Anglo
York; also

Saxon have
arrived from New
the steamer
Northern Coast with $25,000 treasure from
British Columbia, and $200,1X10 from Oregon.
GREKXFIhI.il, Mo.. Sept. I.
an.illim- .Omul

the guerillas in southeast Missouri
f*nl
j.ln.r
.i.._
with a sqtiTulroti of the 13th Illinois cavalry,
stood, is being embalmed 1<>r transmission east. two companies of the 24th Missouri VolunALL BUSINESS SUSPENDED.
Sweet was not killed jw reported, but j
teers, and one howitzer of No. 2 Missouri Ar( apt. Sweed of the 5th Artillery.
The Major at tacked Col. Whitc,wbose
tillery.
Tbe (b orgetow ii Seminary Hospital is apORDERS OF OEM. WALLACE.
force was estimated at 1000 men, about 12
propriated exclusively to the sick and wound- miles south of l'ittsman Ferry, on Current
ed ollleers of the army.
river, and after adesjarate conflict of an hour's
MARTIAL LAW PROCLAIMED.
The Massachusetts Relief Assoeiation, as ! duration
completely routed White, capturing
well as similar ones, are doing good service in
all bis wagons and equipage, and taking many
Iiitcnw Excitement, but no Panic.
attending to the sick ami other business conprisoners, also numiicr of horses and mules.
| nee ted with invalid soldiers.
Our loss in killed and wounded is not stated,
Hen. McClellan to-day entered upon the duis slight compared with that of the enemy.
but
Mayor's Proclamation.
ties just assigned him.
Benjamin Richards, of tin* r>th Maine, is in
Washington, Sept. 2.
a hospital in the vicinity of
LIQUOR SHOPS CLOSED UP.
J. B. Veazie, 2d Me., ankle; A. Pertou, do,
Washington.
throat.; ('. A. Libliey, 4tl», leg undbodv; .1.
Shops Closed. Morrill, 2d. shoulder, arm and leg; W. A.
Cincinnati, Sent. 2,1 P. M.
Drown, do, hip; S. G. Tenney, do, leg.
Business is entirely suspended here. The
railroad ears have stopped running. There is
Porter's Fleet at Hampton Roads,
Chicago, Sept. 2.
a great deal of excitement, but no
panic. The
The Doard of Commissioners of the Union
people are quietly but actively organizing for
SECE.su REJOICING.
Pacific Bailroad met this morning. Sevendefence. No male citizen is allowed to leave
ty-six members were present. They temporathe city.
Maine Soldiers M ounded.
rily organized and adjourned till afternoon.
Our troops are preparing to evacuate CynAfternoon.—The < (invention organized this
thiana. Humphrey Marshall is reported to be
afternoon
by the choice of W. D. Ogden as
marching on that place from Piketon.
Washington, Sept. 2.
President, A. V. Poor, Secretary, and T. W.
Tlie undersigned, by order of Maj. General
Tin1 Provost Guard w as busy to-day closing
Treasurer.
Wright, assumes command of Cincinnati, Cov- up all liquor establishments. The captives arc Alcott,
ington and Newport. It is Imt fair to inform scut to the medical purveyor’s office.
Lancaster, September 2.
our citizens that an
active, daring and I towerFortress Monroe, Aug. 31.
The militia enrolled in this county is 20,488,
ful enemy threatens them with every conseAll of Porter’s mortar licet and the gunwhile 4107 are in the service. In Lancaster
quence of war. The cities must be defended,
boats have conic down the James River, and
city there are 3700 enrolled and 1523 in the
and the inhabitants must assist in tlie preparaarc now at anchor in the Roads, and
of
part
service. Dorks, the great Democratic county,
tions. First, all business must lie suspended
the flotilla which has been up the river, is to
having sixteen thousand volunteers, has enat 1) o’clock to-day, ami every business house
to the Potomac.
So says
go ...
rolled only 0203. Beading claims no more
must Is* closed.
Second, under the direetion
Com. Wilkes.
able bodied men than Lancaster now has in
of the Mayor, the citizens must within the
This evening the Norfolk lioat, which has
the field. The matter demands an investigahour after tlie suspension of business, assemble
heretofore run regularly lictw'ecu Norfolk and
tion.
in convenient public places ready lor orders,
this place, came over with troops, and disand as soon as possible they will then he ascharged them on the steamer Baltic, lying in
Trenton, N. J., Sept. 2.
signed to their work. This labor ought to be the roads, ami returned to Norfolk without the
The reports made to the Adjutant General's
one of love, and the
lietrusts
and
undersigned
mails, apparently for more troops, to dispose of olllee show that New
iieves that it will lie so. Anyhow it must lie
.Jersey's <piuta of 300,000
them in the same way.
men is made up w ithout drafting.
For the last
done. The w illing shall he promptly credited,
There is evidently much secret excitement
few
recruits
lieen
have
into the
days
the unwilling promptly visited. Tlie
principle among the Federal officers in this place, and several places of rendezvous pouring
at
an
astonishing
adopted is citizens lor tlie labor and soldiers the seeesli are rejoicing over w hat they claim rate.
tor the battle.
Martial law is hereby proclaiinto Is- a defeat in the late army movements uned in the three cities until
they can lie relieved der Gen. Pope,
New York Market.
the
'1
he
by
military.
injunctions of the procA part ol the James River flotilla has left
tarnation will lie executed by the police.—
New York, Septomlier 2.
this afternoon and proceeded oil' in the direcCotton active and excited, and 2 a 3c higher; sales
Third, lurry boats will cease plying the river
tion of the 1‘otoinuc.
at 15 a 15}c for mid ling uplands.
alter 4 o'clock in the
morning, until further
New York, Sept. 2.
Flour—State and Western less active; superfine
orders.
State 4 on a 505; extra do 52ua550; round
The Philadelphia Bulletin has tbe following
hoop
Ohio 6 60 a 5 60; Western 4 90; Southern unchanged ;
Lewis Wallace,
(Signed)
names of killed and wounded soldiers not bemixed 5 80 a 5 HO; fanev and extra 6 85 a 7 50; Canada
Inspector General, Commanding.
fore reported: V. W. Patroon and M. J. Sarextra 6 25 a « 25.
drooping;
In accordance with the proclamation of Maj.
Wheat—lc lower; Chicago spring 1 12 a 1 21: Milgent, 2d Me.; C. F. Sawyer, 4th, in leg; Corp.
waukee chit) 1 17 a a 1 23}; umber Iowa 1 24 a 1 25;
Gen. Wallace, I give tills public notice that tlie
llarien, 4th, in thigh.
red w inter Western 1 31 n l 84}: mixed Western 1 2o.
police force w ill until further orders act as a
(Urn—lc lower; mixed Western fin a 01 for old, 50
a 59 for eastern.
provost guard, and 1 order and enjoin upon all
New York, Sept. 2.
Reef—
good citizens to respect ami obey them. Any
quiet.
A private dispatch from Washington to-day,
Pork—heavy.
disregard of the orders from the General Comstates that a private of the 11th Mass, saw Lt.
Sugars—firm; New Orleans at 8} a 11; Muscovado
tlie
will
be
enforced
manding, through
('ol. George Tileston w ounded, and believes
police,
8iFreLlit* to Liverpool—shade tinner; flour 3s 10d;
strictly.
lie was left on the battle Held in the hands of
grain 13 a 13Jd for Wheat in bulk and ship s bags.
George Hatch, Mayor.
h
(Signed)
the enemy.
over

Wool—quiet.

BOXES Fine Yellow Sugar.
H9 hhd*. Muscovado Sugar.
23 tierce*
do.
do.
29K hhd*. Mti*covado Molasses.
22 tierces
do.
do.
44 bids.
do.
do.

By

Fruit Cantk
GOOD

•The remainder of the surgeons’ names for the
counties of Knox. Lincoln and liscataqni*. will bo
inserted as skhi as the appointment* are made.
sep2d A wtseplO

at

k WHITNEY,
Old City Hall, Portland.

Proposals Top Freeh Beef.

Teas.

to tit.

largest

Gallant Seventh Maine!

and best selected stock of

READY-MADE

2,

O
\ H A l.F CIIESTS Fine Oolong Teas,
sm9w\w 5o do.
do.
do.
Souchong
For sale by .loll.N LYNCII k CO.
jeS23—3ra

Of every description, made to order and warranted

The

prntmsa?* will be received at Portland,
SEALED
Maine, by the undersigned, until Tuemlav, Sept.

d2mi*

WOKK,

same.

Order of the Comma nder-in-< 'hiof.
JOHN L. Hops DON*,
Adjutant General.

By KENDALL

CUSTOM

make the

of volunteer*.

of Fruit Can*, both
A Class andASSORTMENT
Tin, fer sale
Manufacturers’ Trices,

CLOTHING,

at 10 o'clock, A. M.,
for
of Fresh
Beef for the use of volunteer* amt drafted men, at
camp Abraham Lincoln. Portland. Maine.
The number of volunteers and drafted men in camp
will be almut time thousand. The Isrf must be furnished them in such quantities a« may In* from time
to time remiired, and on such dav* a* shall be designated by the Acting Assistant Commissary of Suosistence. who shall give tlie contractor duo uotice of
the amount needed.
Tlie beef to lw furnished must l>e of g«*»d and
wholesome quality, in quarters, sawed and rnt. with
an equal proportion of each, (necks and shanks ex-

supplies

cluded.)
Tlie undersigned

-and-

reserves

the

If he deems them

-Ever offered in

Furnishing Goods,

.Maine,

can

right to reject all bids.

unsatisfactory.
Endorse—"Proposal* for Fresh Beef."
Ass’!

bo obtained at-

September 1.

w

hich will be sold

K. K. IIAKDING.
Quartermaster General of Maine.
3t

to warraut entire sat-

so as

isfaction to tlie purchaser.

tion of three cavalry regiments within 20 days.
Advance pay aud a bounty is to lie paid.
Three immense rifled cannon, 7 1-2, 8 and
8 1-2 inch bore, have
already liecn found in the
hold of the prize steamer Bermuda. Other
cases not yet opened, are
supposed to contain
small cannon or rifles.
Four regiments from this city lelt yesterday
for Washington.

nlitaint.,1

Seasoned

llol won’* Wharf.

July 29. 1*12.

to

iviiiii
win i*e
nfiuimi in declare
u|M»n his honor to the examining surgeon, at the
Bine of his application, that he ha-* not been exam»ed by either of the person*
appointed to that duty,
subsequent to the appoiutmeut herein made. and a
certificate refused: and if it shall
appear that said statement is untrue, the certificate thus
obtained will be void and of no effect.
IV. .Said examining surgeons w ill receive no application*. under the order herein given respecting
dratted men. prior to the tenth dav of September
next.
V. Examinations of volunteer* offered by or in
am City, Town or Plantation, in lieu of drafted
men,
will be made by the examining surgeons herein
appointrd. upon applications therefor with an exhibit
of the rolls upou which they were enlisted.
\ 1. I ertiticates to drafted men, to be issued under
the authority and in the manner herein set forth, will
be* mad*' and signed by the examining
surgeons, upon Blanks furnished from this office.
Blank rolls
will also be forwarded, for records of examination

subs^nentiy

Cargo Brig I. D. Lincoln. For salt by
Hon INI EATON.
No. 1 Central Wharf.
*dfcw4w
Aug. 11, 1802.

UNIFORMS,

CiHinty.

i-nvii

Trinidad Sugar and .VoIusms.
*"
T(|

Cost,

Waldo County.
Simonton, Sean*port; Jacob Brown, Lib-

Washington County.
Holmes, Calais; George Z. Higgins, Lubec.

appointed

100,000 feet rough-edged Hemlock Fence Boards, at
$4 per M feet. For sale bv
J. 11. 11 AM LEN.

BURLEIGH'S.

MILITARY
with

of

County.

BURLEIGH’S,

Piiii.apki.piiia, Sept. .TO.
Gov. Curtin, to meet a requisition from the
President, has issued an order for the forma-

lias

by

Lumber.

Clothing

selling, regardless

Somerset

William Snow, Skowhegau; Charles A. Parsons,
Albans; James Palmer, Anson.

St.

York

SMITH,
Silver Street.

al.Vllm

Walker.

William Swazer, Limerick; Dryden Smith, Biddoford; Theodore II. Jewett, South Berwick.
II. Compensation for thsh services will be made
by the Government, and no fipe or reward can In auv
instance be directly or indirectly received. for or on
arcouut of *aid examination!*, by the persons herein

19 A 21

tyi U W kl
\ FEET gang-sowed,
silrlHemlock Board*.

EOR SALE AT BURLEIGH’S.

B.

Lincoln County.
Charles A. Packard. Waldoboro'.
Oxford Ci»nnty.
William A. Rust, South Parts; Charles A Coolidge, Canton; D. Lowell Lamson, Fryeburg.
Penobscot County.
John Mason. Bangor; J. C. Weston,
Bangor* M.
S. Wilson, Lincoln; John Benson, Newport; Jared
^
Fuller, Flast (drinth.
Piscataquis County.
Benjamin Johnson, Dover.
Sagadahoc County.
Israel Putnam, Bath; James Me keen,
Topsham.

Job

Jloiassc* and ^ligar.
ilff A HMDS, Cardenas Molasses,
4mtw\J 2i*> do. Muscavadn do.
100 boxes II. B. Sugar.
For sale bv .lullN LYNCH k CO.
Jc23—3m

GOODS,

Knox County.9
0t‘r,,Mii“c, lu>«khu*d; John

Union

erty.

CHEESE.

F. A.

Of every description,

All of

Troops Leaving lor Washington.

Maior LctlTM't

••

Just received aud for sale

163 Middle Street.
MILITARY

K •'ri'-ki-tt. Augusta; Nathaniel R. BouJir'lyL
nstenrille; James < ochran, Monmouth.

Putnam

Street.

Vermont BUTTER,

aug4d4w

CAPTURED CANNON.

success

Choice
150 boxes

County.

tide,

by

19 A 21 Silver

1 AA TUBS

AT

( umberfanst
(ounty.
Gardner Ludwig, Portlaud; Thomas A.
Foster
ortland; John D. Lincoln, Brunswick; Cyrus k’
J
Bowkor, Raymond.

Butter and ( Ikw.
lv/V'

nr„lft„,i

Aroostook ('•,tint if.
X. Mayo, lloiilton; fc. G. Decker For*
mcker’ Fort
A i'lanra, Weston.

1

SMITH,

ang4d4w

GREAT EXCITEMENT

Gentlemen's
in Pennsylvania.

and Onions.

F. A.

vance

unusually quiet.
The ships Wellflect

to

P7 K BBL8. SIlTcr-.kin ONIONS,
I ll 150 do. APPLES. (Sweet aud Sour Boughs).

ting this army ready for

Cavalry Regiments

Exchange Street,

Just received and for sale

otherwi£.

A>"lrnmgg,n r .**/.
..
J
A lender llurhank. Ic-wluton; 10,01.,
Turuer; William B. .Small, I jot

Kennebec County.

GOULD,

_MERCHANDISE.
Latest lYom

xamiualiona of all aiiiiliranla for
rfillclo. uf livoral dDal.iliti,^,
which will exempt
1
,,1*m '“>ni military duty, by
dn,ft or

Franklin

NEW BECBUITS WANTED!

Cross

am

illrhLf't’n'inl'r
in-< Ini I t« make

0

Elijah F. Pistoled, 1'hillips; Ncbemiah H. Clark.
Farmington.
Hancock County.
P.If. Harding, HI l» worth; Alex.
Fulton, BluebillA. F
Page, Bucks)M>rt.

tf

74 MIDDLE STREET, (i p staiks.)
FOR SALE, at bargains suited to war
times, Houses, House J^ota, and Wharf Property.
2 two story Houses, *1400each; 1 fine Cottage, *1200; 50 House !«ofs, from $800 to
*5000; Houses from *1000 to *5000; 2 House Lota,
within 5 minute's walk of the Post Office, *850.
MOSES GOULD.
3w
74 Exchange St. (up stairs.)
Aug. 15

-0-

New

any time.

at

Real EMali1 Office Removed.

FROM THE SOUTHWEST.

Rebels

1862.

Hat removed his Office from 29

RALLY TO THE FLAG!

E. D. Townsend,
Assistant Adjutant General.
Lieut. Col. Haskins, aid de eainp, is relieved
from duty with Gen. Barnard and ordered to
report to Gen. McClellan.

Free

rooms, near

this office

UNION FOREVER!

(Signed)

50

apply to
JAMES FURBISH.

MOSES

al McClellan will have command of the fortifications around Washington, and of all the
troops for the defence of the Capital. By order of the Secretary of War.

No.

may Im* examined
premises
For further articular*

August 9th,

Gentlemen
,*•, !**!..Medici
bv t’"' ‘•overnor and
Command.,.

Edward
Fairfield;

DWELLING-HOUSE,
j

HEAD CH ARTERS,
Adjctaxt (. E.vkraI.'s Orrirr.
I
*'•i
general order

Uyeriimr.8™”"”’

J. F. DAY.

Street, is to he let, and possession given
during the lirst week of September. The

WANTED^

a

dtf

in

Houm; to Let.

utes’ walk of the Post Office. Kent not to
exceed from 8150 to 175 per annum.
Address Box 42. Post office, or
applv at the Counting Koom of the Daily Press,Fox liliick.
Portland, June 23.
distf

SMALL KENT, of five or six
the busiuess part of the city.

MAINE.

x/i'r"*’Auk

To Let.

be received at the Press OfAPPLICATIONS
fice. for thirty days, from competent persons to
till
will

a

OF

THE

Street.

WANTED—$1000
TO $10,000
On
Keal

who volunteered as nurses have been taken
prisoners by the relsds.

on

p, the Dwell.
the corner of

8triads.
yourselves
C. P. KIMBALL.

4

dtf

STATE

chka

Please call and examine for
dsw
Aug. 80.

SON.
_A"l[KNKY DUKN
Exchange

26.

undersigned offers for wile,
THE
ing House, lu*
occupies,
Cumberland and Parris
now

Wnnlrd Immediately.
^ to w,lrk '»» Military Equipment,.

O0

New York,

MISORlXANKQTTfl

FOB KALE.

4 MAN to run a Stationary Engine.
±\. Blake’s Bakery,
Congress Street.
August 30.
*i| 1 w

the

Wounded.
McClellan in Command

FOR SALK & TO LET.

1_ WANTS.__

ADVANCE.

Washington Liquor

gratefully

lx1 rolled

w ere

Cincinnati threatensd

and conveyed to the locknn.

Ladies’ Committee Room,

amputations

losses. It is impossible to obtain the particulars at present, but the lists of casualties will
be forwarded as soon as possible.
Tile enemy’s force was very strong, and
commanded by Jackson in person; bad the attack not been promptly met, our comniunication with Washington would again have been
cut off, and immense trains of wagons either
captured or destroyed. During Ia*l night nil
of oitr train succeeded in making their way
back to the vicinity of Alexandria, and acres
of land there are now covered with them.
The troop* along the whole lines were under arm-all night, but nothing has occurred
up to this hour, live A. M., to indicate the
presence of the enemy.
It will seem strange to the public that so
many attempts to cut off our upplic* and
communication with Washington should lie so
nearly successful, especially when such a large
army as that of l’opc at the present time occupies the country in this vicinity. Loud
complaints are heard daily among Isjtli officers
and men at the inefficiency of certain commanders, and it is evident the men are becoming dissatisfied and losing faith in those in
whom they should have the utmost confidence.
Large crowds of stragglers continually line
the roads in the rear of our army.
The sidewalks, stoops and yards of houses in Alexandria and the neighborhood are being tilled
with them every night, and unless some change
is made to insure better discipline, both among
officers ami men, the w orst consequences to
our army may
Is-anticipated.
Xu anxiety need Is- li-lt for the safety of our
forces in Virginia, us heavy reinforcement* ars
continually moving to the seat of war, and an
army w ill soon lie in that field which w ill drive
the rebels back to Kieluiiimd.

ral have

Steamer made

some

and the ambulances tilled and
the number being about 200. About 150 or
200 still remained on the field, and now that
our army has retreated back no chance remains of sending them succor. A terrible responsibility rests on those having charge of
this matter that the object of the Hag of truce
was not more successful.
Some were seen
whose limits were commencing to mortify lor
want of dressing, aud w ho were faint and almost famished from hunger and thirst.
Those
who visited the Held of battle were not allowed to proceed beyond where the heaviest part
of the llehtine took nlacc and nil trouts or
guns could Is- seen except a number of cavalry, alio were scattered all over the hills, and
who were all willing to converse freely with
our soldiers and citizens w ho accompanied the
ambulance train. They unanimously say that
they will soon drive us from Va„ and even into the free States, and w ill endeavor to let us
feel the war by making a portion of our land
resemble that part of Va. over which the armies have passed and re-passed the last six
months.
On returning to Centreville, it was found
that a light lent taken place somewhere in our
rear, ami everything was hustle ami excitement, the troops getting under way for the
scene, trains moving oil'. A c., while many had
already gone. It serin* that during the forenoon a report reached headquarters
that a
movement was on foot to attack our trains,
and King'* division was ordered to proceed to
Fairfax and take a position to the west of that
town to prevent any demonstration of the
enemy. About noon the rcla-ls were discovered approaching from that direction, when
skirmishing commenced, and our troops were
formed in line of battle, word Is-ing sent to
headquarters, and additional forces sent to the
spot. The rebels attacked with a large body
of Infantry, but were repulsed in gallant style
by our forces, at present consisting of King's
ami Hickett's division Pennsylvania reserves,
and some others. The rebels bad batteries
concealed in tin; woods, and when our forces
drove the reliels back to where they were
placed, they opened w ith grape, which made
terrible destruction in our ranks for a short
time, but our guns getting into position, the

—

Death

Washington.

IS REPULSED WITH HEAVY LOSS.

Pouti,axn Band.—We are gratified to notice that tlie old Portland Band lias been re-

at

making preparations
city.

ANOTHER SEVERE BATTLE.

CF* Tlie sword* presented to Captain Shaw
and Lieutenant Jones, may be seen in tlie
window of Messrs. Crosman A Poor’s druggist
establishment.

hereafter to he held

TERRIBLE SCENE.

SUFFERINGS OF TIIE WOUNDED.

success.

are

Cincinnati, Sept

Paris, Kentucky, was evacuated last night,
troops falling hack on Cynthiana. Gen.
Lewis t\ aliacc has lieen engaged all night in
our

sion in this

this Court

Headquarters U. S. Forces, )
Cincinnati, Sept. 2. j
General Order No. 1.—All places in the
cities of Cincinnati,
Coyngton and Newport,
where liquors of any kind are sold, must lie
closed at 4 o’clock this morning, anil all soldiers arc directed upon any failure or refusal
to obey this order, to seize l lie stock on hand,
that it may be confiscated for
sanitary purposes, by order of Maj. Gen. Lewis Wallace.
II. Ki'ston, Jr.,
(Signed)
A. D. C. and Chief of Staff.

~

Recruit* wanted

SEVENTH

till up the

REGIMENT,
E. C. MASON.

COLONEL

OCR STOCK OF CLOTIIS

to

—

AND TRIMMING GOODS

Advnnre Bounty from City, $123.

Are unlimited in
be sold very

Buyers

quantity, quality or price, and will
low, at wholesale or retail, for cash.

will do well to look at

chasing elsew here,
rise on goods.

as

it

was

Advnnrc Bounty from Stan*. $33.

stock before purbought before the great
our

Advnnre Bounty from
Out* Montlt’s

Pay

163 Middle

Street,

Portland, July 22.

>o. 17*1 Middle Mw Portland.

ALSO,

dOm

$75 Bounty

at the Close of

the War.

Signs. Banners, Laudsca|»c*. Figures, Flowers. Scroll
augl'l
Work, Ac.
3w

oF Cortland.—Election Notice.

City

NOW

ix

week for wife, ami V) cents for each child.
and rations from date of enlistmeut. Term of
service three yean unless sooner discharged. Medical attendance free.

Pay from ft 13
One hundred and

sixty

HAVE

acre*

of Land at the close

of the War.

«fc

CHEAP

Ai>jttant WILLIAM II.

J3T” Recruiting Office, foot of Exchange Street,
Duran**Clothing Store.
augl'.Mtf

VRTILL save tkx times its cost to any family using
It it to repair Furniture, Ufa**, ('rockery ami
Stone M’are. Whole-ale ami retail hy
iseod.lw
fi. L. BAILEY. 42 Exchange Street.

s|J

Cut, made and trimmed by

A. D. REEVES
98

LOBBERY,

C5-

COAL
quality,

TWELVE

and

You

can

have made

Also, for sale, best quality of Nova Scotia and other

-LLdress

Hard and Soft Wood.

All made

your order
of

a

by band,

at the

SAWYEIl A \Y1UT\FY.
jul’fttf

FEKItl

dress

suit,

Trunks!

Ottawa House,

VALISES, PORTMANTEAUS,

Street,

-AT-

DDK AN'S

IU AN

FFACTOltV,

auglltf

No. 11(5 MIDDLE STREET.

]^XCFUSION

and

arcom-

at

prising every description
cfem
July 30,1882.

a

traveling
J.

SOU
being

or
in an u

oval—every

made to order by
MoRKlSON & CO., 26,

outfit.

ft. DURAN.

Mayor’s

wooinuv,
Inqmrtcrs

Omri, Aug 2ft. 1862.

PRt ifoSA l.> will be receiveil up
and including Sept. 3d, l*- 2. for furnishing the
SKALl”I>
Coal. to
with about
la

City
be delivered

and

supplied

Fichaugr.
BECKETT.
dtf

tki i:

a

€©„

Wholesale Dealers ill

Foreign and Domestic Dry Goods,
1VM FACTI Kill.'' L>» JOBBKKS OF CLOTH INK,
."> I

anil 50 Middle Stn-t-t, Portland.
Alfred Woodman,
Charles Uuilev

augSOdhwtf

to

*

fowl sf

Portland. June iI3.

tiro. \V. Woodniau,
Seth It. Hersey,

Market Square.

wear

I ALDKRWOOD k

Notice.

kind called for.

These
fee tu red by ourselves, except those
necessarily imported, we can compete with any niaiket for low prices. At wholesale or retail, at 26. Market Square,
MORRISON Jt CO S. *

12]'CENTS

workmanship

Pliotoursipliic Frame*.
ARE

180 Fore Street

Island.

CO It Era me*.
PORTRAITS OR LANDSCAPES of any
poll
E size or style desired—latest patterns and best

Fashionable Stock of the above
ticles
ALAIHiK
may be found forthis establishment,

PARTIES7~

Is rs visiting the I-lauds,
A
with store- ai the shortest notice.
(irdors solicited.

POIM L1M)

Cushing’s

XOFFOm,
Squure,

Market

U7”

PLEASURE
dly

^fiPS^^the

Carpet-Bags,

MRS. A.

No.

Orders respectftilly solicited by Mrs. Moffbtt. who
will pay persoual attention to tin* same.
aul2dtf

OX and after Monday. August 4th.
Steamer I I I E will leave (.rami
Trunk Depot \\ 1 :irl *>, K and Id A.
M. : and 1, 3, 5 and 7 I’ M. Returning, leave the
Island at »U,!» and 111 \. M : and 2. 4 and 9 1*. M
EAt 11 WAY.
Mf ID KEl’s

-and-

Remember the place,

a

-TO TH K-

Trunks!

want a cheap and perfect fitting shirt,
please
measure for Mrs. A. MOlrUTT’* celebrated Oval Yoked Shirts, made from the l>e*t cloths,
and good custom work, at the very lowest prices.

tailoring Establishment of

I KiMI

Shirts.

GENTLEME N,

oat, pants and vest.

c

No.
Kxchimge
Portland, August «’*, 1**12.

Whf.

Having devoted our attention exclusively to the Pension bu-ines* for the la-t twenty years, and having a
reliable Agency in Wa«hington,'we an* maided to
prosecute all claims against the (iovernment with
promptness and dcs]»aich, and on rerjr reasonable
terms, making no charge until the claim i* obtained.
FKKKMAN BRADFORD,
Z. K
HARMON.
d&wtf.
Portland, June 20th.

you
IFleave
your

HOURS!
to

HARMON,

Exchange ST., Portland, Maine.

Shirts,

A. D. REEVES,

The public are reqnested to call, as we are determined to give good bargains to those who pay cash.

BRADFORD At
No. 88

dly

ttftiritfni

MONEY,
Pay, Ar^

E*>R w»rv ice in the present war. obtained for Soldiers
A and Sailors, their Widows and lleirs, from the United State* (•overumeut. on application in person or
by letter to

entlemen,

jm!

Maine

Tailor,

AN C K ST R EET,

At the short notion of

SMITHS’ USE.

rilllESE Coals are strictly of the best
A warranted to give satisfaction.

EX C II

Portland, August 6, 1862.

Pure mid Free Ilunitng.

St., head of

Vests, Jiickl'ts

Ladies' Riding Habits, &c.,

—Li.

MOUNTAIN LEHIGH,
LEHIGH,
COL Eli. UN E LEHIGII,
LO( 7 .s’ /’ MOUNTAIN,
JOHN'S,

Punts

Coins

BO I NT Y

Hack

Richards' Combined Glue and Cement

FOR CASH,

short call iu a manpatriotism
res|M>nding
ner that do*** credit to tile Forest
City.
The recruiting officers are meu of the right stamp,
and under the experience of (’apt. Tolmau, cannot
tail to la* an ornament to the Sunrise State.
Portland. Aug. 2K, ]*S2.
aug2K~ lw

PENSIONS,

SAVE THE PIECES!

HAZ.EUTON

Commercial

LARRABEE.
Recruiting Officer.

over

SPUING

FOR

VrtTAKDS OF SEVF.XTF.FX FOLf STEERS.
me-

DELIVERED TO ANY PART OF THE CITY.

CUMBERLAND

House,

TO-KAY

men
to this

WOOD,

THE GENUINE

tlCCUD

Op-nod their tent this morning, and the
THEY
chanic* and working
have manifested their
bv

ciwHii.

COAL

AT THEIK TEXT
In Front of tin* Custom

$22 per Month.

to

NEVER!

OR

Messrs. TOLMAN, LIBBY and BELL,

Pay

The Aldernton of said City w ill be in
open session
nt the Ward Room in the New City building (entrance on Myrtle Street) from nine o'ci«>ck iu the
forenoon to one o’clock in the afternoon, on each of
the three secular days next nrvccdiug said day of
election, amt fiom three o'clock !»• live o’clock iu
the afteriMMin on the last of said three secular davs,
for the purpose of receiving evidence of the qualitications of voters, whose names have not been entered on the lists of qualified voters in and for the several Wards, and for correcting said lists.
.1
M HEATH, City Clerk.
did
Portland, August 21k 18»*2.

Office,

having families, fl per

To residents of Portland

VOTlfE is hereby given that in pursuance of Wara-m
rants from the Mayor and Aldermen of the
City
of Portland, the {Habitants thereof, qualified accordto
law to vote tor
and County Officers, will
ing
meet in their respective Ward Booms, or usual places
of meeting, on Monday the eighth day of September
next at ten o’clock in the forenoon, then and there
to give In their votes for Governor, four Senators,
and four Bepreseutatives in the State legislature,
for County Treasurer, f'nuntv Commissioner. County
Attorney, Register of Deeds, anti .sheriff for the
County of Cumberland, and a Representative to Congress. The polls on said dav of election to remain
open until four o’clock in the afternoon when they
snail

A

TOTAL ADVANCE OF 9990.

JOSIAH BURLEIGH.
1802.

ndvnure, $13

ill

MAklMO

I'.Kiatm, $27.

3**0 tons first quality
higli
at New City Building—tree from du.-t,
dirt and slate.
W. W. THOMAS, Mayor.
aug2C:d

(•ill, llii-ru »<>al, Kla.k W alum mid
Oak M»iilcliii|;-.
lowest cash prices, iu quantities to suit the
trade, fcjhip Mouldings made and finished to
order by
MORRISON ( O.,
Market Square.

VT

MARKETS.^

Boiled.
Laid Oil.
Olive Oil.\.

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.

Neatsfoot Oil.

PO E TRY.
Of

for

THE

Quiet Spot.

a

Expressly corrected

It’s “O, for a quiet spot!”
A plao«' where the water* sleep,
A little Harm iu the sheltered vale.
A home in the forest deep.
A Uoh for the woodland frame,
or keep,
A dollar to
A black and a brown and a brindle
A horse and a flock of sheep.

spend

pig and a yoke of steers,
A cat, and a bird to crow,

A

place for the comfort of them,
A place for the rake and hoe.

p bbl.
Ashes, Pot.

Biittrr.

17 fa)
14 g)

Ben

Chrcftr.
( heeae, Vermont

THE LEAP FOIl LIFE.

11 fa)
36 g)

nals of the Revolution, and contrasted with
which. Putnam’s over-land ride down the declivity at Horseneek pales into insignificance.
Fort Henry, situated near Wheeling Creek,
on the left hank of the Ohio river, had been
erected lor the protection of Wheeling, a small
scattered village, containing about forty-live
huts. On the evening liefore the siege, the inhabitants had received intimation of the approach of the Indians, and had one anil all
fled to the fort for refuge. Early In the morning the red skins commenced the attack; there
were but forty lighting men within the fort
and of these, twenty eight soon fell in unsuccessful sorties against the foe; but the remaining twelve were stout, brave inen.sharp shooters, whose unerring aim was seldom taken in
vain, and who, when the notorious Girty and
Ills lellow warriors demanded the surrender of
the fort, replied that it would never Is; given
up while there was a living American within
it. The siege then commenced in fearful earnest, but was bravely resisted, with the desperate odds of twelve within to four hundred
without the walls. Tin; women acted nobly
on the occasion, easting bullets, making cartridges, loading rillt-s, and in every way assisting and inspiring the men. During a lull in
tin- evening’s attack, one of the besieged,
Elizabeth Zane, volunteered to go to a house
sixty yards from the fort, and get a keg of
gunpowder which had been left there. The
case was desperate; their amunition was getting low, and Elizabeth urged that her life was
of h*ss iui|iortaiire to tin; garrison than that
of a man. Reluctantly ]M-rmission was yielded to her. She left the fort, and within full
view of the savages, fcarlesslyl proceeded to

9
8 g)
8
8
8
8

Sal Soda.

Camphor.
Cream Tartar.

Logwood

Madder.

Opium,.

Rhubarb.

Alcohol.
Fluid.
(

an 1 phone.
Saltpetre.
Vitriol.
Dyrwoadst

«i

Pimui

jin

St.

SHOES^

&

e. sii nv a c «.,
No. 88

MIDDl.l:

STItKKT,

Af u'ual. keep ennatantlv
mipplird with licsli
HI "0(1 fasliiumtbli' lit m i > ami Mini ,'. Mi ...
f ■LLrJ' viu',,'ly uml 4)1.' tor K. utUmon’H and law'^dlo«»o»r, tuid inv ite ,11 th. ir
enst.niier.
and file l.nnifa ^eneralU t,. give th.ni a .-.iil win
or liter do.lr.' to repl.-niith Iln ir -■iinderMniidinoI'- N’» <;o. nr.'»»..nt» ti.r tin- Lo.vitt and
VViVux
fc liilb»8EWlN<j-MA<'Jll.\KS.
aug5-0md

,Ci|

41

11*

t»2

4J

84

2|o)

Red Sanders.

2]

03 gj

06

Duck, Haven*.

36

5>

Duck, Port laud, No. 3.
44
No. 10.

0*

«

47

«

00
(10
00

Buck.

Navy, Superior, No. 8.
No. 10.
Tent Duck, IT. S. 10 oz.
"
**
"
12 oz.
Frathrrm
lb.
Feathers, Live Geese
Feathers, Kus»ia.
Fi*h.
Fish, Cod large p quin.
small.
Fish,
Fish. Pollock.
Fish, Haddock, new.
Fish, Hake, new.
Herring, tickled, |> bbl.
Shore.
Labrador.
Scaled p box.
No. 1.
Mackerel |> bbl.
llav No. 1.
Ilav No. 2.
Bay No. 3.
Shore No. 1.
2
44

(medium).

44

••

<v

45

2
2
1
1

37 «
25 a
25 <•
12 (a)

16

7 60 Cq) 8 00

6
4
8
6
3

00
.*V»
00
00
75

••
«

gj
(g}

*i 60
5 00
0 00
6 60
4 <*0
2 60

13 ^
25 q
00 q
32 ft
2 25 u,

IB
If •
12
35
50

7

n

2

•>

20
7 50

none.

Baisius—

Layer.

Dates.
Prunes.
Fl our—Portland insjMction.
Flour, Superfine.
Flour, Fancy.
Flour, Extra.
Flour, Family.
Flour, Ext!a'Superior.
Western extras.
fancy.
41
superior.
Ohio extra.
44

family.

Canada #nper No. 1.

fancy.

44

extra.
superior extra.

44

Bye Flour.
Buckwheat Flour f» lb.
Corn Meal.
irais.
ID e.
Oats.
South Yellow Corn.

Corn, Mixed.
Barley.
Shorts p ton.
1 inc Feed.

8 00 Cu 10 00
8 40 •• 3 flo
3 62 ,« 3 8S
07 «
(«*

8$^

10$

5 0ft ft 5 25
6 26 q 5 50
6 5o ,i ,',77,
6 00
0 26
♦» 60 »/ 7 60
6 60 « 5 76
00

12
12
62
12
60
♦» S7
4 25
02
3 50

ft
•/
a
n
a
«
u

«

7 77,
6 63
6 37
5 87
0 37
7 25
7 37
4 50
2
3 76$

04 @
63 g

96
66
72
o
70
B0 n
>Z!
17 00 a 19 00
22 00 «24 00
70

ft

Blasting

Sporting.

1

Hay p net ton, Bern wed.
Hay, Loose.

*

Call’ Skins.
Calcutta Cow—Slaughtered.
Green Salt.

Dry

Sheep Pelts, Green.

i

Sheep Pelts, Dry.
top*.
Sort, 1801.

First

8}

5]

5 13
12 3

alphabetical

1«
8j

8)3

3
3
3

24)

25
25
90
80
20
16

8

8J
lion©
none

9 ®

in l>ond.

ft}
9yaj

Brown.
White.

11 aj
91 aj
ty
12

New Orleans.

Crushed.
Orauulated.
Powdered.

9}
10}

fourth— It the above

8\}a)

9
6

6j®

Hyson.
Young llysou.
Ooloug.

38

*
34}®

Flax

Baleing.
**

Hemp
India.
Vnrninh.
) uruiture Varnish.
Coach Varnish.
Lamar Varnish.

35}

65
00
60
00

14®

14}

ft 00 * ft 25
4 00
6 00
42

47 J®

Zinr.
Figs and slabs.

days.

On Lomlou—00

Faris.f

lUlKKLlX

FA.HIL1

64

6}«

9
90

sheet Mosslmann.

Sheathing.
Exchange*

»*.

9}

1 27}* 1 28
4 4o •• 4 45

j

SCHOOL

fllilE FALL TERM oftliis highlv successful scIhkiI
A will l>egin Sept. 10th, 1802. and continue twenty-

j

weeks.
For "Circnlar*.” fee., please address the Frlncipat.
Tareuts are cordially invited to visit the school.

one

JOHNSON, 31. A., I'rineipal.

REF

K1XVCEI:

5

11y I‘>

r>
10
(a.
] 60 « 1 70
1 15 q 1 25
9o a 1 00
75 a
90
70
40^
15

@

any person enrolled a» aforesaid, is sick and unable
to present himself personally before the surgeons apjxdnted as aforesaid, such surgeon may issue on certificate of exemption upon the production* before
him of the sworn statement* of the party in reference
to the nature and extent of his disability or disease,
and of a sworn statement in detail concerning the
nuns, by a physician or surgeon of good standing iu
the county.
Tenth—The drafted men from the different companies, after arriving at the place of rendezvous, will Informed into companies ami regiments, w hich will be
officered as provided by the laws of this .State and of
the United Mates.
Eleventh—Drafted n* » may furnish substitute*,
but cannot be relieved from js-rsonal service upon
pay lug a fine under the law s of this State.

rm iunion.

Woods, and Faculty of Bowd.
('bickering, I). !>., Fort land.
Charles A. Lord, Ksq.,

Fres’t
J. W.

{ffi

6
09

Rev. Wooster Barker, Belfast.
Hon. J. L. Cutler, Augusta.

Coll.

jullOM W&SCw

Courage Invalids !
S U M M KIt

CLEMS'

IB

CUR K

—AMD—

ron.

Common.
Bellned Iron.
£wedc.
Norway.
ns! M«fl
< •ertnaii Steel.
»

F.nglish

Steel.
Spring.
Sheet Iron, F.nglish.
Shift Iron, Kuasia.
Sheet Iron, Kusxiu im't..
Jills.

tird.
Parrel.

P Ih.
Kegs, p B>.
■ritlhrr*
New York,

light.
md. wt«.

ln*avy.
slaughter.
American Calf

Skins.

Slaughter Wax Leather.
I* rail.
American

lMg, p 100 lb.

Foreign
SUw

1

".

03)
031
Of.

6'

<•

IS a
12*/#
If, [a)
8 »
f,
in o'

11)'^

|
00i

D1ARR1KEA OK DYSENTERY
In persons of all ages, no medicine lias ever come to
the knowledge of the public, that so effectually does
it work and at the same time leave* the bowels iu an

in*
12]
10

10]

19 S)
22 a
22 u>
25 qj
03 <r
lb

21
24
2b
75
17

7 75

8 00
9 25

#/

II001 is.
Hacknietai k Timber, p tun.

.‘44
24 0o
14 00
12 00
10 00
8 0o
45
13 00
89 Oo
2 50
2 Oil
2 50
1 15
1 3;
2<mki
2 40
2 35
1 50
1 25
1 1.5
21 on
8 ou

iiaac.
Lime, Kockland, cask.

65

No. 4.

Shipping Lumber.
Spruce
Hemlock.
Ilov Shooks, (cash)..
S extra.
P
Cedar, extra.
No. 1.
extra pine.

Clapboards,
Shingles,

Laths, Spruce.
Pine.

Jted Oak Staves.
Mol. Hhd Shooks & Heads, city...

Sug.
do

••

**

'•

country
Country ItiffMol. Illid. Shooks....

l*r> IHir,.

I

«

no

il ti)
o 12 00
|o ini
50
•• 15 00
«32 00
,«
3 no
>1 2 25
<& 3 76
fe 1 20
a
1 irj
*<35 ini
.»
2*50
ff 2 45
••
1 75
••
1 35
1 3n
«23 if»
(«10 00
o

@

70

••

••

••

Portland

Syrup...hlidg

3»
2*
31

(fli
«

00
31

«

00

«

Ou

bb!s25

23

! .ail*.

r»-k.
1

mil Store*.
Far (in keg*) p gal.
Pitch (Coal Tar).

Pin.

Turpentine p gal.

80
3 25
15 00 »20 tM>
2 45 .1 2 50
00
0 <m

®

th ii in.

<

takuni, American.
t

3 87]@8 50

9

#e

40
75

a

il.
Cortland Kerosene IMumiuat’g Oil
Machine.
<

lai ine

9]
45

That for

Coughs,

ions, there is

Summer
(»raml Hank and Kay Clialeur....
Shore..
Linseed.

•

so

universally

HOWES’ COUGH TILLS.
That for a
Tains in the
remedy i*

Tightness or Wheezing in the Chest,
side, or a long standing Hack, the best

HOWE’S COUGH

TILLS.

That as an expectorant and ameliorating agent in
of Phthisic. Whooping Gough, and Continued
( or,sumption. tin* public have already rendered their
united verdict iu fay or of

cases

HOWES’ COUGH TILLS.

CLEM’S SUMMER CUKE is a pleasant,agreeable
decoction of Roots uud Barks, and contains not a |
particle of Ovipm or Dttuo of any sort, it always
does

good,
Bv

and

never

THEM.”

THEIR WORKS VK SHALL KNOW

G. C. Goodwin £ Co., Boston, General Agents for
New England. II. II. Hay, Portland, and B. E.
Bradbury, Bangor, General Agents for Maine.
C# Sold by Druggists and Merchants generally.

HOWES U CO., Proprietor*,
Belfast, 31 a

iswOtnnol

j

ink.

Voting l.ist*.
Board of Aldermen have prepared Check
THE
Lists of the legal
of the several wards, to
tin* best of
voters

their

h* required by law, and
in < it\ Building—entrance, tower
door. Myrtle Street. The changes which will he
found in said Lists this year, occasioned mainly hv*
change of Ward Urn's authorized bv vote of the’citizens at the spring election, render* It imperative that
err rii voter should see to it himm’ff that hi.* name* is
correct!) entered on the Ward List of which he is a
Ter order,
resident.
S. W. LARRABEE, Gliairinan.

posted the

knowledge,

same

Portland, Aug. J8d, 1808.

lit,<>■>

lilniiLu

to

Iu- I'n

iuin >• I from ’I, is Alii

THIRD.

j
j
I

provision#

of flic Act of March 18. Is02.jin reference to furnishing aid to the families of soldiers
will extend to the families of diafted militia and nine
mouths’ volunteers.
The

does harm.

SliGlIsiiicl

1 35
1 OO
(jx
70
33
35
19 fit 1 ,,21 X0
18 00 tw 19 no
92
95
*

Hoarseness and Bronchial affect-

remedy extant that

no
as

..

Spunn Winter
Whale, ref. Winter.

SUMMER CURE.

CLEM’S SUMMER CURE.

#/O0 ini

(ilnMNfN,

Molasses, < ientkgoa.
Molasses, Cuba clayed.
Molasses,
tart.
Molasses,
Muscoiada,.
Mtdas-es, New Orleans.

CLEM’S

im

to the uiniiici|tal authorities or militia olh< et>, ami
who shall hr enrolled at some place within their city,
town or plantation, and on their wav to the rendezvous on or Indore Wednesday the third of Septemlier
next, will be relieve! from their liability to a draft;
said volunteer# being accepted in lieu of drafted men,
and no draft from such cities and towns, under this
Anv number of volunteer#, furcall, w ill Ik- made
nished as aforesaid, less than the quota, w ill lie received as |»art thereof, provided they are residents of
the city, town or plantation furnishing them, and the
draft will be made for the residue.
II. Volunteers, when in camp, will be formed into
com | tallies and regiments, and, as far as may he consi'tnnt with tin* interests of the service, in accordance
i with the wishes of the different quotas; and companies will elect their own officer#, subject to the con! timafion of the Commauder-itM'hief.
III. In ascertaining the quotas of counties and
towns, the regulations of the War Department will
be obscrv ed, w hick art* a- follows:
"Additional Regulations for the Enrolment and
Draft of Militia; Ordered, 8th, That in tilling all requisitions for militia, the quotas of the several States
will bo appointed In the Oovcrnnr# among the several counties, and. when practicable, among the sule
di\ isions of counties, so that allowance shall be made
to such counties, and subdivisions, for all volunteers
theretofore Airmailed by them, ami mustered into the
service of the United States, and w hoso stipulated
term of service shall not have expired.**
IN'. N«* State or United State- bounty will he paid
to such volunteer#, audit is hoped that cities and
towns, furnishing their quotas hv voluntary enlistment, will not disregard the wishes of the (ioneral
(iov eminent, that nine months’ volunteer* should be
raised without bounties. No Volunteers will be received in lieu of diafted men from any city or town
; that shall pav a bounty ot more than twenty (2D)
dollars to acli v olunteer.

That for Children troubled with Canker in mouth
or stomach, or mothers -uttering from nursing sort*
mouth, a safe and •|kmx1v cure is effected by the use of

00 00

to (Ht
:fMN» <*»

furnishing

That for Children Cutting Teeth, if troubled w ith
Diarrluea or any irregularities of the bowels, all other remedies are insignificant, as compart'd with

affords relief

—

their quoCities, Town* ami Plantation*
ta of able bodied volunteer*, eulisting for nine months
u.n

active, healthy condition, as
CLEM’S SI MMER CURE.

24]

7 75 (g 8 00

and

Cough Pills,

Bv the concurrent testimony of manv sufferers, the
fact has been established, that tor the cure ol

9
f,j

if,I

9f®

^

Howes’

SECOND.

l‘»
123

10 a,

0 00
Pipe.
tiaaabcr From the yard.
Clear Pine—No. 1.$38 00
t

No. 2.

f

ft}
S} a
3

ftl n

reimbursed.

cates of disability, and none other* will ix» respected
by Orderly Sergeants or others in authority. When

Es«j.,

12 00 ft 14 on
13 no ,,14 Q0
11 00

prising*

Ninth—One or more competent surgeons in each
county will be designated by the Governor, of whose
appointment notice will be given, ami whose certifi-

.,

4 38
60 ,q 7 26

within the United States;
Postmasters, assistant postmasters, and their clerks,
post officers, post riders, ami stage driver* iu the care
ami conveyance of the mail of the United States;
ferrvmen employed at any ferry on the post road;
artificers ami workmen in the United States arsenala;
person* of the denominations of ijtiaker* and
Shakers; justices of the supreme judicial court;
ministers of tin? gospel, regularly ordained according to the usages of their denominations, so
long a* such relation continues; ami officers of
the militia who have been honorably discharged,
are exempted from liahilitv to enrolment and draft;
and, upon evidence furnished the Orderly Sergeant
that
come within this exemption, he will cause
the clerk to draw a line across their names upon the
records, but not rendering the names illegible, stating
opposite, the ground of exemption. A Vine will also
lx* drawn across the names of persons claiming exemption from liability, on grounds of physical disability, who shall establish the validity of such claims
before tin* Orderly Sergeant, by the certificate of any
surgeon within the county, appointed by the Goveruar, for the purjmse of making such examination,
j which certificate shall contain a statement of the parThe decisions of
ticular ground of such disability.
the Orderly sergeants iu this regard will stand good
unless reversed by the Adjutant General.
Seventh—Three days from the draft, exclusive of
that
shall lx- allowed parties claiming exemption
to furnish evidence establishing their claim before the
am! no dccisfou iu iavor of mich
Sergeant,
Orderly
exemption shall be given unless within four days of
such draft. Immediately upon the expiration of said
period the names of the person* drafted, and a certified copy of the record made bv the clerk, aforesaid,
.-hall be transmitted to the- Adjutant General. TinOrderly Sergeants will notify the drafted men comhis company's quota, to appear at tlie place
where the draft was made, on the sixth day succeeding'said draft, at 9 o’clock A. M.. ami from thence he
will proceed with them by publie conveyance if such
can lx- bail, and if not by the most expeditious and
economical method to the place of rendezvous of
w hich notice will be givcu hereafter.
In case of the
resignation, absence or neglect of the orderly Sergeants to perform the duties nereiir required, the < aptaiii* elect or cither of the Lieutenants in default of
hi*superior officer, will officiate iu his stead.
Eighth—Reasonable compensation will k- made for
the performance of these duties and necessary expeucts

Va troiia,
lion. W. W. Thomas, .Mayor, l’ortland.
"
A. Spring, Fxp.
S. C. Blanchard,
Yarmouth.
Mom. J. W. Bradbury. Augusta.
Jones I*. Vcurie,
Bangor.
< apt. C. 11. Soule, Freeport.
Levi Young, Esq.. Ottawa, C. W.
Win. Jarvis, Esq.. Castine.
l’rof. C. E. Stowe, Andover, Mass.

10

FOURTH.

Quotas of cities, towns and plantations for three
years volunteers, under the call of the President of
•lulv 2d, to ti!] up tin old regiments, will la* received
and paid the State and United States bounties and
advance pav, ami town bounties as provided by votes
of towns, until the tirst day of .September next, and
not afterwards: and in those places which shall not
have furnished their quotas at that time under such
call, a special draft will be ordered immediately thereafter tor the deficiency.
FIFTH.

The cities of Bangor, Augusta and Portland, are
appointed ns the places of rendezvous for the drafted
men ami nine mouths’ volunteers.
By order of I-rnel NVash burn, Jr., (iovernor ami

Couimatider-iiM 'hief

lioDSDON,
Adjutant (ioneral.

JOHN I,

('itv

Pony.

Portland,
July 28th. 18r8.

of

I
I

SALE, hv the subscriber, a handsome bay
rilHE < OMMITTI i; ON PUBLIC f.ROUNDS will
.-.even years ohl, weighs about 400 pound-, 1
I.
meet, until further notice, every Saturday ut 3
kind in all harness, and reliable for children to ride ! o’clock. I*. NI in Evergreen ( emolarv
drive.

R.

July 24th, 18G2.

W. LORD, Ken in-bunk Depot.
dim

DU.

WEST,

BY THE

Via

RAILWAY.

Buffalo, Dunkirk,

and

Niagara Falls.

This road Is broad guagk and is
New ami Splendid Sleeping Cars.

£ir“Tickcta sold iu Portland

by

at

provided

lowest

with

by addressing
No. 6 Temple Street,

Boston rates

W. D. LITTLE, Agent,
Office 31 Exchange Street.

tYou

can save

oflice.

money

by securing tickets

June 23.

I

Parties interested in anv matter before the t ommittee. will have an opportunity of being heard.
A. 1\. SlIURTLEEU, Chairman.
Jy31—tvv

Sr

CUSHINGj

Ha* been removed from the office
to the

over

Casco Bank,

office of the

n fir mart.

corner

DAILY

DR. HUGHES,
Middle, Portland.

of

PRESS,

CORKER or MIDDLE AND KXCHANUE STS.,
FOX BLOCK,

Directly orcr the Magnetic Telegraph Otllce.
Story, where all varieties of

Plain and

Fourth

Job Work,

Fancy

jull—3m

ance.

at this

BLINDNESS

CURED.

a boy who was cored by
DR. H. J. BOYMTON,
Scrofulous Ophthalmia, as the following facts will

Will be

promptly attended

to

on

the moat liberal

terms.

A Remarkable Case of

ANDROSCOGGIN RAILROAD.
BUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

Of
show:

On and after Monday, 3Tav 6, 1862,
trains will leave Portland for Lewiston
ami t-aimingtou via Brunswick, at 1 P. M.
Leave Karmiugtou for Lewiston, Bath and Portland, via Brunswick, at 0.15 A. 31.
Leave Lewistou for Bath and Portland via Brunswick at 11.45 A. 31.
Freight trains daily between Portland and Lewis-

ENTRANCE

82] EXCHANGE STREET,

long time the boy’* eye-lid* had
|Hjr>becn entirely closed. disease was consul^Hfy-ercd almost hopeless. The bov was put nu"FOR

a

****••'
dor the care or Dr. B., and after great patience and perseverance, with his electrical treatment
and with other curatives, he was able to lift his eyelids, when it was discovered that a false membrane
had funned and covered the entire eye*. This was
removed by Dr. Boynton, and the boy’s eve-sight is
now entiiely restored, and his eyes stronger than evThis should be known to all persons who
er before.
are similarlv afflicted.
Although I understand that
the Doctor ha* for many years, in his operations on
these delicate organs—the eye and ear. met with eminent success, he has not deemed it necessary to keep
blaring before the public his surgical skill in this particular |*art of his profession, but lias been silently
performing curt**, many of them of a remarkable

ton.

CONNECTIONS.

Stage leaves Strickland's Ferry Tuesdays, Thursand Saturdays, for Livermore, Canton, Peru
Dixtield; returning opposite dovs.
Stage leaves North Jay for Fast Dixtield. Dixtield,
anil Weld, on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays;
returning opposite days.
Stage leaves Farmington .or New Vineyard, New
Portland and Kingfield, on Wednesday* and Saturday*. returning on Monday* and Friday*.
Stage* leave Farmington daily, for Strong, Avon

day*
and

and

FOSTER

N. B.—LADIES desiring may consult one of their
own sex.
A lady of experience in constant attend-

dawtf

PTAOE

PRINTING

Establishment

TO THE LADIES.
HUGHES particularly invite* all

Ladle* who
need a medical adviser, to cal! at his rooms. No.
5 Temple Street, which they will find arranged for
their esinrial accommodation.
Dr. II.'s Eclectic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will rind it invaluable in all case* of obstructions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
bent to any part of the country with full directions,

Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit,
Toledo, St. Paul, La. I kobbe, St. Lodib,
New Orleans, or any part of the

IT" Certificates from numerous of hi* patients
will testify to his tuccoMftil operations, all of which
may be seeu at bis office.

Phillip*.

Passenger* for this route will take the car* at the
Portland. Saco ft Portsmouth, or Konnolrcc ft Portland Depots, in Portland.
S. W. FATo.V Sup’t.
Farmington May 6, 1802.
june2odtf

Orders left at the
and Maine .State
will

k W The ofllce In (applied with

FAST PRESSES AND STEAM
And it*

style

POWER,

capacity and ffccllitic* (hr doing work
equal to any in the City or State.

in

good

are

N. A. FOSTER A CO.
July 17, lf*»2.

DR. Ill ORES'

Eclectic .Heilical

connting-room of the Daily Press
l*ress. head of first flight of stairs,

be promptly attended to.

No. 300 ( onttew Street, Portland.
(18c wtJmT

dtf

Infirmary.
THE PORTLAHD DAILY PRESS

Established for the treatment of those diseases in
both sexes, requiring Experience, Skill, Honor and

delicacy.

COXSrLTATlONS.—Dr. Hughe* has
a
his attention to
dimwcii of a certain class. During his practice he
has treated thousands of cases, and in no instance
ha* lie met with a failure. The remedies an* mild,
and there is no interruption of business or change of
diet. Dr. Hughes is in constant attendance from 8
in the iitoriiiug until 10 at night, at his office. 5 Temple street. Charges moderate, and a cure guaranteed
in all cases.
Separate rooms, so that no one will be
seen but the Dr. himself.
Ilis remedies curs disease
when all other remedies fail : cares without dieting,
or restriction in the habits of the patient; cures without the disgusting and sickening effects of most other
remedies; cures new ca*«** in a few hours; cures without the dreadful consequent effects of mercury, hut
i* suit* to annihilate the rank and poisonous taint
that the hiood is sure to absorb, unless the proper
remedy is used. The ingredients are entirely vegetable, and no injurious effect, either
or
locaHv. can In mused by using them.
YOVNti MEN. who are troubled with seminal
weakness, generally caused br bad hnhit* in youth,
the effects of which are pain and dizziness in the
head, forget full uk*, sometimes a ringing in the <*nrs,
weak eyes, etc., terminating in consumption or inif neglected, are speedily and permanently

PRIVATE
for
number of years confined

STEAM

Book and Job

POWER

Printing Office,

No. 82k EXCHANGE

l’ox lilock,

8TREET,

Second Floor,

constitutional!)

sanity

cured.

All corresjKindence strictly confidential and will be
returned *.f desired. Addr»*ss
DR. .1 It. III t. IIKS.
No. 5 Temple Street, (corner of Middle),
Fort land.
OT’Send stamp for Circular.
jull —dA w3m3

PORTLAND, MAINE.

rhr Proprietor,
re»|»-etfnlly Inrite

of the PortlaXP Daily Pbem
attention to their fkeilitie. for exe-

cuting, in beautiful (tyle, every Ueacription of

BOOK AND

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
EASTPORT, CALAIS A St. JOHN.

happily

From and after date, until further
notice, tin* new steamer **.V»-ir Engt apt. E. Field, will leave
Railroad Wharf. i«m»i State Street, every Tuesday and
I 'ridav. at 5 o'clock. F. M., for Ea*tport, f aiati and
St. John.
Returning, will leave St. John, every Monday and
Thursday morning, at K o'clock.
no freight received after 4 o'clock
F M. ou the day of sailing.
Tlm-ugli tickets are sold by this line, connecting at
Etutport with stagecoaelte* for Maehias. and with
steamer Cjueeu for ftoMiinston, ( ah its. St. Stephens
and st. ,4ndre.tre, and at the latter place over railway lor t 'anti rbnru; fiom tbn.ee per stagecoaches
for Woodstock ami Htmlton, which is the chcaj***t
and most expeditious way of reaching the Aroostook
i

testimonials:

We have introdund several of the justly celebrated "Anderson Spring Bed Bottom" to our sleeping
apartment*. We give this spring bed bottom a decided preference over any ami all othere we have ever
used. Our guest* *|»eak of them in the highest term*.
We recommend their use to all hotel keeper* w ho desire the comfort of their guest*.
W. D. McLAK.HLIN ft SON.
Franklin House, Bangor, Me.
May 12.11=1*30.

We idso ticket through
per steamers and railways
for Windsor. Halifax, btgby, Fredericton, Sussex.
Moncton, Shediac, Prince Edtrards Island, Pictau,
Surtti shore of Site Jlrnnstrick. Mirimichi, and
Ban de Chuleur.
August 4. 18H2. a 12 dtf C. C. EATON, Agent.

Hon. Josiah II. Drummond.J
I am using the ‘Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,’ and
I am very much pleased with it.
JOSIAH H. DRUMMOND.
Portland, July 23. 18*32.

Portland and V'ew York Steamer*.

Is

adequate

to

Fancy Types,

do any work demanded in this State.

Bmineaa Cardi of Every Variety,
Style and Cost
PRINTED AT SHORTEST NOTICE.

IjTjyt uow ei.l. will until
reSKiafesssSiii* follows:

further notice

This vessel is fitted up

w

Rooms.
tioods

It. BOUT ELL.

NEATEST

MANNER.

Billet* A Circular* in Every Variety of Type.

ith line arcommodafions for

passengers, making this the most speedy, sah* ami
comfortable route tor travellers between New York
and Maine. Passage 95.00, including Fare aud State

tlu< intlilir*

THE

ruu

Leave Browns Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESDAY, at 4 l‘. M.. and leave Pier9 North River, New
York, every SAIT RDAY. at 3o'clock, F. M.

Having tx'come fully satisfied of the benefit of the
"Andersoii Spring Bed Bottom," 1 lia\•• purchased
three of them at five dollar* each, and do most cheer-

BILL-HEADS RULED AND CUT IN

The splendid and fast Steamship
"CHESAPEAKE." Captain Sidney

m*

m

[From Hon. I Art M. Morrill.]
Having used Anderson’ Spring Bed Bottom, I can
cheerfully recommend it a* an excellent article.
LOT M. MoKHJLL.
Augusta. Aug. 6. 1S*»2.

Du. N.

Book and

County.

[From

In

...Uy ,jbr^

Positively

healthy

Watcrvtlle, May, 1801.

Their Establishment i* furnished with all the approved modern machinery, and their assortment of

4'h:niK<‘ of (Ik* l>ays of Sailing.

Commercial House. Portland. June K. 18*12.
Having intnrduced the "Anderson Spring Bed Bottom" into mv house, alter trial, 1 pronounce it to be
an
be«l. I am using several kind*
easy and
of spring bed bottom*, but consider the Anderson
fully e*jual if not better than lb** best.
N. J. DAVIS, Proprietor.

fnllv ri-.'aiiiiitifii.l tlii'in

JOB PRINTING!

22 STEAMBOATS.

mills desirable mechanical arraugement ha* now
M l»een in use a sufficient length of time to show
that it give* entire satisfaction and actually i* the
more valued the more it i* used.
This invention i* a step in advance id' all other* in
the S/trintf /lt d department, embracing a little inoie
of their cxcelreucic*. and yet
overcoming all
their defect*. It i* flexible a* hair, and yet so rccuperative a* to bring itself into ptace with great facility. It i* adapted to the invalid, the aged and old.
and all who linger in suffering ami weakness. They
are made of good material warranted strong and durable, and not liable lo get out of order.

BAM CHECKS, AMIS, AM I1LIS Of lAIIAt

forwarded by this line to and from Montreal,
-.....-.

Joint.

Mr. D. K. Frolioek has furnished the l*il* in tnr
Iioum* with the ‘'Andersou Spring Bod Bottom," anil
1 take pleasure in recommending this article as the
most convenient, economical and comfortable thing
of thu kind with which I am ac«|uaiuteri.
A. II ABBOTT,
Principal of Family School, Little Blue, Farmington.

Shippers

steaio«

r

requested

are

before 8 I'.

M.,

Portland.

to send their freight to the
on the day that she lean-*

For freight or passage apply to
F.M KUY A F< >X. Brown s Wbarf,
H. B ( KuMWFLL A CO., No.
New ^ ork.
Jnae 23,1868.

I have had the unspeakable nleasure of sleeping on
of the “Anderson Spring Bed Bottoms” for tin*
last three weeks, and must say it lar surpass a anything I had anticipated. My wife, who is f«*eble, has
ha«l no good rest tor six mouths till occupy iug oue of
these beds. She would not part with it on anv account.
Key. JoIIN ALLEN.
Farmington, Feb. 28. 18»J2.

dtf

M O N T H K A 1.
j

The Bc«l Bottom I bought of you fullv merits my
ex|>cctations, and is fullv up to your high recommendations. I would cheerfully recommend it to all who
desire to

AI STAPLES.
A. N. WILLIAMS.

j

li

IL D. FAKNIIAM.
augloddi&n It

Printing,
Exreutod in tvte to *uit the most fhetidion*.

dtf

Dor

HOMESTEADS FOR

$20.

SHOP

BILLS, PROGRAMMES,

MISSOURI LAND COMPANY* have pur-

rpilF
.1 chased

from the Hannibal A St.

Joseph

Maps,

ALL SORTS OF HAND BILLS.
Tortland, June 2f>, 1*2.

daw

offered to subsc niter* in share* of $*20 each.
with full information, cau he had by calliugou

are

EDWARD SHAW. Agent,
102 Middlk Struct, Portland.

rOAfiBKSS STREET SFYIIWRY,
FOR YOUNG LIDILS AND MISSES.

-Hi

June 23.

GRAVESTONES.
j

j

|

1KP

Railroad

Company a large tract of laud hi Northern Missouri,
adjoining the flourishing town of Hamilton, Caldwell
( limitv. for farming and manufacturing purposi**,
and luive divided their property into lots and fame*.

Thev

Style* are au*urpn**«l.

j»*25tf

the Post Office.

Manufhctnrer, j
MIDDLE 8TKKKT.

ing charges.

Bronze, Colored, and all other kinds of

WEDDING AND ADDRESS CARDS

_AS„_

SaWttisville, Aug. 15, 1862.

DOCI’MFXTS executed with

EXCHANGE SI.. PORTLAND.

23. 18»»2.

Bargains will he given to those who wish
X to purchase Gravestone* or Monuments of any
CNOOD
description, fliosc who will favor no* with a call
Wultli 2 'omul.
shall be satisfied that they an* buying a good article
\'ir
the Pic
C round*. near this Village, The ! at the lowest price.
ONowner can tnive f!ie satuc l»y proving
property
Shop on For**st Avenue, near V.\ ergroen Cemetery,

and nay

LAW

Dispatch.

Notice.
ISOM and after the first of July, Postage Stamps
IN and Stamped Envelopes will not be charged at

x i: v,

B. -J. D. <’. lias received more first premiums
for best instiunu i.ts than any other maker iu
•
the State.
Repairing and Tuning promptly and personw l
7
noed to.

And other

J. I.. FARMER.
No. 10
June

Harmonium
136}

morning.
Passage to Uverpod, Londonderry or Glasgow:
Third (lass, $35. First Cla*s. $77 to iK*2—according
to accommodation,—which includes tickets on Grand
link Kail wav.
and return tick*-ta issued at reduced rates.
Excursion tickets to the Worlds Fair, out and
hack, -=1S‘L
Apply to Edmnnstnnc, Allan A Co.,Montreal, or to

sSS&i AIEEOO EON" i

irPu

Salur-—

Deeds, Law Briefs, Equity Cases,

Prepaid

}ull7d4w6n»

r it

l^uxlomlerry.

'I

Testimonials similar to the above have been received fVoiu the proprietor- of the follow ing public
bousesIVuohsot Exchange, Bangor.
Franklin House, Bangor.
Skow began House, Skowln gau.
Lewiston Mouse, Lewiston.
Wiuthron llou-e, Winthrop.
Elmwood House, WaterviJie.
Litchfield Corner House.
Storidard House, Farmington.
Revere House, Yassnllsiro.
Hallow ell House, llallowell.
( biirn House, ( hina.
Franklin House, Augusta.
Ciislinoe House. Augusta.
Abbott's Sclinoi F'ariiiiugton.
Eaton Bovs* Boarding 8cbool, Kent’s Hill.

ui

SCOTIAN—will sail from t^uelwr every
•
for Liverpool, via
l *as'« ngers leave Port land j**r Grand Trunk Trains
with l nited States mail*, every Friday, at 1 15 I*. M
connecting with Steamer at Quebec every Saturday
VA

day morning,

Having tested the “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,”
I can cheerfully recommend it to all wlm are in need
of such an article; and I believe it to be siijHjrior to
anv thing of the kind now in use.
Waterville. April 12.18C2.
Kxv. E. HAWES.

j.

ON F of the following first-class, powerfill Strainers: 111 BERMAN. NORTH

j^

m

Policien l>rinto<l and Bound for
Innurnnce Companion.

Mail Line.

C TL frT>AMFKKAN. NORWEGIAN. JPKA.
BcHSkESI Bn 11 F.M IAN. ANGLO SA.XON. NO-

improve their slcepingaparf meets.

Augusta, April 16,1802.

Oi’EA.V STEAMSHIP CO’S

Weekly

TAGS PIERCED WITH HOLES k GLUTEN ED
WHEN DESIRED.

Portland.
86 West Street,

oue

Nr

lwd

]^»Iiponv,
or

THROUGH TICKETS

ERIE

tlcilic.il I

Eclectic

day.

00

Bor Boys,
T0PSHAM, MAINE.

WARREN

junc23dtf

NORTH

3011

june21d4nt

j

fiO
00

a)

GEO. C. GOODWIN k CO., Boston.

they

W o«m!.

Hard, retail.
Soft,

ton.
Tickets sold in Boston for all the stations on the
Kennebec & Portland, Androscoggin, and Somerset
Si Kennebec Roads.
Freight trains run daily lietwecn Angustunnd Portland.
B. II. CUSHMAN.
Manager and Superintendent.

OR

BOOK

Dyspepsia,

both houses of Congress ami their
respective officers; custom house officers and their
clerks; ius|>cctors of export*; pilots, ami mariners
employ ed in the sea service of any citizen or merchant

00

60 ia)
40 n
45 «
2»'< ®

be-

The effect of this medicine is most wonderful—it
directly upon the bowel* and blood, by removing
all obstructions from the internal organs, stimulating
them into healthy action, renovating the fountains of
life, purifying the blood, cleansing it from all humors
and causing it to course through every part of tlie
body; restoring the invalid to health and usefulness.
They cure and eradicate from the system, Liver Complaint, that main wheel of so many diseases, Jaundance in it* worst forms, all Hillious Diseases and
foul stomach,
Cost!vene**, all kinds of Humors, Indigestion. Headache, Dizziness, Piles, Heartburn, Weakness. I’ains in the side and bowels. Flatulency, Los* of apiK-tite, and a toroid or diseased Liver. a disordered Stomach or had blood, to which all
are more or less subject in Soring and Summer.
More than 20,000
person* nave been cured bv this
medicine. It is highly recommended by Physician*
everywhere. Try it and you will never regret it.
Sold bv all dealers in MtKliciue everywhere at only
25 and
cents js-r bottle. Orders addressed to
acH

CONNECTIONS.

SOUTH

TTIE

eradicating disease.

Stages leave Bath daily (Sundays excepted) at 3.00
P. M.. on arrival of train from Portland and Boston,
for Wiscosset, Damariscotta, Waidoboro’, Rockland
and Thoraastou.
Stages leave Augusta daily (Sundays exei pted), for
Belfast, on arrival of train'from Portland and Bos-

WEST,

Langley’s

C10MPOSED

Monday Morning and Saturday Evening Trains.
On Monday trains leave Augusta at 6.30 A. M., and
Bath at 6.30 A. M., for Portland, connecting with the
8.45 A. 31. train for Lowell and Boston.
Leave Portland on Saturdays, at 8.16 I*. 31., on arrival of train from Boston, tor Bath ami Augusta.

To

SIMMER MEDICINE,

ROOT AND HERB BITTERS.

The members of

2 25 <• 2 75
3 mi («. 4 oq
2 50 ® 3 00

Wool.
Fh*ece.
Lamin'.

of Sar?:<)iari!la. Wild flu rry, Yellow
/ Dock, Prick ley Ash, Thorough wort, Rhubarb,
Mandrake, Dandelion, &c., all of which arc so compounded as to net in concert, and assist Nature in

Dr.

States;

11 00 .o il 60
12 76 o 13 25
9 25 a, 9 50

**

Coke.
Twine.
Cotton Safi.

performed

day,

11}

13
13
13

cannoi r»e

duty

o’clock, I*. M., it will*be continued on the next
between the hours of 9 o’clock, A. M., and 5
o’clock, 1’. ML, and from day to day between the
same hours until the draft is completed.
Fifth—The men who shall not be exempt from liability to enrolment (such exemption to be determined
as hereinafter provided) against whose names upon
the record thus made by the clerk, shall be found the
lowest number commencing at one (1) and going
upwards until the quota of the company has been obtained, shall constitute the dratted quota of said
company, and shall In- held accordingly, and thus the
from the lowest numbers
quota is to lx* completedmen.
drawn by non-exempted
Mxth—The following fx-isons. viz:
The Vice President of the United States;
The officers, judicial and executive, of the United
fore 5

12

12]
12]®

by

Mayor

3 00 <i 3 25
2 60 -• 0 00
3 00 3 3 25

Yellow.
Extra Yellow.
Muscovado.
Havana

3
3
3
3

@ 2 25
H
~,]a

A.

A

42

@

2 00

Banra. cash.
Straits, cash.
l’lates—
C'iiar. I. C.
I. X.

f idr* and Skin*.

Slaughter Hides.

cause a box of suitable size for the
purpose to be prc]»arcd, and will place therein in
presence of the company, as mauy slips of paper as
there are names on the roll of his company, ex el drive
of officers elect, and upon the slips shall be w ritten, in letters and not figures, the mimlicrs from
one to that which expresses tho entire number of
men in the company, each slip having one number
w ritten thereon.
The box shall then be closed, and
the papers therein thoroughly shaken up. when a
draft shall be made therefrom under his direction iu
the mode here prescribed.
Second—The names on the company roll shall then
order
be called in
the Orderly 8ergeant, and «*arfi man, as his name id cal led, shall draw
one slip of paper from the box, w hich he shall pass
to the Clerk, who shall read aloud the number thereon, and record the same ujtou a roll previously prepared by him for that purpose, upon a blank furnished from this office, opposite the name of the person
drawing the same, until every slip shall have been
drawn from tie* box, and iu case where an enrolled
member of the company shall not lx* present, or shall
neglect or refuse to dra w upon his name being called,
the Orderly Sergeant shall designate some member
of the company to draw for him.
Third—Wlieu there is more than one company in a
and Aldermen of the city,
city or town, the
and the Selectmen ot'the towns, are authorized atid
requested, immediately upon receiving information
of their quotas, to apportion the same equally between the several companies, having respect to the
numbers borne upon the rolls. If such municipal
officers shall neglect or refuse to perform the above
service in making the aforesaid apportionment, the
draft will nevertheless be proceeded with, iu the
manner above described, and notice of the facts
should be immediately forwarded to tliis office by the
Orderly .Sergeant.

Tin.

Inv.
New do.

lowing:
First—He will

66{

"

Leave Portland for Bath and Augusta at l.OOP. M.,
connecting at Brunswick with the Androscoggin
trains for stations on that road; and at Augusta with
the Somerset & Kennel.cc Railroad for Watcrville,
Kendall's Mills and Skowlicgan, and ut Kendall's
Mills with the Penobscot & Kennebec Road for Pittsfield, Newport and Bangor: arriving same night.

Augusta, April, 1862.

REMOVAL!

BY THE UHE OK THE

GREAT SPRING AND

STAGE

PRINTING.

Secured,

Passenger trains will leave daily, (Sun1 a vs excepted) as follows:
Augusta inr Bath, Portland and Boston, at 11.15 A.
M.. connecting at Brunswick with the Androscoggin
Railroad lor Lewiston, Livermore Palls, Wilton and

companies,

7
0?

00
65
48 ®
50
42 ®
45
00 [tv
70
62 a] ‘66
45 nj
60
76 «, 1 00
0 00 >o> 1 50

17 00 /ft 20 Of*
3D (Hi ^36 u)
4

IliHe and

ment, and certificate of oath aforesaid will hi* seasonably furnished from this otiice.
II. The time of meeting of companies of militia
for the purpose of making such draft, shall lx* Wednesday the third day of September next at nine
o’clock iu the forenoon, and notice of the time and
place of meeting (the latter to be designated by the
Orderly .Sergeant) shall he given in manner and form
as for the election of officers, hut there shall he at
least twenty-four hours’ notice given. At such meetthe Orderly .Sergeant will
ing of said
cause a draft to oe made therefrom iu manner fol-

@ 9 50

Tobacco.
5's and 10’s best brands.
5’s and 10’s medium.
5*s and 10 a common.
half pda. best brands.
half pd*. medium good.
half |»ds. common.
Natural Leaf, inis.
Fancy, in Foil.

IrindMourm

Grindstoiu-*. Bough, p ton.
Grindstone*, Dressed.
-11 npowder.

•er

2}

Souchoug.

none

7
fi
6
5
6
fi

The Orderly Sergeants of the respective comof enrolled militia shall each
appoint a meinto lie Clerk, who *hall lie sworn
before some Justice of the l’eace of' the Uonuty, to
make a true and faithful record of the proceedings of
the company at such meetings for making the draft
as are hereinafter provided, blanks for which appointI.

ftnnies
of their company

04

75 * 1 00
75 •• 1 00
00 nj
75
45 ®
50

n<>uc

16
00

Blue, cask.
Bunch, box.

Tea,
Tea,
Tea,
Tea.

<

25
18

first.

Ten*.

2 60 f« 3 00

22 ty

discharged—it

48

8J@
3

refined.
Rough.

2 75
2 50
1 50
1 37$

none

the United Stan***, for nine thousand six hundred
and nine (9609) ahh-lxxlicd men, to be drafted from
the enrolhi! militia of the Stale, for the service of
the Ignited States, to serve for nine months unless
is hereby ordered as follows:
sooner

8

0» 3

Tnllow*
Am-rkan

3 60 @ 4 00

Kleme.

Black.

j

Sugar,
Sugar,

55

25

Figs, common.
1/omons, case.
Oranges.

;

67

“(small).

Citron.
Wil. Pea Nuts.

Sugar,
Sugar,
Sugar,
Sugar,
Sugar,
Sugar.
Sugar,
Sugar,

none
none

Fruit.
Almonds—.Jordan $» lb
Soil Shell.
Shelled.
Currants.

sugar,

47$
60 @

GENERAL ORDER No. 32.
A requisition having been made upon the Governor and Uomniunder-in-Uhief, by the President of

15

<»>

6)@
2)3

Pimento.
Seed*.
Herds Grass.
Western Clover.
Re*l Top.
Linseed.
Canary.
Sugar*
Sugar, Portland A.

00

«r

office, I
Augusta, Aug. 16, Lsti2. )

6

tt

2 75
2 874
2 37}
1 26
20

40
24
24
24
80
75
18
15

QUARTERS,

Adjutant general’*

12
3
3 1 25

2 50 @
2 12 ', n
2 12)3
1 20 13

Nutmegs.
Pepper,.

12

314)
03] fa

**

Sapati
quercitron Bark.

HEAD

7}

6>

p lb.
Cloves.
Ginger, (Race).
<Huger,(Africa).
Mace.

1]

fa

@

6)@

Cawia

4j

02 g)
\\w

(g) 1 55
3 6 50

Spice*.

2!
02
06
00

44

@105

Dp YOU GOOD V

Health ami Strength

Farmington.

7i

...

AND I LL

Commenced April Wth, 1862.

8 75

45 @

9 00

BUY ME

BU M M KII AKUAKaiXIST.

(3
17
3
@ 11
0
4V3
7 50 3 8 50

Sacks Salt.

00
00

fa

@

**

0 00

3*

I

MEDICAL.
_

KENNEBEC AN D PORTLAND R. R.

MAINE.

50
50

12
7
12
9

Ground Butter Salt.
Starch.
Starch. Pearl.
Starch, Potato.
Shot—p 100 lbs.
Soap.
Soap. Lcatfie ft Gore’s, Trowbridge
& Smith’s Extra No. 1 p lb.
Soap, Family do.
Soap No. 1 *.
Soap, Eagle No. 1.
Soap, Star.
Soap, Castile.
Soap, Crane s.

44
64

(a)

2\

Liverpool.

Salt.

04
25
40
25

02* a)
1 ] g>

F.\tract Logwood.
Ntc
Wood.
Peach
Red

hij'M'ii

RUBBERS.

13

2] fa)
13

Domingo.

No. 3.

BOOTS,

12jg)

6. fa
6}
3 fa
4
1 6*1 a 1 66
35 w
46
I04 g) 12
28 tg)
36
1 25 n, 1 75
16 a,
00
8 11dig;
1 25 u 1 30
65 a;
70
93 5)
96
2 50
10 fa)
20
12g) 00

llypernio.
Logwood,
Campeachy.
"

pushed

quietly,

15 (fa

6Jfa

Savanvilla,.

moments

“Joe" Hookkk on the Field.—One of the
colonels in the army of the Potomac tell* the
following story of Gen. Joe* Hooker of Massachusetts:—“The neatest affair 1 have seen in
this war was Hookers fight of the 25th on the
illiainsburg road," he* incidentally remarked:
“Hooker is the handsomest officer in the*
army,’’ said I. “Handsome! Von have a
cool way of damning with taint praise. I say
lie is the best division general in shis
army.
1 saw that affair of which 1 was
speaking, although my regiment wo* not engaged, .lust
aa I rode up to Hooker—he
was sitting on a
white horse in a perfect storm of battles—an
officer asked him* ‘flow goes the day?, Cool
a* the W bite
Mountains, and just about as immutable, speaking very
like your confident, well-poised man w ho dosen't need to
bluster, lie said,‘My hand is alt trumps; I
swung that left bower (meaning Sickles), and
have just played tin? king (indicat ing some
regiments disappearing in the woods.) The
ace 1 hold back for the* last
trick. I happen
to kumv the right bower is not out!’
Hooker
the
war
as
well
as they do
plays
game of
euchre on Mississippi steamboats.”

154(g)
lOjo)

14
16
11
16

03 @
15 g)
17 g)
22 g)
4 fa

Barwood...
Brazil Wood.
Canrvood.
Fustic. Cuba.

forty, after some desperate hand to hand
fighting,succeeded in entering,but their brave
commander was less fortunate. Intensely hated by the Indians, foifhe was one oftbeirmost
notorious and skillful foes, he at once became
the centre upon which their malignity w;ls
concentrated. Burning with hatred,and a desire for revenge, they crowded around him as

imiii|uiru.

ex.

Magnesia.
Indigo, Manilla, tine.

in-

his ste ed into the stream, and in a lew
horse and rider wen* seen surmounting the hanks on the opposite side.
No pursuit was attempted, nor was a shot
fired at the intrepid rider. His enemies stood
awe-struck upon t he brow of the hank whence
he had leaped, and as he disappeared from
their view, they returned to the fort. They
did not long continue their unavailing efforts,
however for its capture; the numerous additions it had received to its garrison, the fearlessness exhibited in its defence, together with
the feat they had witnessed.disheartened them,
and early in the morning, alter burning the
village and capturing its entire stoc k of cattle,
they !>eat a hasty and ignominious retreat.

fa)

STATE OF

_RAILROADS.

75 @ 8 00
75 3 3 00

6
11
1 00

Salt, Cadiz.

Sulphur.

entire

n iui

224

1 20 g. 1 30

(roll.).

Brimstone

At sunrise, succor reached the exhausted
garrison. Col. Swearingen, with fourteen soldiers, effected an entrance into the fort without
any loss, ami an hour or two later Major McCulloch arrived with forty mounted men. The

•»...>

13

Bi Carb. Soda.

chains, loaded it to the muzzle with stones,
pieces of iron, etc., and discharged it against
the gates of the fort, it biust into a thousand
pieces, scattering the contents in every direction; several Indians were killed by the ex-

he dashed forward in the rear of his men, and
succeeded in cutting him off from the gate.—
Finding himself unable, alter the most strenuous efforts, to
accomplish his entrance, and
seeing the uselessness ofa conflict against such
a force,
he suddenly wheeled his horse, and
fled in the direction of Wheeling llill. A
of
warriors cut off his retreat in this
throng
direction, driving him back upon another party who blocked up the path behind: while a
third closed in upon him upon one of the other sides of the square.
The fourth and open
side was in the direction of the brow of a precipitous ledge of rocks, nearly one hundred
and fifty feet in
height, at the foot of which
flowed tlie waters of the Wheeling Creek.—
As he momentarily halted, and took a rapid
survey of the dangers w hich surrounded him
on all sides, lie felt tlutt his chance was indeed
a desperate one.
The Indians had not tired a
shot, and as they could easily have killed him,
had they chosen to do so, lie saw at a glance
their intention to take him alive, if possible,
that his ashes might lie offered up a« a sacrifice to the names of their departed friends
slain by big hand. This was to die a thousand
deatlis, in preference to which he determined
to run the risk of being dashed in pieces; and
he struck his heels against the sides of his
shied, who sprang forward towards the precipice. Tlie encircling warriors, as they saw
him so completely within their foils, raised a
yell of triumph, little dreaming of tlie fearful
energy w liich was to bailie their expectations.
As they saw him push his horse in the direction of the precipice, they stood in wonder
and amazeuicnt,scarc<iy believing that it could
be his intention to attempt the awful
leap,
which was to all appearances, certain death.
McCulloch Mill bore bis rifle, which he bail retained. in his right band, and carefully gathering up the bridle in his left, he urged his noble
animal forward, encouraging him by his voice,
until they reached the edge of the bank, when,
dashing Ills heels against the auimul’s sides,
they made the fearful leap into tlie air. Down,
down they went with fearful velocity, without
resistance or impediment, until one-half of the
space was passed over, when the horse’s feet
struck the smooth precipitous face of the rock,
and tin; remainder of the distance w as slid and
scrambled over until they reached the bottom,

28
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Borax.

throughout the night. They converted a hollow maple log into a field piece, bound it with

was

75
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00
00

22 g)
214 g)

Alum.
Aloes.
Arrow Root.

unhurt, and entered the fort amid the cheers
and blessings of the besieged. In a few hours
the Indians renewed the attack, continuing it

of the lbrt

8
0
0
0

Urngft and Dym.

she flew forth toward the fort with the keg of
powder in her arms, a volley of shot was
poured around her. But the noble girl escaped

picket

bbl.
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60
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00
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Bolt rope, Russia.
do.
Manilla.
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Pork, mess.
Pork, extra do.
Pork. Prime.
Pork, Hams.
Pork, City Smoked Hams.
Produce.
lh*ef p «juarter, p lb.
Eggs, p dozen.
Potatoes. pbrl(now.
Apples, dried, p lb.
Chickens, Spring.
Lamb.
Turkies.
Geese.
Veal.
Pickles, p brl.
Rice*
Rice p lb.
Rum.
Rum, Portland distilled.
SalrralNs.
Saleratus p lb.
Salt*
Salt. Turk’s Ts., p hlid. (8 bus.)....
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15

do
Portland
Portland extra Mew do.
Pork, extru clear.
Pork, clear.

(fa 3 00
3 00 & 3 124
2 62 g) 2 87
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At the siege of Fort Henry, Sept. 1777,
Major Samuel Me Culloch performed nn act
of physical daring second to none in the an-

Ground.
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00
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1 60
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Provision*.
Chicago Mess Beef..

20
15

p lb..

Cheese, New.
C'oal—(Retail.)
Coal, Cumberland p ton.
Coal Wliiteasli.
Coal, Is liigh.
Coal, Franklin.
Coffer.
(otr.e, Java P lb.
Coffee, St. Domingo.
Coffee, Kio
Coffee, Mocha.
Cordage.
Cordage, American.
Cordage, Russia.
Cordage, Manilla.

MISCELLANY.

Rochelle, Yellow.
Veil. Rod.
Litharge.
Kcd Lead.
Planter*
l'er ton Soft.
Hard.

a ft.

Beaus, Marrow p bush.
Beans, pea.
Beans, Blue Pod.
C'nudlrM.
Candles, Mould p lb.
Candles, Spenu.

9
9
9
8
7
2
2
8
8

Klip.
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Butter, Family p Jb.
Butter, Store'.

It’* O, for a quiet spot!
A place where the waters sleep,
A little farm in a sheltered vale,
A ml a home iu the forest deep.

a

6J
64

51fa)
6ya)

@ 1 00
3 85
3 1 60

2 75 <> 3 00
4 3
4)

Paint**.
Portland Lead, in oil.
Lewis Load,
"
Boston Lead,
French Zinc,
American Zinc,

Apples, Green p bbl. SI 60 ® 2 00
Apples, Sliced i> tb.
6 g)
7
5 fa)
6
Apples, Cored p tb.
Encored
lb.
2
3
Apples,
p
g)
Bread.
4 76 @ 6 00
Bread, Pilot p 100 !bs.
3 76 « 4 00
Bread, Ship.
Crackers per bbl.
3 26 a 3 60
40
35 g)
Crackers, p 100.

cow

And a kind and gentle wife,
A little girl and boy—
O, what can equal in life
A fanner's fireside joy.

not

Onion** —per bbl.
do p string.

A p pirn.

An axe for the lordlv tree,
A plow for the stubborn soil;
A faith in the promise* of good,
A strength and a will to toil.

plosion, but
jured.

Castor Oil.
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A m hr *u
Ashot Pearl

A duck and a Guinea lion,
A floose and a gamier too—
A turkey proud—the poultry kind.
And a pair of doves to coo.
A

for
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1 50
1 05
1 05
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Whittier,
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Sept.

Prior to July 21*1, full information ran be obtained
[>f the Trim* ipal, 349 rongresa Street. I lours froiu
■* hi 1 o'clock,
except Saturdats. After that time adplication mar be matle at 40 State Street.
2awl0w
I’ortlaud, June 23, 1*2.

